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SEVEN

NEW

1 9

STAMPS

8

6

40TH YEAR

IN

FEBRUARY

Seven new stamps will be issued on 11th February: a set of 5 Publicity stamps
of which 3 commemorate bimillenaries. Also an additional value of SFr.1.40 in the
current Zodiac series, and finally a single issue for the promotion of Sport.
Details are given as follows:
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Bimillenary of Bimillenary of
Roman Chur
Vindonissa (Windisch)

50 TEARS OF SWISS WORKERS' RELIEF ORGANISATION

This Organisation is based in Zürich where it was
founded.
Its main supporters are the Swiss Trades Union
Federation and the Social Democratic Party of Switzerland.
Initially running camps for children of the unemployed
during the economic crisis of the 1930s, it soon extended
its activities to other European and Overseas countries under
the motto of 'Solidarity at Home and Abroad'.
In Switzerland it is traditionally active in useful
projects, providing financial help for families and
individuals in need, running holiday camps for children and
adults, also holidays for the elderly and fighting unemployment. Abroad it concentrates on emergency and development and the principle of helping people to help
themselves. The twisted ropes on the stamp symbolise partners united in solidarity.
Bimillenary of
Zftrich

50c.

600th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BATTLE OF SEMPACH.

Nearly a century after the
founding of the Swiss Confederation in 1291, the Austrians and Hapsburgs proclaimed sovereignty over part of
Eastern and Central Switzerland, which the Swiss were not prepared to tolerate. In
Luzern they exerted the right to appoint their own mayor, took the Entelbuch
district and the then Austrian town of Sempach under their protection. Duke
Leopold III of Austria could not stand idly by and planned a punitive expedition
against Central Switzerland, culminating in the Battle of Sempach on 9 July 1386.
After a fierce struggle the Swiss troops from the four Cantons of Uri, Schwyz,
Unterwalden and Luzern put the enemy to flight.
One Arnold Winkelried is said to
have turned the battle in the Confederates' favour by grasping as many Austrian
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spears as he could and turning them on himself, thus breaking the enemy's square
of pikes.
Duke Leopold having been killed the Austrian aristocracy were for some time
unable to co-ordinate its efforts. The young Confederation made the most of
this, adding several districts to Lucerne so that 1386 becomes the bbirth year
of the Canton of Luzern. The stamp design is based on a Swiss map of 1698
featuring the area of Lake Sempach and the battlefield.
80c.
BIMILLENART OF ROMAN CHUR (Coice).
Excavations havy shown that the area
around Chur was inhabited since about
3000 B.C. Documented history, however, began only about 20n0 years ago when the
Roman Legions crossed the Alps and founded the 'Curia Rhaetorum', Yhilè ih the
middle of the 5th century a bishop took up residence in Chur, who also exercised
temporal power to a large extent. Between 1504 and 1632, during the Reformation,
a strict separation took place between Church and State, Even earlier in the
14th century the German language had begun to penetrate the region. Chur was not
only the capital of the Roman 'Rhaetia prima' but also in the Middle Ages and again
in the first half of the 19th century, a city trade centre at the intersection of
the vital GraubOnden Pass roads.
Although the opening of the Gotthard Railway in the late 1900s temporarily
diverted the north-south traffic to some extent, Chur and Canton Graubtnden have
since been experiencing new prosperity, thanks to tourism. To-day Chur is the
capital of Switzerland's only trilingual canton. The stamp design shows a brqnze
statuette of Mercury, the Roman god of commerce, which was found near there and
can now be seen in the city's Rhaetian Museum.
90c.
BIMILLENART OF VINDONISSA.
The commune of Windish - Celto-Roman Vindonissa near Brugg, is rich in history. The first
inhabitants of the area were the Helvetti. Soon the Romans built a military base
and made it a garrison town, as it lay at the intersection of the East-West and NorthSouth rivers and near the Rhine. Temples and an amphitheatre were built in the town
which had several thousand inhabitants. In about 400 a bishop took up residence in
Windisch, Christianity having become by then the Roman state religion. More than
900 years later the Hapsburgs founded the Abbey of Unigsfelden near Windisch.
Its valuable stained glass dates from the 14th century and ranks among Europe's best.
It i8 Canton Aargau's most valuable cultural heritage. To-day Windisch has about
7000 inhabitants and boasts a modern Institute of Technology, as well as a popular
Conference Centre. The stamp shows a Gallic head with the seal of the 14th Legion
which decorated an antefix tile and is now exhibited in the Vindonissa Museum in
Brugg.
110c. BIMILLENART OF ZURICH.

Wrich traces its origin to the erection of a Roman
customs post 'Statio Turicensus' at the lower end
of the lake shortly before Christ. After the withdrawal of the Roman troops in the
5th century the Alemanni began to occupy the area and the name Turicum became
Wrich. In 1336 the first burgomaster, Rudolf Brun, gave the city its Guild
Constitution which remained in force until 1798. In 1551 Wrich joined the League
of Confederates and in the 14th and 15th centuries acquired surrounding country
districts corresponding to the size of the present d,
Canton.
In the 18th century Wrich achieved great cultural importance in the Germanspeaking world (Bodmer, Breitinger, Gessner, Lavater, Pestalozzi). After the fall
of the 'ancien regime' in 1798 Wrich remained the capital of a canton which was
developing political institutions. From 1800 industry, trade and commerce
flourished, Zurich's economic life expanded and it became Switzerland's economic
centre. In 1965 it reached its peak population of about 400,000, about half that
of the entire canton, but has -Since been slowly declining. The stamp depicts a
Roman coin bearing the head of Augustus, Rome's emperor at the time Mich was
founded.
Values &
4104:64Rners:

Printing:
Size:

Form cylinder:

50 Tears of Swiss Workers' Relief Organisation.
Raymond Naef, Zürich.
50c. 600th Anniversary of Battle of Sempach - Herbert Auchli,
Herrenschwanden
80c. Bimillenary of Roman Chur - Eugen & Max Lenz, Zürich
Bimillenary of Vindonissa - Harriet H8ppner, Wrich
90c.
110c. Bimillenary of Wrich - Fred Bauer, Küssnacht
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
36 x 26 mm.
Paper: White with luminous substance
35c.

2 sheets of 50 stamps.
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NEW ISSUE NEWS (Cont.)

A further addition to the current series
of Zodiac stamps, value SFr.1.40, fegturing Gemini, the Twins, will be issued on the same day, 11th February.
This is needed to meet changes in international postage
,A A
rates. As the signs of the Zodiac are limited, this is the
ilvirt,
,
second time Gemini has appeared in the series. Like the now
little used SFr.1.60 value publicising the Appenzell region,
l'i 7- /;Fmrza.:44i
AP
-- ' , ttir:1
the new starp, with its view of Bischofszell, also features
k
j
-*
castle
the
alli
bridge,
Thur
old
the
shows
It
Eastern Switzerland.
church.
parish
Catholic
and the
SFr.1.40 - Gemini and View of Bischofszell (TG) Value & Designer:
Eugen & Max Lenz, ZU:riCh
Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux-de-Fonds (Cossonay)
Engraver:
Rotary line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern
Printing:
White with luminous substance, without
Paper!
24 x 29 mm.
coloured fibres

II.

NEW VALUE IN DEFINITIVE SERIES

-

1 40

Various organisations in the world
of sport have long pressed for
On the
special stamps with a premium in aid of sport.
in
Parliament
of
Members
by
forward
basis of a proposal put
to
1985
February
20th
on
1980 the Swiss Government decided
amend the regulations for the issue of special stamps by
the PTT, thus enabling sports stamps to be released at
irregular intervals. Of the extra charge 90 per cent
Pro Sport 50 + 20c.
will go to the Swiss National Sports Federation, and the
remaining 10 per cent will be used for special, cultural
and social work in connection with the sports movement. The stamp, also to be
issued on 11th February centres on man: vitality and movement as the basis of
sporting activities represent all summer and winter sports.

III.

'PRO SPORT'

-

- Kurt Wirth, Bern
50 + 20 c.
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
batv White with luminous substance.
36 T. 26 mm.
211V
First Day covers will be available: one for each value of the Publicity
the other two. A simple
stamps and one for the series, and a cover for each of
'Pro Sport' cancel
the
two;
first
the
for
used
be
will
First Day cancellation
available as usual.
be
will
sheets
collection
and
Folders
will show an athlete.
Value & Designer:
Printing:

THE CHRIS RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD
Tour vote is urgently needed to enable this Award to be announced before the
end of the season. Tour choice will be the member who, in your opinion, has
donated some of his or her knowledge to you via the "News Letter" in 1985, or in
any other publication. Previous winners have been:1982 Michael Rutherfoord for his "Did You Know?" contributions.
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley for her work both as Secretary and Editor
1983
1984 Not awarded
Please spare a moment to make your selection as soon as possible to me. The
vote will be secret, but if a group of members wish to send in their choice(s) under
one cover, it will save postage and time. Thank you.
G. W. HUBBARD
REPORT ON THE LONDON KEETING HELD ON 8 JANUARY 1986
With the subject of the evening's meeting entitled "Cancellations", it was
anticipated that a large quantity of material would be on show - and were not disappointed. To start the proceedings was Mrs. A. Lee, followed by Mrs. Rawnsley,
Mrs. Scholey and Messrs. Pickard, Balmforth, V. Kitchell, R. Johnson, Bulstrode
and finally Hubbard. Almost every kind of cancellation was represented, starting
with razor blades and continuing with Poste Restante, Maximum cards, Nachnahme
covers, the Automobile Post, Railway cancels, Ticino cancels, Modern strikes not
used quite as they should have been, and lastly an A - Z fun collection. These were
probably the highlights of each exhibitor's show, which like most group sessions
proved highly entertaining.
Mr L.E. Stiles gave a vote of thanks to all concerned on the volume, type
and wealth of material displayed.
G.W.H.
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1870 ffranco- Prussian War:
Stamps for the Swiss Red Cross
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£ 2,400.00

No. III Faulty, but onei,of the
rarest Red Cross items.
£
'(Cat. £ 1,500)

7

11P

On cover (wrapper)
outstanding quality.

VII

:4

4 '

VII

500.00

No. IV

Fine (Cat. £1,500)

£ 1,000.00

No. VI

'On piece used as seal.
Torn when opened.
(Used Cat. E 1,000)

E

75.00

No. VII Very slight thinning.
(Cat. E 450)

E

175.00

No. VII Superb.

E

450.00

Superb.

E

150.00

No. IX

pr.t,i(11-pci-i*
4c, \

0\

-7
(c2
-V '
k ' 4) I:::& 1, '

IX

(Inland clients kindly add 15% VAT)

&4-- N - '4 "

Illustrations not
original size.

ALL

ITEMS WITH
SWISS CERTIFICATES.

H. L. KATCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists
PO Box 242, London

ti 2 OYZ, England

AMATEUR COLLECTOR
LTD

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Deat'ers Cannot
TelephOne: 01-3480296

JAMMU

nr.UALTIA MLWO LDTTLAA

195b

REGISTRATIO N
By Mrs. C. M. Scholey
The use of registration differs in several respects in Switzerland from
its use in England.
To look at the topic in general it is noted that Emmenegger shows a
number of variation of the words 'Charge' and 'Recommandiert' and also the boxed
cancellations with spaces for the weight and the numbers of the items.
According to Dr. Ganz, "Swiss Philatelist" 1969, Nos. 54 & 55,
registration labels were introduced in about 1893. He lists the labels in chronological order and the listing has been continued by Mr. Rutherfoord, H.N.L. 1974,
November. The "Schweizerischen Luftpost Katalog' lists the labels used on Airmail.
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A cover
from Boujean
to Bern in
1878 shows
the boxed
cancel with
the weight
nnt entered.
This was
probably
normal 'when.
the fee was
the minimum.
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A letter
from Lausanne
to Carlsbad,
Austria
(Fig. 2) has
a handatamped
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Fig. 1
'R' with a manuscript 'Recommandiert 262' and franked by Standing

Helvetia tamps 67C, 70C and 71C.
Using Dr. Ganz's numbers, Type 2 was used on the outward half of
a Reply postcard in 1907 (Fig. 3) and on a newspaper wrapper in 1909
(Fig. 4) . A registered postcard is unusual in England and a
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Fig. 2

wrapper would
not qualify
as 'sealed'.
Type 5 was
used in 1958
on a PJ PJ
first day
cover and the
cover was also
given the
special First
Day cancel.
This
combination of
services
-appears to be
impossible in
this country.

The
Gan&
labels,
"Schweizer Luftpost Katalog" in listing the use of the provisional
Type 2, where the name of the town or airfield is rubber stamped, lists violetblack and red-black. Presumably the ink used for the rubber stamp was violet
or red.
(To be concluded next month)
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ARE WE PAYING TOO MUCH?

G. W. HUBBARD

The following comments have been received by me, as author. Three
members have written to express their interest and amazement at the inconsistency
of prices which, until the article appeared, they had not realised.
Two dealers have expressed opinions. One stated that his prices were
based only on what he had to pay for the items - he was in business to make money
and not to pass judgement on the whys and wherefores.
Finally Mr, H,. L. Katcher assisted by explaining that many prices were
set by the Association of Catalogue Compilers. However, when 8 11 IC was last
increased in price it was over-adjusted and is likely to remain static for a short
while. It was also stated that some stamps were increased because of the shortage of available copies - normally an increttse in price brought some of these
items out of the woodwork.
In conclusion, the author would like to say that this did not appear to
be the case with 8 11 IC; however, he now has a copy supplied by a member in the
USA. He would like to think that it may be the only copy in Western Europe, but
only further research will prove this.
DUBLIN AS A HELVETIA RENDEZVOUS ?
By J. F. Barrett
The Irish Stamp Exhibition "STAMPA" was held in November over 3 days at
the Royal Dublin Society's premises in Ballsbridge, Dublin and it occurred to me
to suggest the possibility of holding a "mini Helvetia P.S.' meeting at next year's
event.
If enough people are willing to come over, I could arrange reasonable
accommodation. Also I would like to put together a frame especially devoted to
postal items on Switzerland - Ireland and vice-versa. I already have a number
of items but would ask the membership to see if they have anything which might be
of interest. I would really like to know just how much material is 'out there'.
Of great interest would be early postal history etc.
If -ny members w enl i d be interested n this p ,, nj eat-÷ perhaps they would
write to me direct: J. F. Barrett, 'Sheaun', WESTPORT, Co. Mayo, Eire.
MR. P. HOBBS SUGGESTS "TRY YOUR SKILL"
When I lived in Ct. Vaud my wife
and I spent many weekends driving along
the old coach roads looking for interesting vineyards and Roman remains.
Welsch Switzerland, as known
to German speakers, provided many
pleasant surprises with the discovery
that some places in Vaud had official
PTT names in German as well as French.
This gave me the idea for a small
competition. The following eight places
are all in Vaud. First find the more
usual name of the town or village, then
find the 4-figure post-code, add up the 8
numbers and send the result on a postcard
to the Editor. The first correct answer
will receive a small prize.
Here goes ...
_
AHLEN
_ - - IFERTEN
- - - _
MILDEN
MORSEE
NEUS

PETERLINGEN
VIVIS
WIFLISBERG

aim OM Ow& •IIM

_
- - -

_ _ _
••••

•ND

- - _ -

RECENT 'K' CANCELS
Note. Nos K.1011-1014 to follow.
1215 PANS - Sie BtIndner 9/2
Sonnenterrasse
3136 SEFTINGEN 11/2
Gerbetal
a
6028 HERLISBERG e
620 . SEMPACH STADT
1000 CHUR 1 - vielfIltig "
ft
6912 PAZZALLO -

11015
11016
11017
1398a

11018
11019

M.O nnnn

JUBILEE_ CANCELS
8355 AADORF - 1100 Jahre
8442 HETTLINGEN - 1100 Jahre
In both cases the cancels will
be used from 3 January to 31
December 1986. No 'K' Nos.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
NORTHERN GROUP
Sat. Feb. 1 - ANNEAL COMPETITION
" Mar. 1 - GRAUBUNDEN Mr. R. A. Hoyle
LONDON GROUP

Wed. Feb. 12
The names and numbers will be given
in a following issue. Send in by the end
of February.

" Mar. 12

- FORGERIES All Members
- PRESIDENT'S EVENING
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DID YOU KNOW ?

REMINDER!: 1986 SUBSCRIPTIONS

If you
p have not yet sent yours in,
will you lease do so as soon as possit
te-belplis as it saves a great deal of
time checking and rechecking.
Subscriptions are £4.00 in G.B. and
Europe; Overseas by 2nd Class Airmail
£5.00. Please return the chit sent.
L.E.S.
THANK YOU

ALL

Mr. L.E. Stiles, Mx. G.W. Hubbard
andMr. R.F. Bulstrode send their best
wishes to all Members and particularly
to those who sent Christmas cards which
were much appreciated.
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley wishes to
acknowledge the many cards and letters
received, more than ever this time.
Some, alas, arrived a little late as t his
area had only one delivery per day ...
an economy measure to recoup some of t hat
lp reduction in postage? ... but all
greatly valued.
A HAPPY, HEALTHY AND PROSPEROUS
1986 TO ALL.
-Cont. from Col. 2
as shown on the modified sketch from the
SBZ of Dec. 1985, depending how the
sheet was cut from the roll of watermarked paper. As some issues come entire.
ly in one or other orientation (as far as
can be determined so far) and others in
both, Zumstein intend to record this
variation in their catalogues. Single
stamps cannot show enough crosses, but
the direction of curling, when vet, can
be an iiiiliestion (my suggestion). Any
comments?
that the New York Museum of Modern
Art are showing paintings from the
Prince of Liechtenstein's collection for
the first tiae. Three are shown on the
stamps issued on 2 Sept. and also contained in a new type of publication, a
folder, AS sized, showing on each page
a representation of the 3 paintings,
together with a mint stamp in a Hawid
mount. Very nice.
.... that the answer to Question No.139
is that mistletoe is shown on the 60c PJ
of 1974 (Z.251). This parasite is quite
extensive in Graubdnden, to be seen on
many trees at about 1000 m., but had
only recently become a Christmas symbol
here.
.... that Question No. 140 is on the
WIII and the note and excellent sketch
on p. 21 (1984 Ed.) of the Amateur
Collector Catalogue. Why is No. 150
excepted?

DID YOU KNOW? -

N. RUTBERFCORD

.... that I hope I will be able to answer
m11 queries in 1986 a bit faster than in
the previous years. I don't mind a
reminder, especially if the best stamp is
70 mm from the righthand side of the
cover! ThAnks to all who have written to
me.
that the PTT has started a big
•
campaign to win subscribers to the
Standing Order Service for Special (S) an
local Publicity (K) cancellations.
Attractive leaflets are available in four
languages. Strangely their existing
service for MPO cancels is not mentioned.
Collection sheets & sheetlets have got a
bit mixed up too.

.... that over 4000 copies of the SVP Han
book have been sold since it first came
out in 1977. Members and Bulletin-only
subscribers have received 2 double-rage
updates, a total of 56.
that the last cancel in 1985 was
•
K1010 on 11.12.85. That makes, for the
49 years since the first one in 1942, an
average of nearly 24 per year, but as 102
pages have now been filled, this gives a
total of 1424 different cancels, an average of 31 per year. The difference is
mainly due to the introduction of the
postcodes, and to changes of it, as well
as new designs.
that singing telegrams are becoming
•
more and more -popular, no less than
33A,000 since their inception in Feb. 198
trader pressure the PTT are now usihg a
new type of minute battery with virtually
no mercury in it, to help clean the incin
erator smoke. "Happy Birthday" in Englis
is sung, though another melody alone is
available.
.... that Swiss
4,
4SP-J04(1.0
4 C1/4
9 /
sculptor Alberto
cr t
e•
Giacometti has been
Ne
.,- , v ,r , -a
honoured by a
French large sized
)111110 t
1
Art stamp showing
\\\...:7119ss
2 dogs in his typical style. The FD
;W:11S
cancel is shown here.

A

that Dr. H. Kaumann has discovered
•
a new facet of the printing of the stamps
having the multiple crosses WIII watermark. They can be either with crosses
horizontal or vertical, (as shown;e41,0

u

u

ED

ri +41-

cllj
HORIZONTAL

rt1

VERTICAL

Modified sketch from BBZ of Dec. 1985
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1985

It is with deep regret that
we have to announce the death of
three Members.

1986

AND A NEW TEAR.

Will it also be the start of a New
Project?

MR. DAVID PASCHOUD
What section of your Swiss

which occurred on. 4th_ january. A
friend and much valued London
Member for many years, having
joined the Society in 1959, he
will be greatly missed.

collection will you be studying?
There are so many to choose
'from: Strubels, Sitting Helvetia
Perf., Standing Helvetia, Tell and

MR. A. G. WENGER

Tell Boy are always popular.

of London, a Member since 1975.
Other sections of interest
cover Postal History, Air Mails,
MR. E.H.W. WENT

Bundesfeier Cards, Soldier Stamps,

of Watford, a Member since 1974.

TPOs

the choice is endless.

Let me know how I can help
you with material on approval or

DAT OF THE SPORT STAMP

It is announced that in addition
to the FD cancel on Feb. 11 for the new
stamp, February 15 will be marked as
the "Day of the Sport Stamp" by holding
various events and with Bern as the
centre of a Folk Festival.
A mobile
PO in the Bundesplatz will use a special
cancel inscribed "Tag der Sportmarke"
15.2.1986.

against Wants Lists.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lanes LA4 W.

kealto

zumsbein+cie

Or

zumstein
schweiz
Whterstein

Inh. Bertsch & Co.
Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585

CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

1983

Present
the new 1986

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
Postage

Pricess
Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East

•NO1

•••

fees for Europe:

SFr. 25.Sir. 25.-

SFr, 6.Sir. 6.SFr. 6.-

Sir. 500..

SFr. 8.60

SFr. 25.-

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986

as usual in colour
NEWs with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers
Zumntein - Michel - Tvert
SFr. 10.Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great Britain

VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

ZUMSbein
Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARICEN-ZEITUNG" ?

If not,
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By ANTON M. KOFRANEK
Reprinted, with permission, from "The American Philatelist", July 1982
their
There is considerable written material on the Swiss cantonal issues and
issues
ration
forgeries, but there is very little written on the Federal Administ
Perhaps the philatelic value of the Federal issues was too low at
that followed.
the need
the time when many of the cantonal forgeries were being researched, and
for such a Federal issue article was not warranted.
Whatever the reason, I thought that a start should be made to study and
of serious
describe these Federal issue forgeries. Throughout my thirty years
lately by
but
e
ignoranc
through
some
stamps,
bogus
collecting I have accumulated
forged
many
the
that
know
I
s.
original
the
to
them
design, to study and compare
the
but
,
complete
not
are
access
have
I
which
to
issues
versions of the Federal
exist.
do
intention of this article is to alert philatelists to some of those that
a
that
I also hope to encourage people to lead me to other Swiss forgeries so
would
It
second article can be written to correct and update the present article.
Federal
also be helpful to me to hear about other literature pertinent to the
issues that have been overlooked in the citation.

Figure 1. An original of Scott No. 8 (Zumstein
No. 1611) of the Type 28, showing the "oily".
appearing cross framing.

Postage stamp forgeries occur for two reasons.
nt postage payments, or to deceive
circumve
To
philatelists, especially where high valued stamps
are concerned. Another reason mentioned - but
hardly logical - is that the reproduction of postage
stamps is an art form and forgeries were printed to
illustrate how many of the classic stamps of the
In the early 1900(s,
nineteenth century appeared.
Fournier of Switzerland forged classic stamps of
great value of all countries, which he called
He sold these to philatelists at
"facsimilies".
low prices to help complete their collections
(Ragatz 1970). When not clearly marked as
"facsimilies" or overprinted with "faux" (false),
these stamps created a philatelic problem in separat...
-ing these accurately reproduced forgeries from the
official government issued postage stamps.
The history of the Federal issues is important
These were
to the study of the forgeries of them.
to forge,
lithographed an were relatively easy To
avoid the
and some rorgeries were excellent.
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and some forgeries were excellent.
To avoid the possible danger of forgery, the
Federal Council wanted to change from these lithographed stamps . to ones that were
typog/aphed , embossed,,and had a silk thread. The change was to be made as early
as January 1852, but took place only on October 1, 1854.
1. The History of the Federal Issues Ordered by the Confederate Postal Administration°
The Confederation claimed authority for the postal control over the territory
from January 1, 1849. That administration only delineated postal districts and
established laws concerning rates, but did not yet manufacture any postage stamps for
these purposes. Some of the cantons supplied those stamps during the transition
period.

Is
14

II
21
22

19
20

9

9

2

4

Figure 2. The nomenclature of the essential
parts of the Federal issues used in describing
these stamps. Some changes were made in
translation from German. (Courtesy Zumstein
& Cie, Bern, Switzerland.)
I. Cutting line between stamps
2. Outer stamp frame
3. Inner stamp frame
4. Margin
5. Background lines
6. Arabesque
7. Cord
8. Cord loop
9. Cord circle
10. Cord offshoots (tendrils)
a. left, outer
b. left, inner
c. right, inner
d. tight, outer
II. Cord ledge
12. Cord arch
13. Inscription band
14. Hug
15. Posthorn ring
16. Posthorn mouthpiece
17. Posthorn bell
18. Shield escutcheon
19. Escutcheon outer border
20. Red shield
21. Cross
22. Cross framing

The Federal Council did nake postage stamps available on April 5, 1850, to centres of large
population, to be used as prepayment on letters.
These stamps were the 2-1- Rappen "Poste Local"
and "Orts-Post", which were produced by Karl
Durheim of Bern. They were lithographed on white
wove paper and were rectangular about 22- by 18 mm
in size.
The inscription band, the arabesques,
the escutcheon, background posthorn, and lettering
were black, the field within the escutcheon 3x cept for the white cross in the center, was a
vivid red.
The words "Poste Locale" or "OrtsPost", which measure slightly less than 1 mm.,
never toudh the inscription band. The values of
2i Rp" appeared within the two open circles
below. A spiral cord or rope, not entirely black,
encloses the white portion of the stamp.
The first issues of these two values had the
white cross bordered by a thin black frame.
Occasionally these frames around the cross shifted
as much as 0.5 mm and were troublesome to the
printer.
In June 1850 both kinds of the 21-- Rp
appeared without the frames on the cross. They
were removed from the original stone, 1:0117 often
not completely so partial frames do.exist,
(Munk 1950).
Forty types were drawn originally on a
stone, arranged eight horizontally by five vertically. The forty types were transferred from
the stone and repeated four times to make a sheet
of 100 stamps. Accurate colored reproductions
of these forty types of the "Poste Locald'and
"Orts-Post" appear in the Zumstein 1924 Special
Catalogue. These reproductions are the main
source for comparison with the forgeries of
these later Federal issues I am evaluating
presently.

The Aandbook of the Posta ge Stam p s of
Switzerland by Ernst Zumstein (1910), and The
Postage Stamps of Switzerland by Mirabaud and
Reutersklold (1899) , both make mention of the
printer having had troubles with the top row
and the right vertica4co1umn of the 'Orts-Posts
issue. Some of the stamps in these positions
were defective and the printer replaced those
on the original plate with types that were sound.. This substitution caused some
later sheets to contain duplicate types in the top row or right column. Later
this 'Orts-Post' stone would be used as the basic form and background of Rayon III
(small 15's).
The second and third columns of the 'Orts-Post' stone were used and these two
columns of five were essentially perfect and free of defects. The second and
third columns of the 'Orts-Post' and the two columns of the small 15 numeral
Rayon III that make up the sheet resemble each other in ground line and arabesque
details but, of course, differ in the lettering in the inscription band and the
.
va1ues 77:nsie
the two large circles at the bottom.
Obviously this is difficult
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FORGERIES OF THE FEDERAL ISSUE OF S'v+ITZERLAND, 1850-1854 (Continued)
to visualise without being able to see and study the complete plates of these two
issues (Hertsch, 1924).
The 'Poste Locale' and 'Orts-Post' were issued to serve in the French and
German-speaking 0.)---tcls of Switzerland respectively; however, both issues were
These two stamps, having a low value, were issued for
used in either section.
local use but also were used for greater distances when adequate multiples were
placed on envelopes. The higher values which followed were designed for different rayons (mailing zones), depending on distance from the posting source. The
value of the stamp required also on the letter weight.
A circular of the Federal Council on April 5, 1850, announced that prepaid
letters would be carried at the following tariffs (Mirabaud Reutersk/old, 1899):
Up to 2 loths (1 ounce) inclusive
From 2 to 4 lothp (1-2 noes)
(2-4 ounces)
From 4 to 8 lothf

...
...

2i Rappen
5 Rappen
10 Rappen

The circular also stated: "Stamps of 5 and 10 Rappen will shortly be issued;
On October 1, 1850,
these may also be used for the local post in such cases."
the dark blue Rayon I and the yellow Rayon II issues were placed on sale.
The Rayon I stamp was black and red on a dark blue background applied to
white paper. There were several shades, the gray-blue background being the most
common. This stamp was first thought to have been printed with a black frame
around the cross and later erased fram the stone, however, there is some controThe stamp lacking the frame around the cross is more
versy over this point.
common than the one having the frame.
The Rayon II stamp was also a tricolor, i.e. black and red on a yellow backThe framing on the cross on this stamp is indeed
ground, printed on white paper.
rare, but sometimes one can see what appears to be a transparent oily film around
the cross; this t5ansparency is supposed to be the remnants of the frame after
its removal from the stone (Fig. 1).
Both of these Rayon issues were printed in groups of forty (eight by five),
with two or four of the groups on a full sheet. There are 40 basic types, which
There
are identifiable by the ground lines that lie outside the cord (Fig. 2).
are other differences amongst the forty types, such as in the shape of letters,
numbers, and arabesques, but identification of any of the forty types is much more
definite by studying the diverse patterns of the background lines. Color reproductions of the forty types of Rayon I and II also appear in Zumstein's "1924
Catalogue".
These two issues on a dark blue or yellow background were expensive to print.
On September 9, 1850, the Postal Control issued an order to try color changes on
The Rayon I was changed to light blue on white paper with
the existing plates.
a red shield. This change was successful, but when
the Rayon II was changed to just yellow on white
(with a red shield) it was not clearly visible in
The latter trial was discontinued,
certain light.
but the plans to print the light blue (sometimes dark
blue) Rayon I on white wove paper were implemented.
The exact date of issue for that Rayon I is not known,
but the first known cancellation date was April 15,
1851 (Mirabaud Reuterskold, 1899). Remnants of the
frame , two to four sides around the cross, appear
occasionally on these stamps of the light blue Rayon I
Partial frawing, however, is very rarely
(Fig. 3).
found on the Rayon II crosses.

• • ••

••••

(To be continued)
••••

To avoid correspondence will
members please note that,
unfortunately, the Society does not possess a copy
of the Zumstein Handbook of 1924, referred to in
It is extremethe above article, in its Library.
ly difficult - not to say expensive - to find
nowadays.

Editor's Comments
Figure 3. An original of Scott No. 10 (Zumstein No. 1711) showing a partial framing on
the lower right part of the cross. The black
rosette of Zurich indicates an early use of this
stamp.

••••
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AMATEUR COLLECTOR
LTD

1986
MARCH 4- 9

STAND No. 39

BRITAIN'S NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION

BOTH HALLS

AS ALWAYS YOU WILL

Royal Horticultural Society

FIND SUPERB SWISS

GREYCOAT STREET Et VINCENT SQUARE
LONDON S.W.1

MATERIAL ON OUR
STAND. PLEASE

Convenient Bus Routes: 10, 11, 24, 29, 70, 76, 149*, 500, 507
(76, 149 Not Sat.), (500 Not Sun.)
Underground Stations: St. James's Park (Circle Er District Lines)
Victoria (Circle, District Et Victoria Lines)

TUESDAY
1 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m.
THURSDAY
10.30 a.m.
FRIDAY
10.30 a.m.
SATURDAY
10.30 a.m.
SUNDAY
10.30 a.m.

8
8
8
8
6
6

to
to
to
to
to
to

COME TO SEE US AT
THE SHOW, DISCUSS

p.m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

SWISS STAMPS WITH
US - MY STAFF AND

p.m.

I WILL GLADLY HELP

FIRST DAY ALL £2.00, including catalogue.
OTHER DAYS £1.00 (after 4 pm 50p)
CHILDREN Er 0.A.P.'s 50p (after 4 pm 25p)
SEASON TICKETS including catalogue E4.00
Parties of 10 or more 25p per person except on the first day.
Tickets will be available from the Box Office

YOU WITH ANY QUERIES
AND SHOW YOU ITEMS
OF INTEREST.

7 1
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H. L. K TCHER
The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists
PO Box 242, London N2 OYZ, England

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot
Telephone: 01-348 0296
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REGISTRATION
By Mrs. C. M. Scholey
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First shown here is
. the illustration (Fig. 4) held
over for lack of space, showing
the registered newspaper
wrapper.

2,5041:07

- 014/74*
'''
(-

(Conclusion)

Following the comments in
the previous instalment on
coloured registration cancels,
a cover sent on 26 July 1925
had a label, Type 2,
R Lausanne Comptoir Suisse
No. 490', all in black, with
the addition of "poste
aerienne" in red. (Fig. 5).

/

9

The covers which I
possess, and have shown in this
article, all confirm the dates
of use given by Dr. Ganz.
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Fig. 5
REPORT ON THE LONDON METING HELD ON 12 FEBRUARY
Forgeries, reproductions, facsimilies, imitations or just copies was the title
for the All-Member eveningin . London. Mr. R.A.G. Lee set the ball rolling with
a display borrowed from the Royal's Reference Collection. §perati, Fournier,
Fanelli, Szekula, de Thun and many other examples were shown. Methods were
,discussed, using chemicals, reproducing by the purchase of outdated litho stones something for which Stanley Gibbons (founder of the firm) was fined - as were many
other well-known dealers at the turn of the century.
Other members who showed material included Mrs. Lee and Messrs Houtris, Hubbard,
Slate, and Bulstrode. In summing up the displays Kr. Mistely:±bit that
all those
present had learnt something but were now somewhat perplexed as to their treasures
and only really good certificateswould put their minds at ease. A most interesting evening was had by all.
G.W.H.
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AND NOW A "Pro Sport" SWISS STAMP
By J.J.E. Eusebio
In common with many countries, Switzerland has featured on its postage stamps
from time to time various sporting activities, both ancient and modern. Unlike
some
countries, particularly on the occasion of the Olympic Games, the Swiss Post Office
has steered clear of using its stamps as a means of collecting funds to subsidize
sport.
The New Year Swiss press now brings news of a break in this tradition. On
11th February 1986 a new postage stamp, value 50c. (inland letter rate) will be
issued under the inscription "PRO SPORT" and bearing a surcharge of 200, (40).
It is intended to repeat this issue every 2 or 3 years, thus there will
be a
further category of Swiss stamps to add to the popular "Pro Juventute" and "Pro
Patria"issues.
The "Pro Sport" stamp is being issued at the instigation of the Swiss Association for Sport (ASS), uniting some 73 national sporting federations and societies
who will collaborate: with the postal authorities in the issue, the sale and eventually the distribution of the surcharge proceeds.
The monies thus collected are to be devoted, to the extent of
following purposes:

90,

to the

Improvement of sport intrastructures in mountainous (deprived) regions.
Promotion of elite amateur and representative sport.
Furtherance of 'crowd' sports
Scientific research on sport.
The remaining 10 will go into a Federal Government fund to be held at its
disposal of sporting bodies for subsidizing cultural and social activities. The
stamp will be sold in various ways - on the occasion of sporting events, at street
corners, on house calls etc. - by young sportsmen or active members.
A practical prospectus is available to explain the stamp, and the stamp booklets prepared in furtherance of the campaign. It is expected that the booklet
will be welcomes as practical. The sporting federations and societies will
prefer them as affording a greater p rofit margin. They will be available as follows:
1. Some Federations will be printing their own "Pro Sport" booklets. These
will hold 10 stamps and 2 pages for society publicity, to be sold at
5Fr.9.50 each. Information on these booklets is available from the ASS
offices ('phone 031-140101).
2. The official ASS booklets, also holding 10 "Pro Sport" stamps will also
sell for SFr.9.50.
It is hoped that this new initiative, under the motto: "Have a heart for
Swiss Sport" will find a favourable response from all Swiss sportsmen - not
forgetting the Swiss sportswomen!
CAN YOU HELP ?
Our American member Mr. Gene Kelly, who is at present
residing in Switzerland, is pursuing a
project. As Chairman of the Swiss
Revenue Research Group of the Anerican
Helvetia P.S., and Editor of the "Revenue
Philatelist", he is visiting various
s
Gemeildde"offices seeking information on
the more modern issues, but is having
difficulties, since most say that they do
not use revenue stamps and without dated
examples or good photocopies, they cannot
help.
Mr. Kelly would be grate.
ful if members who have used revenue
stamps would have such copies made, with
any known details - especially dates.
To save a lot of postage, if sent to the
Editor they can be passed on in batches.
- - o0o - -

RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD
Concerning this Award, members
will have seen on page 3 of the January
"News Letter" a request for votes for
the 1985 Award. Where are they? To
date - 1212/86- apart from the Northern
Group, I have received only 5 votes.
We want your views; please try to spare
a moment for thought and cast your vote.
It costs only the price of a stamp.
G.W.H.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
NORTHERN GROUP:
Saturday, 1 March - 'GRAUBUNDEN' Mr. R.A. Hoyle
22 March - A.G.M.
LONDON GROUP:
Wednesday, 12 March - PRESIDENT'S
DISPLAY
9 April - ANNUAL
COMPETITKON

FEBRUARY

1986

DID YOU KNOW ?
... that although I am not an

JANUARY NORTHERN GROUP MEETING
Hon. Group Secretary: Mr. R.A. HOYLE,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd, Halifax

enthusiast
for mixing philately with numismatics I
think I should mention that this year
(in June) the special SFr.5.- piece will
also commemorate the Battle of Sempach
in 1306. Such valid coins have been
produced in silver in 1936, '39, '41, '44,
'48 & '63, and the older ones cost
hundreds of francs to-day. Cupro-nickel
coins have been issued since 1974, and
often have a motif similar to stamps of
the year.

For this meeting Members were entertained by Mr. I. Gilchrist at his home
in Pool-in-Wharfedale. In his display he
showed a remarkable collection of covers,
cards and stamps covering a wide range
of Swiss philately, with many unusual
items not seen before by Members. The
various sections included:
1.

Three sheets of Fournier postmarks
used for forging covers.

... that the SBB have issued a booklet
in German, 44 A4 pages for SFr.12.- on
all the railway issues, machines, wagons,
etc. in the Transport Museum in Luzern.
A most useful collection of specifications, photos etc. but not much on TP0s.

Selection of early colour postcards
including shooting festivals,
Vaudoise festival cards, Bundesfeier and
other festivals, some with vignettes.
2.

3.

Display of shades and coils of the
1949 'Landscapes'.

that Member Roy Christian has drawn
my attention to a most useful SBB
ation: "Scheinennetz Schweiz" in German
& French, bound A4, 170 pages of details
on the fixed installations of all railways in Switzerland. Numerous b & w
photos show many historic details not
found elsewhere.
SFr.29.-.

4. B.I.E. forerunners in complete sheets
an imperf of the claret and a wide
range on cover.
5.

Red Cross 'Nachnahme' cards and other
Red Cross covers and cards.

6.

Modern 'Maximum' cards of the &Pro
Patria' castles, publicity issues etc

... that the Swiss Fund for Furthering
Philately has made a big financial
contribution to the publication of a
3-volume history of Sardinia, in Italian,
which received a large gold medal at the
'Italia' exhibition. Althouls accompanied by a summary in German, French and
English I cannot see what mosy clubs in
Switzerland will do with it (each club
gets a free copy), at SFr.240.- the lot,
and that other literature on Swiss stamps
etc. would have been more deserving.
What about the postal history of BongoBongo? .. though I admit that the Kingdom
of Sardinia included half mainland Italy
in those days.

7. Military covers and cards including
cards for balloons used for observation & surveying; covers held in France
during the German Occupation, International Money Orders overprinted for use
by prisoners & internees and 7i & 10c.
Tell & Tell Boy cards overprinted
"Industrielle Kriegs Wirtschaft".
8.

Selection of airmail covers, cards &
vignettes, Zeppelin flights and
covers with combinations of soldier and
airmail stamps.
9. Covers illustrating the Swiss postal
c codinf system.
100 A selection of covers with Red Cross
tracing service labels.

...that in celebration of the new stamp
for 2000 years of Roman Switzerland
Chur has brought out a new 'K'cancel

A truly outstanding afternoon,
greatly enjoyed by everyone.
R.A.H.

C1-10-1?t/4)APACk
o\-)
11.-2.86--8

1986 SUBSCRIPTIONS
An °V in the box means that
your 1986 subscription is still
outstanding.
Please remit as
soon as possible.
DID YOU KNOW? -
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Cont. from Col. 2
for the FD of the 80c value. Note that
as Chur 2 has a machine publicity slogan,
this cancel is for Chur 1. And Sempach
has brought out a new version of K398 for
the nice 50c. (As shown above).

that Question No. 141 is about the Romans
in a way. Edward Gibbon (Decline & Fall
of the Roman Empire') spent the 5 most
formative years of his life in Lausanne
where he met his only girl friend. After
he had returned home to England, she
married and had a famous daughter who is
portrayed on a Swiss 80c. stamp. What is
the name of the daughter?
M. RUTTIRFOORD

... that the answer to Question No. 140
is that stamp No. 190 was printed by
Courvolsier in photogravure on plain white
paper, their first for the PTT.
1

(Continued in Col.
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RECENT 'K CANCELS
We can't all buy 'Classics' these

6243 WAUWIL
3536 AESCHAU
3537 EGGIWIL
C937 CASLANO - Lago de
Lugano

3.1.86
13.1.86

days, but there are plenty of Swiss

K.1011
1012

issues which are well worth study:

1013

6852 GENESTRERO - Chiesa
S.Antonio Abate
2294 BUREN AN DER AARE
2076 GALS
5622 WALTENSCRWIL
5708 BIRRWIL

POSTAL HISTORY - a subject without end

20.1.86

1014

AIRMAIL STAMPS & COVERS - of absorbing
interest

3.3.36
10.3.86

1020
242b,

SITTING HELVETIA (Strubels) - still
a firm farcrite

1021

SITTING HELVETIA PERF. - the first
perforater stamps and . a well
worth subject

1022
:1023

ft

TELL & TELLBOY - a more modern
subject and full of interest

CORRIGENDA
MINI-COMPETITION.

Will you please note
note that the first
line should be AELEN not A. To give you
another chance the closing date will be
March 22nd.

All these and more can provite
study and pleasure.
Write to me and I can help you.

Working in the dreary light of a
horribly dark January day, last month's
END was inadvertently shown as 'No. 2'
instead of '1' and '1985'. Please amend.
Must have been longing for spring.
Ropelito see some of our Members at
'STAMPEX' next month.

"

LA

r

o

-

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lancs LA4 P.
I

zumstein+cie

-61
' 11
M .4

ztrnstein

Inh. Bertsch & Co.

schoveiz

Zeughausgasse 24, PO Box 2585

ischtenstein

CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

1086

Present
the new 1986 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
Postage fees for Europe,:

11101.1

Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East

-

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

25.25.25.50.'m

6.6.6.8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986
as usual in colour

NEWs with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers
Zunstein - Michel - Yvert
SFr, 10.Please apply to your local stamp dealer or 'to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

zurnsbein
-

If not,
Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?
send
you,
free
of
charge, a specimen
let us know your address, and we will
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By ANTON M. KOFRANEK
from the 'American Philatelist', July 1982
permission,
Reprinted, with
Part II
The Federal 'Council of the Confederation was planning a new series of stamps,
the imperforate Sitting Helvetia, with a silk thread, to be ready for distribution
The en graver, M. Weiss of Munich, Germany, was unable to
by January 1, 1852.
Because of the delay
supply these stamps because the process was very complicated.
Rayon I and II
the
that
in delivery of the new issue from Germany, it was decided
another value
However,
would continue in use for the first two limits of distance.
delivery
Mail
greater
of 15 Rappen for the third rayon was required to accommodate
distance.
At this time there was a discrepancy between the values of the centimes in the
The change to equalize the
French cantons and the Rappen in the German cantons.
to make the transition
and
1852,
1,
January
on
place
take
to
was
monetary values
period between December
the
for
offices
post
Swiss
at
sold
were
smooth, no stamps
rates being fixed during
postal
of
n
complicatio
The
1852.
1,
25, 1851 and January
(1899) under the
ld
Reuterskiö
Mirabaud
in
detail
in
this period is explained
section of "Rayon III".
The Rayon III stamp was to be printed in red and black, but actually was done
The first transfer was taken from the second and the third
entirely in red.
:*Us,
defects.
serious
any
without
were
vartical rows of the Orts-Post stone, which
the background of the stamps was identical to the Orts-Post issue, but of course
the inscription was changed to "Rayon III" and the value in the lower left circle
was changed to a small "15".
Examination of the "Rp's" in the lower right circle show that they were not
In addition, a thick frame was placed around the cross, and the
altered, hove-Fero
Vivid red shield was changed to a series of seventeen or eighteen vertical lines
that often penetrated the left and top of the escutcheon.
As the Rayon III issue starvaa were transferred from two vertical rows of the
Orts-Post stone, the stamps were printed in smaller panes of ten as illustrated in
These panes of ten were placed
Reuterskiöld (1899).
Hertsch (1924) or Mirabaud
which was in turn repeated
forty,
side by side vertically to form a large pane of
Federal issues
other
the
again four times to form a sheet of 160, as were
(westoby, 1903).
There were 300,000 of the "small 15 RP." and only 100,000 of the "small 15 Cts."
l
After the order for the "small 15 Rp" had been filled, the "Rp"
va ues ordered.
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removed from the stone and replaced by hand with "Cts" for centimes.
All the "Cts"
in the plate are uniform, excest there is no tail at the bottom of the "t" in Type I
and the "t" in Type 7 is short compared to the other nine types.
For comparable
typ es, the small numeral "15" of the "Rp" and "Cts" versions are alike in all
respects because the numeralw were not altered when changing the monetary sign
from German to French.
The "small 15's" were supposed to be used for only a few months, until the silk
thread issues were ready.
This was not the case, however, and a greater number of
Rayon III values had to be printed.
The transfers used for the "small 15's" probably were effaced by the time this decision to print more was made.
New transfers
were then made from the fourth and fifth vertical rows which, like the second and
third rows, were free of defects.
The inscription "Rayon III" was chan ged as before,
but the numeral "15" in the lower left circle was made larger than in the previous
issue, thereafter being referred to as the "large 15".
The exact appearance date
of this issue is not known, but is estimated as mid-1852.
All of the Rayons were declared invalid on October 1, 1854/ when the silk
thread issue of the Sitting Helvetia was issued for use.
Many of the unused
cones of the entire Rayon issue were returned and destroyed by the Postal AutMorities.
The quantities sold and those later destroyed are tabulated in Zumstein's 'Handbook of the Postage Stamps of Switzerland' (1910).
II.

The Study and Identification of Selected

Federal Issue Forgeries

In this article the finest and most receivin g forgery of a given value will be
discussed first, and the crudest one last.
The most si gnificent deviations from
the governmental original will be stressed in their order of importance. No
mention of stamp size will be made other than that
all of the governmental issues were about 224 by
l..
es
„...
• 44,
18 mm. Schloss (1951) mentions the sizes often and
1 41 - i•l—
explicitly - e. g . in a fraction of a millimeter,
t
i
I ,
O
*
•
, 1P VI — ai evt, GrAlt
but I do not think it too important.
It would be
.• i ap .: 1‘ ,!
folly for a forger to design a greatly oversized or
. !ii,.
4qA
4 „I ' 1414 ° . 1". li .1. .,V, , . i
undersized forgery.
In addition, it is difficult
-9
s V
7 pi
+
4V
for most philatelists to measure dimensions less
...
oi f *„
4 1to , ,,,t,,,,
4 , iv
„ a, 04'14'
....I.
than a millimeter with accuracy with an ordinary
gl
1
A^1 , IRAI ,
.;T,4-ti :,
,s A!V
millimeter ruler and magnifying loop.
All
r r
J
5
I ' 4 Fi ;Of
$ ' lit
o^ i measurements in this article are estimations. The
T J
a 1 1,4
, , e''')
It
fo .°
purpose of this article is to uncover the significant
re
nfVilld::-Ztt:MATIEM11702. deviations from the official originals.

F

as,lot;

R

• 13-i, ol,'

,1

T4,

i,

l

Deviations found in several locations on the
stamp will be given because the forger was astute
.
1 „),
enough to cancel most issues (Fig. 4), thus
Ai Whit
',
. ,1 .i. .A,11
.
obliterating portions of the forgery. All areas
e 4i?)e 0* rtfAri .1;ga;
f
eNt
of
the forgery, therefore, may not be equally
„4.0.,
,,
1446t.. .,-,,
'
•'" - '
accessible for close study.
Set''''' .- ,S, so"

, se,

„Hs! ,,

:,.. ,

One thing that becomes evident when studying
forgeries of the Swiss Federal issues is that the
forgers tended to use the same background (Fig. 2)
of twenty-five and usually were canceled in this
for all their Federal issue values.
Therefore, if
manner.
one finds that an Orts-Post forgery has a certain
background design, not only are ism. background lines
the same for all subsequent values,- but so is the inscription band, flag,
Cnly the lettering in
escutcheon, and cord that outlines the inner portions.
the inscription band, values, and colours were chan g ed to create "another" forgery.
Knowing the forger's techniques makes it somewhat sizeple to become acquainted
with his forgeries, because once these basic sieilarities are found, only the
inscription lettering and values need ve studied to detect additional devietions
',ihere several values of the same forgery exist,
from the Fovernmental oriFinals.
the first one will be discussed in detail and the others will be noted in reference
to the :ne first analyzed in detail.
Figure 4. Spiro forgeries of Scott No. 8 (Zumskin No. 16 /JO were ahvma prodtwed ht sheets

It is necessary to establish terms to communicate with in describing the
anatomy of the Federal issue stamps.
They all have a basic form, so only one
illustration (Fig. 2) naming the various parts is necessary.
Figure 2 was loaned
to me by Zumstein & Cie, Bern (1978).
The terms were freely translated from German,
occasionally, terms were altered slightly. The term "trefoil" was added. It is
the three-lobed figurr with a small circle, just below the center of the posthorn.
The trefoil varies censiderably amon g Federal issue forgeries, and on occasion *
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(Contiaued)
FORGERIES OF THE FEDERAL ISSUES OF SWITZERLAND, 1850-1854
represents a significant deviation from the official original.
ons'ef'its
Unfortunately, the original "Poste Locale" (Fig. 2) has two deviati
make
rings
ric
First, three concent
own from all the other Federal issue values.
rings.,
ric
up the posthorn ring in *Poste Locale', all the others have two concent
(013-3.2
has
Locale"
"Poste
of
n
posthor
the
around
rinFs
Secondly, the series of
all others have a series of
( Fig. 2) or, commonly, 0.4-3:2 rings from the left,
g
, and thus
On a forgery this series of rin s often differs greatly
2.3-3.2 rings.
"Poste
of
These major differences
becomes a key deviation from the original.
Girsewald (1893)
Locale" from all other Federal issues, were first described by von
the stamps
The following forgeries are given Scott and Zumstein numbers for
the followte
correla
to
made
No attempt was
they are supbosedlyrrepresenting..
in g forgeries wit., those numerically listed by Earee (1906).
CHTS-POST.

1, Scott No, 1; Zumstein No. 13

Figure 5. An excellent forgery of Orts-Post.
The interrupted "V" in the bottom right portion of the escutcheon is the key deviation from
the original.

One of the best
forgeries in the
entire group of
Federal issues
(Fig. 5). The paper
is thin and white;
the colouring of the
shield is excellent
and is masterfully
contained within the
escutcheon, as in
the originals. The
background lines are
excellent even
though they cannot
be matched to any of
the forty types.
There were three
copies to study and
two were toned yellowish with age.

Figure 6. A good forgery of Orts-Post. The
outer border line of the escutcheon almost
touches the cord in four places at the bottom.

Significant deviations.
not counting the trefoil at
a. . There are five distinct parts of the escutcheon,
and in the shape of a fancy
n
unbroke
be
should
The bottom section
the top.
the bottom of the "V" of
right
upper
the
This forgery is broken just at
"V".
no original has this fault,

Figure 8. The black printing of this forgery is not good. Note that this
pair has no cutting lines between stamps. This is easy to see here, but
would be difficult in a close-cut single.

The left arabesque touches the left inner
The left arabesque closest to the
frame.
frame of the originals is about 0.3 mm. (Type 8).

b,
Figure 7. Many deviations set this forgery
apart from the original, but the soft-tinted
paper, which cannot be seen here, is one major key.

c.
d.

The left circle touches the left inner frame:
no original does.
The mouthpiece of the p0 sthorn is missing.
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ANNUAL COMPETITION

TO BE HELD AT THE VICTORY SERVICES CLUB, W.1., on WEDNESDAY , 9TH APRIL 1986

at 6.45 P.m*
( RULE
15

s)

The Competition, open to all Members in the U.K., is in two sections:
'HELVETIA SILVER CUP'.

A.

Entries of not less than eight and not more than
TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps,
charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official items, miniature sheets,
flown covers etc.

B.

POSTAL HISTORY Competition for the MOORE TROPHY.
Entries of NINE sheets
on any aspect of Swiss Postal 'History.
Members may submit ONE ENTRY IN EACH SECTION.

2.

Entries sent by post (preferably by postage including Compensatory Fee) should
be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley and senttto
her to arrive not later than Monday, 7th April. Members attending the
meeting should, of course, bring their entries on the night, soon after
6 p.m.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held for 11 months and then be returned
to be competed for again.

7.

Thematic entries - if received - will be judged as being part of the Cup
Competition.

It is hoped that there will be a good number of entries and that some
of our newer Members will take part.

LONDON MEETING ON 12th MARCH 1986
The President, Mrs. Alma Lee, chose
for her subject the "STAYDING HELVETIA"
issues.A very com p licated series to undertake since there are 4 different perfs, 3
different watermarks, 14 main groupings, 2
different papers plus numerous shades,
varieties galore, and an abundance of
Mrs. Lee spoke briefly on the
retouches .
the history behind the stamps and showed
examples of all that can be found in the
catalogue. Exmples of the 'flaming spear'
's p ear', doule prints, 'Helvetta' and
missinj diadem were all beautifully shown.
The condition of everything was, as
expected, superb. Counter panes showing
perfect centreing alonFside less well
centred helped, to emphasise the way the
wet printing was performed.
All in all a fascinatinF7 subject
perfectly exhibited. The Secretary T
proposed a vote of thanks for the e: cella.nce of the display

MrL

iFt

AND THE STAFF OF
khATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

wish to thank all those friends
old and new, who visited their
Stand durinz H3TAKFt.a"..
They trust you found some
items of particular interest to
add to your collections, and
loalceorw.ardto seeing you all
again at

in October.
- - o0o - -
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R6k.aN Sit:TZERLAND

Rutherfoord

what is an 'antefix' tile?
In the PTT description of the new 90c stamp of 11th February 1986,
say it shows a Gallic head
commemorating 2000 Years of Vindonissa (indisch) they
s
(Fig. 1).
t
).
decorating an antefix' tile (in German 'Stirnsiegel
By chance I have just come across an
illustration which explains it neatly, (Fig. 2)
by showing a similar tile used to close off the
Now we know, but there
end of the roof ridge.
is more to be seen on this tile, which is about

Part I.

8" high.
In the left-hand corner one sees "L.XI."
and in the right-hand corner "C.PF." which
stands for "11th Legion, named Claudia Pia
Fidelis" and indicates that either they built the
house, or used it, or probably both. From such
clues, and many even smaller fragments, can be
Fig. 1
built up the militxre story of the "Castrum
Vindonissa".
This most extensive military installation in Switzerland lay
in those days in the
province of Germania
Superior and its original
wooden fortifications
were probably started not
much less than 2000 years
ago, superseding those
of the older Celtic
settlement, at that
strategic point, by the
XIII,th Legion (Gemina).
When this Legion left
for the Danube in 45 AD
Fig. 2
the XXIst Legion (Rapax)
rebuilt and extended the
the MIth Legion
fortifications in stone in 70 AD. Wespasian replaced them by
to the Danube
(Claudia Pia Fidelis) who completed the work, but they also went
by
waste
laid
were
land
Switzer
and
in 101 AD, when S. Germany
C:
a,
.0
The massive gold bust of the Emperor
the invading Alemannia.
4
.4e
Marcus Aurelius, shown on the Pro Patria 30c stamp of 1972
um
Aventic
when
drain
temple
the
under
Fig. 3), was hidden
f
(Avenches) was destroyed at the same time (and was not 'found
g • 4W4o-e •
until 1938). Vindonissa was then re-commissioned as the Rhein
in
like
until,
base
main
a
was
and
again,
r
.
became the frontie
NEI:VEVA
England, the Roman troops were recalled at the beginning of the
5th century to defend Rome.
Fig. 3

3

,

( So be continued)
THE FEDERAL 16JUES CF ITZERLAND, 1950-1954 - (Cont, from p. 21
to 1.5 mm, (estimation
e. The letters in the inscription band are taller than 1.3
1 mm. tall. The
about
only
is
that
whereas the originals have lettering
g
done.
well
letterinw of the for ery, however, is very
curves inward
f. The left tail of the left flag hangs almost vertically and even
left.
sli g htly; all of the original left flags tend to drift to the
g
g bands is
circlin
of
series
ht
ri
g. The diameter of the posthorn between the two
ls.
origina
the
in
than
horn
the
in
large, ano therefore there is less taper
both
and
one,
left
h. The upper right loop of the cord is smaller than the upper
ls.
are circular rather than horizontally eliptical as in the origina
le copies were
i. No comment can be made about the cutting lines as the availab
cut too clumsily.
g
r
tithout having ori inals or accurate plates for comparison, this forgery
I\,; ote:
f
would be dif icult to detect:
(To be continued)
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ISSUES,

1973

In sorting the 1973 Definitives - "Landscapes from the Pour Swiss
Linguistic Regions", I have come across several repetitive printing differences,
and have endeavoured to sketch below:
Normal printing

10 c.

Worn plates?

jV

oe16 0

------'
Solid

4PN.

@-

Solid
centres

30 c.

--4.-

Hollow
centres

7/

Fra

Shaded

Many minor differences - particularly:

Bush
lower
part print
missing

5r4k4.-

Bush
totally
leaved
,./
14-1-.21.212

Solid.

Hollow

Dk blue

40 c.

Shift of blue.

70 c.

Green shifted to left

_

Light
green
fillet

4eavin
own

40hite

Orange line between
brown and white
G. E. WILEMAN

NORTHERN GROUP REPORT
At the March 1st meeting MT. H. A. Hoyle gave a talk and display about the
Canton of Graubtinden. Much of it was based on a recent holiday in the Canton
and described many of the places he had visited.
His display was divided into various sections and included, after a general
introduction on the history and coat-of-arms etc., items in the Romansch
language, the Lngadino house, the Rhltische Bann, TP0s, mobile post offices, the
National Park, the Bernihe route and the Ober-und-Unter-Engadin.
The final section was devoted to the development of the postal coach service
in the Canton and included sections on the Julier, 31)111e:en/San Bernardino,
Maloja, Fluela and the Ofen/Umbrail/Stelvio routes.

FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
NORTHLRN GROUP:
LONDON GROUP:

No meetings until the autumn.
'ii cdnesday: April 9th May 14th -

ANNUAL COLPLTITION
UGDS

LiiDS NIGHT - All Members

DID YOU KNOW?

INDEX OF ARTICLES IN HNL 1985.
7
A Nachnahme Puzzle
1
An Echo from the Past
10
a Pilgrims' ay in Switzerland
10
Are we paying too Much?
11
Annual General Meeting
7
3ernese Interlude
6
Dateless Straightline Cancels
12
1
Did you Know?
Fournier's Forgery 1Fr. bronze,
12
1863
11
Gabra II - Burgdorf
11
Geneva Interlude
5
Invalid. Stamps & cards
Local Publici%y Cancel Handbook,
9
Supplement 2
9
Look at your Postal Stationery
Mail in Transit to France in
1,3,4.5.6
17-19th cent.
1,4,8.11
New Issues
6
PD on German Inflation Mail
1,2
Posta e Rates Overseas 1852-63
12
Postscript to Gabra - 'R' Labels
Switzerland's Postage Dues, Pt.2-4 1 - 2
6
"I" Due Covers
11
1986 New Issue Program
g

SUBSCRIPTIONS
he much regret to note that
a number of subs are still
outstanding ... and three
the year gone already.
of
months
If this applies to you
please remit as quickly as possible,
otherwise we snail have to discontinue
sending the 'Helvetia News Letter'
which we do not want to do.
E.E. STILES
DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2)
will be a long time before the Swiss PTT
get round to it.
.... that the UN in Geneva uprated their
70c postcard to 80c by printing ia a red

,f,Ar

=

(14)

P
NATION

7 JI

0 c=5

Q

0
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that one of the additional pleasures
of visiting the PTT Postal Museum in Bern
is to see which new publications they
have on sale, things you can get wowhere
else, and which you did not even know
existed, as publicity is so badly coordinated (but I have now made a few
concrete suggestions which may help
philatelists).
•... that one item to be recommended is a
new set of 32 postcards (those on sale
), additions to the 4 well-known
sets of about a dozen cards each, at
Fr.1O.-, the cheapest full-colour picture
postcards in Switzerland and all of
interest to one's philatelic friends.
singly

.... that No. 2 in the PTT brochure series
is "Die Posthausschilder der Schweiz", 80
pages of fascinating pictures of posthouse shields thru the ages; in German
and French.
.... that Post Offices in Switzerland are
obliged ('k decree) to give and receive
change in virtually unlimited amounts.
Coins are issued in standard rolls, which
POs, banks and others make up and stamp on
the outside. Recently a Turkish "guest
worker" obtained a roll of 20c pieces for
his wife to use in the coin-operated
washing machine in their block of flats
But they didn't work,
(common practice).
so he took them back to the PC to complain. 'lacy turned out to be Fr.20.gold "Vrenelis" worth 150 each - which
have exactly the same diameter as the 20c
piece. The outside of the roll was
clearly marked "20" (50 years ago), but
the abnormal length had not been noticed,
neither at the PO or bank, where they had
been handed in as part of a deceased's
estate.
H... that the last numismatic note for a
'long time is that due to the ever-spreading
"plastic money" the Swiss hint is cutting
down production of coins by 25 - 30.

.... that a visit to the PTT Printing
works in Bern (my second) to see the new
SSR IV in operation occurred when it was
not printing the 1986 Europa stamps in 4
OFFSET AND Oile STEEL IL:GRaVD COLOUR, but
I discovered that not only had the old 1937,
Goebel (SSR 1) been removed (now standing
in the foyer) but also the *IFAG of 1945
(SSr II) which could print in one colour
only
The second IFAG of 1966 (SSR III)
is still working, one st-eel engraved and
2 photogravure colours,
.

0
0
a-

frank for the additional 10c, but never
told anyone at any time, so FD cancelled
can be considered rare.
.... that the answer to Question No. 141
is that the daughter became Madame de
Stael, shown in 1969 on Z,J 0. 475.
.... that Question No. 142 is: Which PJ
stamp indicates the Battle of Sempach?
M. RalieRio0ORD
1-

.... that I noticed thet the now machine
does not have form numbcrs. More importantly it io intended to print in 3 steel
engraved colours an 4 offset at the same
For a ood descri tion of the
time.
3-oebe1 machine write to the Swedish PO
for their booklet "A STAMP IS MaDE" as it
p

g

/,

,s

eont. in Col. 1)
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NchTH,I; GROUP: Hon. sec. MR. R.A.Hoyle,
8, Rhodesia Ave, Stafford Rd. Halifax.
Thematics provide a fascinating
Cc February 1st the Group held its
own Annual Competition in Leeds. The
winners, who were decided by Popular
Vote, were as follows:
AEROPHILATELY -

field for collectors looking for a
little diversion.
Switzerland offers a wode choice:

The Highsted Cup
Quite apart from airmails, Pro

Mr. D. Cairns with an entry on
Mittelholzer's African Flights 1926-1934

Patria, Fro Juventute, and TPOs etc

POSTAL HI,,TORY - The Moore Bowl

you can select from

Mr. D. Cairns with Straightline..cancels
1350 to 1905.

Covers pf a:: types
Birds, Butterflies & Insects

11 7_-,1 , .ATIC:, Mr. P. Vaughan wit an entr,
on Swiss Railways.

Flowers & Plants

6TriTIONI,RY - Mr. I. Tillen with
Swiss Freight Cards.

Coats-of-Arms;

Castles

Historic events

PHILATELIC - Mr. I. Tillen with an entry
of Hotel Stamps,

.... the list is endless
If any of these interest you

SUMEER IS A'COMING IN

I can help you with material.

e all know that the outdoors,
gardening and s p ort will keep most of us.
well occupied, but try to spare a little
time to start making up booklets for
the Exchange Packet, for which material
will be wanted by early August, if not
before.

rite to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lanes LA4 6iP.

• •• •

Zia

zumsbein-hcie

6.111
4

Inh. Rertsch

at

Co.

Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585
CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

zurnsbein
eshweiz
ischbensbein
1986

Present
the new 1986
Prices:
Europe North
Europe Middle
Europe South
Europe East

-

ZUKSTEIN CATALOGUES
Postage fees for Europe:
SFr. 6.Sir. 6.SFr..6.SFr. 8.60

SFr. 25.SFr. 25.SFr. 25SFr. 50.•

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986
as usual in colour
NEW: with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers
Zumstein - Michel - Tvert
SFr. 10.Please apply to your local stampdeiler or to our Agent in Great Britain.
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

Zunis on
Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ? If not;
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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No. 4
NEW
EUROPA - CEPT -

1.

ISSUES

40th TEAR

1986
IN

MAY

27th May 1986

CEPT has invited member countries to devote their 1986 Etropa stamps to
the common theme of nature and environment protection. In Switzerland too,
where people have been made aware of their concern through identifiable damage,
the demand for clean air and water has become increasingly strong in recent
years. The Lucerne artist, Hans Erni, has created two portraits with
coloured hair symbolizing nature. The head of the woman (60c) stands for air
and water, the head of the man (500 for soil and vegetation. They emphasize
the point that we owe it to those who come after us to leave them a healthy

and viable environment.
- 60 c. Air and water

Values:

_

-

.

*

Designers
Engraver:
Printing:
Paver:

Karl Bickel, Walenstadt
.,

Rotogravure/Offset by PTT

substance
28 x 33 mm.
Form cylinder: 4 sheets of 50 stamps

ri ":"z
.

i onf March 1868.
l

While studying painting in Munich he
met Curio Amiet of Solothurn in 1887
and they were to remain lifelong
friends. On eompletion of their

,
_
, -=-,

IA

li,

Size:

The series of stamps which
commenced in 1984 will this year
, be devoted to paintings. All the
. pictures featured are by well-known
Swiss artists and were painted in
the early years of this century.
The stamps will carry an extra
charge, 90% of which will be allocated to the 1986 National Day
Collection and used for the preservation of monuments. The remaining
10% will be donated to organisations
doing social and cultural work on a
national scale.
GIOVANNI(LIACOMETTI - born at Stampa

N

:11

Printing Office, Bern
White with luminous

Two maximum cards, one for each value,
will be available.
2.
' PRO PATRIA' - 27th May 1986
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35+15 c.
Giovanni Giacometti
(Bandner Kunstmuseum, Churl

50 + 20 c.
Cuno Arnie
(Kunstmuseum, Solothurn)
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H E LV ET I A 80+40
80 +40 c.
Max Burl
(Kunstmuseum, Bern)

I.
HELVETIA 90 - 40

90 + 40 c.
Felix Vallotton
(Musée cantonal des Beaux-Arts,
Lausanne)
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joint studies in Paris Giacometti spent an extra year in Italy, returing to
1893. He became a friend of the Italian painter Giovanni
Segantini, who bade Graubtnden his home and who at times influenced Giacometti
in his choice of subjects as well as in his painting techniques. Giacometti
died at Glion, near Montreux, an 35 June 1933.
35 + 150. - 'Bridge in the Sun', 1907.
Oil on convas, 70.5 x 65.5 cm., in
Graubfinden Art Museum, Chur,
property of the Gottfried Keller Foundation). The painting shows the artist's
birthplace, Stampa, with the bridge across the Maira, seen from an elevated
position overlooking the river. It is an important document in that it
bears witness to the many years he devoted to experimenting with the 'plein
air' technioue, which aimed at reproducing sunlight in tones refracted as
little as possible.
His range of vivid colours also shows that he wad
prepared fully for the impact of contemporary French painting with which he
was to become acquainted in Paris in the same year
CUNO AMIET.
Was borne 28 March 1868 in Solothurn and while still at high
school took painting lessons from Frank Buchser.
In 1886 he
went to Munich to study art at the Academy. A year later he met Giovanni
Giacometti who was the same age as himself. Influenced by French art the two
young artists left Munich for Paris in 1888 to continue their studied. Amiet
married in 1898 and settled at Oschwand in Ct. Bern. In 1919 the University
of Bern conferred an Honorary Doctorate on him. He died at Oschwand on
Stampa in

6 July 1961.

50 +

20c. -

The Violet Hat', 1907.

Oil on canvas, 60.5 x 54 cm., in
Solothurn Art Museum (Ddbi-Mtller
Foundation). The woman portrays is Gertrud-Maller (the future Mrs. = p iMUller) from Solothurn. She was a close friend of the artist and founded
one of the first collections of modern art in Switzerland. When she died
both this collection and one belonging to her brother, Joseph Miller, went to
thr Solothurn Art Museum in the form of a Foundation. Taking Vincent van
Gogh's work as an example, Amiet depicts the model with strong strokes of the
brush, using the period's latest means of artistic expression. These include
the emphatic blade outlines and the bold contrast of the violet hat against a
green background.
MAX BURL Was born at Burgdorf on 24 July 1868. He took drawing lessons
in Bern, Basle and Munich before starting to study at the
Academie Julian in Paris in autumn 1889.
His work was influenced by visits
to Britain, Holland, Belgium, Spain and North Africa and a stay in Munich.
In 1898 he returned yo settle in Switzerland, living at first at Langnau and
later at Brienz.
He died on 20 May 1915 at Interlaken.
80 + 40c. - "After the Funeral", 1905.
Oil on canvas, 100 x 139.5 cm, in
Bern Art Museum (Bernese Society of
Art). This painting is one of the finest achievements of the artist who
gained great popularity, largely for his portrayls of peasant life around Lake
Brienz. In this picture the artist, inspired by examples of the late 19th
century German painting combines acute observation with dolour and a design
that seems extremely modern. This becomes apparent, for example, in the
softened contrasts between light and dark in the frame chosen for the figures
seen in close-up. The use of such stylistic meanstakes the scene far beyond
the merely anecdotal 9 raising it to a statement of the typical.
FELIX VALLOTON.
Born in Lausanna in 28 December 1865. Felix Valloton
decided at the age of 17 to become a painter and moved to
Paris to attend the Academie Julian. He was trained as a restorer and
engraver and his woodcuts soon became widely known. Through marriage he
entered an upper stratum of society in his adopted country, France. Valloton
sought the subjects for his paintings mainly in Canton Vaud,. Normandy,
Brittany and the south of France. He also achieved considerable success as
a writer. He died at Uuilly, near Paris, on 29 December 1925.
90 + 40c. - "SU11 Life", 1914.
Oil on canvas 66 x 80.5 cm.in Cantonal
Fine Arts Museum, Lausanne (Property of the Gottfried Keller
Foundation). Valloton's characteristic preference for marked colour
contrasts is also evident in this painting in which artichokes, tomatoes,
pears, Quinces and eggs are grouped together to form a unity which is set off
against the blue background to great effect.
The canvases facing the wall
on the left make the picture a still life in the studio arranged for painting.
The artist, who had settled in Paris, painted it in 1914, the year when, for
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MAY NEW ISSUES (Continued)
the first time he attracted a certain amount of favourable attention in his
native country.
Values:
35 + 15; 50 + 20; 80 + 40 and 90 + 40 0.
Hans-Jorg Butzhauser, Basle
Designer:
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds
Printing:
Size: 33.4 x 28 mm.
White with luminous substance.
Paper:
stamps
50
of
sheets
2
Form cylinder:

3.

OMS - WHO, 1986 - 27th May
The official stamps issued

in 1975 for the World Health
Organisa Lon in Geneva do not
all correspond to current postal
charges, making an additional
value necessary. The 1978
design by the late Hans ThOni of
,Rern, has been used again.
Value:
Designer:
Printing:
Size:
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140 c. Emblem of WHO
Hans ThOni, Bern
Offset by the Postage Stamp Printing Works PTT, Bern
48 x 29 mm.

Folders, collection sheets, special covers and First Day
cancels will all be available, together with the pair of maximum cards
for the 'Europa' issue.
,

/ es'at_k
At the meeting of the London Group held on 9th April 1986, the
main business of the evening, the Annual Competition, was preceeded by a talk
aimed at providing an insight into the art of judging which was given by
Mr. Ron Lee. The main points were to ensure that there was no deviation of
subject; clarity of description - judges have not the time to read lengthy
explanations. Overall balance of the page is essential; two covers on one
page is acceptable, provided the upper one is not larger than the lower.
One or two stamps on a page suggest that the exhibitor is short of material.
Avoid including heaviliy obliterated stamps or damaged stamps.
On the Postal History side, the major features should be routes and
rates; the exhibitor who delves into the field of marcophilately is lust not
following the rules.
Presentation should be clean, tidy, straightforward and simple.
The use of typing, stencils or other means of writing-up are now fully
acceptable.
Judging of the entries followed. With 8 entries in the Cup Competition and 4 in the Postal History section (reversing the trend of the last few
years), the following results were agreed by popular vote:
SILVER CUP.
Runner-up:
MOORE BOWL:
Runner-up:

Awarded to MR. D. N. SLATE for an excellent display on
'PROOFS & ESSAYS'.
MR. D. HOUTRIS for a . very good entry on 'SITTING HELVETIA PERF.'
Awarded to MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY for a display of covers bearing
'TRANSIT MARKS'.
MRS. M. BIDMEAD, who also chose 'TRANSIT MARKS' for her entry.

Other entries covered subjects such as 'Flying Memories; 'UPU
Postal Sta7dionery' l 'Postage Dues', 'Cross & Figure', 'Cut Edge Booklets',
G.W.H.
'Supplementary Cancels'and 'Modern Postage Dues'.
THE 'RAUCH LITERATURE AWARD
We are very happy to announce that this tropy, held over in 1984,
for
has
1985 been awarded ta MR. G. D. WILSON of Leeds, for his splendid
article on 'MAIL IN TRANSIT FROM SWITZERLAND TO FRANCE IN THE 17th, 18th and
19th CENTURIES'. which we are sure has unravelled many of the perplexities
of this fascinating subject. Our heartiest congratulations.
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2000 TEARS OF ROMAN SWITZERLAND
Part II
By M. Rutherfoord
In discussing when a centenary should be celebrated it is usual
of the first written evidence to be used, even though it is clear
date
for the
to all that the place existed, with people living there, long before it was
first noted in some deed or contract.
The following is taken from Julius Caesar's "Gallic War", well-known
to every schoolboy taking Latin, and from modern commentaries:
Geneva is the first, and only "Swiss" place mentioned by Caesar, as
it was the northern-most town held by the Allobroger and under Roman rule as
part of the province governed from Narbonne. Therefore, it is the first
place- in Switzerlaud to have celebrated its "2000
_
years", as shown on the National Fete 10c stamp
g''' POLLEN Ai Rt Of Gt NEVE
1942
of 1942 (Fig. 3), because it was in 58 BC that
x c
l
he hurried up from Rome, having heard that the
—. N (
thl, r. ,
Helvetii were packing up and moving out from the
central plateau of Switzerland. Fig. 4 shows
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which lay across the Rhone at Geneva,
and refused permission for the Helvetii
F g
Pie- 4
i . 4
to move over the Rhone on their way
south and west. Nevertheless, by following the north bank of the RhOne they
broke out with great difficulty. Why did they leave? We do not know, nor
where they wanted to go. Caesar gives their numbers but they cannot be
believed. Present day historians estimate only 160,000 to 200,000 (including
about a third from associates of Celts), having burnt down all their towns and
villages.
After various incidents, all carefully noted by Caesar (at least the
ones which suited his report), he finally defeated the Helvetii near Bibracte
in present-day Burgundy, near Autun. He sent the remainder back, not wanting a vacuum into which the Germanic tribes would pour, threatening Provence
and northern Italy.
That this was the end of the Celtic La Teue
culture is shown on the 'K' cancel of Mann, at the
northern end of the Lake of Neuchatel, from 450 BC,
when they came into Switzerland from the northeast
until Caesar's victory in 58 BC. (Fig. 5).
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(To be continued)
Fig.
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NOTE: Will you please correct an omission in the last paragraph of the
first instalment last month. It Should read:
"Vespasian replaced them by the XI Legion (Claudia Pia Fidelis)
work, but they also went to the Danube in 101 AD, leavtaK
the
who completed
This was possible as the frontier
the fortress to the civil inhabitants.

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING

The May meeting, the last in the current season, will be held on
Wednesday, 14th May, 1986. The subject will once again be our very
popular 'ODDS & ENDS', when members are invited to bring along a few of
their 'unusual' items or those on which they would like information.
As there was not time at the last meeting, it will be necessary to
have a discussion on ideas for next season's programme, so pleasr give
the matter some thought.
E.J.R.
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LETTER

Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By Anton W. Kofranek
Reprinted, with permission, from the American Philatelist,

Part III
1982

Scott No. 3 Zumstein No. 13 11
The forgery (Fig 6 - shown with Figs. 7 & 8) in March issue) is good but
not excellent. The paper is soft and of medium thickness. The density of
the background lines approaches that of the originals, but the background lines
are not like any of the forty types. The shield is dark red but invades the
inner border of the escutcheon.

ORTS-POST.

2.

Significant deviations.
•

The bottom outer border (single line) of the escutcheon almost touches the
cord in four places - only Types 16 and 24 come that close and only at one
point each, i.e. on the right.
b. The series of rings around the horn is 3-3-3-3—, instead of 2-3-3-2 as in
the originals.
c. The tails of the left flag touch the left loop of the cord, none of the
originals does.
d. The shading under the inscription band is vertical instead of horizontal.
upper part of the cord are in1 a direct line
e. The right arabesque and the
I
with the vertical of the T'. In the originals, the 'T is always to the
right of these two reference points.
f. The horizontal measurement of the cross is 5 mm. instead of about 4 mm.
in the originals. The letters are also slightly larger than the originals
a.

The inscription band is about 2 mm. high, instead of being less than 2 mm.
as in the originals. The letters are also slightly larger than the
originals.
No. 3; Zumstein No. 13 11
3.
This forgery (Fig. 7) is good but is printed on soft-tinted paper. The
background lines are sparser than in the originals. The red shield is a
bright colour but is well contained within the border of the escutcheon, as in
The cross is about the correct size (14 mm.).
the originals.
g.

Significant deviations

The outer bottom border of the escutcheon almost touches the cord in three
places, but the upper left location is distant (about 0.5 mm.) from the
cord, as in the originals.
b. The series of rings around the horn is 3-3-3-3 instead of 2-3-3-2 as in
the originals.
•
c. There is no flange on the bell of the posthorn.
d. The two concentric rings of the horn ring are wide apart and vertically
eliptical instead of narrow and round. In addition, the nail holding the
strings within this oval is a point instead of being a large nailhead (three
to five times larger) as in the original.
a. The shading under the inscription is vertical instead of horizontal.
a.

f. .The left tail of the flag touches the left cord loop.
g. The outer botder of the escutcheon just below the posthorn is relatively
flat and totally black. The originals have graceful curves that are
made up of several contoured lines. Occasionally, the contour lines in the
orignals run together depending on the quantity of printing ink that was used.
h. The right arabesque and the upper part of the cord are in line with the
vertical of the , T' (see 20.).
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There is

period after 'Orts-rost.
The space between stamps is wide but there are no cutting lines.
Scott No. 1; Zumstein No. 13 1
4.
The black printing on this forgery (Fig. 8) is not as refined as in the
previous three. The background lines are sparse and crude. The red shield
is a good colour and is well contained within the escutcheon.
i.
j.

Significant deviations

a. The series of rings around the horn is 2-2-2-2; equally significant
. three sets of those rings are to the right of the horn ring.
b. The upper cord loops are large, and the left one just touches the inner
border.
The shading lines under the inscription band are vertical instead of
horizontal.
d. There is no period after 'Orts-Post'.
e. There are no cutting lines between stamps, but this would be difficult
to see on a copy that was closely cut.
f. The word 'PAC-SIMILE' printed diagonally in blue across the back is
repeated many times.
5.
Scott No. 3; Zumstein No. 13 11
This crude forgery (Fig. 9) is on soft
paper and the shield is fairly well-contained
in the escutcheon. A photo of it appears on
page 134 in Ragatz (1970).
It hardly seems
possible that this forgery could be one of
Fournier's as many of his others are so well
done. Perhaps this was one of his first
attempts.
C.

11Enificant deviations

2

a.

The horn is crude, and the series of rings
around it appears to be I-1-1-1 instead of

2-3-3-2.
The density of the ground lines is about
twice as great as normal, and they interfere with (obliterate) the arabesques and the
loops of the cord.

b.

c.
d.
e.

The ring of the posthorn is singular
instead of having two concentric rings.
The mouthpiece of the horn is missing.
The base of the '2' is incomplete and
short.

Figure 9. A crude forgery of Ores-Post that
would hardly deceive anyone.

f. There is no period after 'Orts-Pos t'.
NEW 'STRUBEL' BOOK

We would like to draw the attention of members to an announcement by
Messrs. Zumstein in the SBZ of the
imminent publication of a new book on
the "Sitting Helvetia Imperf.' - the
'Strubel' stamps - by Herr Haas F.
Hunziker, R.D.P., of Basle.
The book will be in A4 format,
comprising 144 pages, with 170 illustrations, 15 being full page in colour. .
It is planned to acquire a copy
for our Library at the quoted price
of SF.65.-, since this work will undoubtedly be of great interest.

(To be continued)
NEW 'K' CANCELS

3254 MESS

17.3.86 K.1024

6611 ARCEGNO

24.3.86

6807 TAVERNA - Valle
del Vedeggio
14.4.86
6808 TORRICELLO - Valle
del Vedeggio
JUBILEE CANCELS
950 Jahre
7.4.86
3360 HERZOGENBUCHSEE - 1100 Jahre
14.4.86
No 'K' Nos.

6208 OBERKIRCH

1025:
1026
1027

elArt 1986
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THE RESULTS OF THE ROMAN NAME QUI=
Fewer replies to this little
puzzle than expected were received,
but we won't go into that.
The answers were as follows:

Page
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I DID YOU KNOW ?
.... that taking the business mail I

see weekly as a sample, only 1 in 20
toped - as opposed to machine franked •
letters bears a "sport" stamp. That
meansthat used on cover will be rare.
1860
So get your friends in Switzerland to
Aigle
AWN
1400
use these stamps on letters to you.
Yverdon
IFERTER
The issued and sold quantity will be
1510
Moudon
MILDLY
looked at with great interest next year
1110
Morges
MORSEE
when the figures are published
1260
Nyon
NEUSS
1530
Payerne
.... that there is no truth in the
PETERLINGEN
1800
Vevey
VVIVIS
roumaar that next year various sports
1580
Avenches
WIFFLISBURG
clubs will help to support their local
12050,
PS.
..,. that I have now passed the first
From the first entries received,
copy
a
of my philatelic apprenticeship,
,
stage
prize
the
d,
all from abroa
J
as I have now received my "Veterans"
of the small miniature sheet issued
lapel badge, for 25 years membership of
for the 'Centenary of HOTELMARKEN
y
an affiliated Union of Swiss PS, namel
BELALP' in 1973, goes to Herr Gervasi
ic Club. What will the
Themat
Swiss
the
of Bern, with my best wishes.
next 25 years bring?
you
Incidentally it may interest
.... that once again a general symposium'
to know that Mrs. Rawnsley has already was held, in Zürich this time, for all
Looking
affiliated member clubs, to air any
profited from the Quizz.
ems, and for the committee to show
probl
through some pre-stamp covers at
ex the whole philatelic
compl
how
'Stampex' she came across one from
getting. Sadly I was on
was
ess
busin
Bern, dated 21 June 1831, to IFERTEN':
holiday.
Normally this would not have meant
anything special, but now it becomes
.... that the present show in the PTT
1 Museum is the large gold winning
a cover with a story.
P. HOBBS
exhibit (NABA) by E. Brenzikofer on the
theme of "Play and Sport in Ice and
Snow", running till 25th May. It is a
Regretfully we notice that there
terrific display. He is a leading
are a few 1986 subs which are still u
member of SMV from Bern.
paid.
We will give you a last chance,
that the Swiss 'Europa' stamps are
to end of April, to send in your dues
coming out this year, for the first
E4.00 UK/Europe and £5.00 overseas.
time, together with the PP on 27 Kay,
2
Col.
instead of 3-4 weeks ahead. The PTT
iap YOU KNOW? - Cont. from
think that only 4 issues a year can be
by Sieger, or his advertising agent
handled to the satisfaction of its
(the first was No. 11). More to follow customers. Quite right too.
no doubt. Illustration below).
.... that the SMV publication No. 21
"Motivhandbuch Liechtenstein", a description of all stamps of FL, has
surpassed all records, over 9000
copies have been sold so far. The
one on Swiss stamps was sold out soon
after publication.
.... that from 9485 Nendeln there is
a flood of philatelic promotional
now
.... that the answer to Question
ets (make your fortune etc. type)
leafl
No. 142 is the PJ stamp Z.24 1 the 40c
d by the German firm of Sieger
issue
of 1922, showing Duke Leopold of
only interesting thing about
The
AG.
Austria, and the symbolic Winkelried
the cancellation, being one
is
them
of Central Switzerland. Note that
of the new black private franking
ed in
this battle is also commemorat
p
machine impressions, made to look like
the National Fete 5c stam of 1940,
something important. As you can see
(Z.No. 3).
in the illustration I have found one
.... that Question No. 143 is: How
that clearly shows the (FL), the IX
Roman
the
to
refer
s
stamp
many Swiss
of Swiss Postal Region St. Gallen,
conquest?
and the number of the PTT licence held
M. RUTHERYOORD
(Cont. in Col. 1)
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I note that Helvetia Groups

Once again I am working my way

have been holding their Annual

through the contributions sent in to

Competitions.

stock up my 'bank' of articles.

This is the time when members

I have 3 or 4 short ones in hand,

become aware of gaps in their

and 1 longer one under consideration,

collections which could have

The "Forgery" article is about halfway

improved their entries.

through, so further material - short

Why not let me make sure -

ones usSfUl,. but some longer ones will

that this does not happen again.

be welcome. I also have ond which

I can help with material

requires translation ... any offers?

covering all aspects of Swiss

Tour Editor

philately ... stamps, covers,
commemorative cancels, nigh*

BEWARE "BARGAIN" STAMPS

covers, TP0s, tostal history and

It was mentioned at the meeting

postal stationery.

that a firm in Germany is "producing"

Write to me -

Swiss stamps, on and off cover, at
very low prices, i.e. LW 20 - 130 for

J.S.ARNISTRONG

a "Double Geneva" on cover, or for
a block bf 4 "

le Doves" on covert

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lancs LA4 P.

which simply do not exist.

I
.40
"' S
A
L ,Ad

js

1

zumsbein-Fae
Inh. Bertsch & Co.
Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585
CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

zumsbein
schNeiz
ischbensbein
1086

Present
the new 1986
Prices:
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

North
Middle
South
East

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
Postage fees for Europe:

- SFr. 25,- SFr. 25.- SFr. 25.- SFr. 50,-

SFr. 6.Sir. 640".

SFr. 6.Sir, 8.60

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986
as usual in colour
NEW: with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers.
Zumstein - Michel - /Vert
n

SFr.

10.-

.

Please apply to your local stamp dealer or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ? If not,
let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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The Swiss Alpenhorn
BISHOP
By G. H.

Smissfacts Hol of a Series of Mx.

AlPenb°11)

One of the world's biggest musical Instruments is the Swiss Alpine Horn.
The fast Alpenhorns were fashioned in the 13th century, at the time of
the legendary William Tell, and were used by mountain herdsmen to
signal to each other that all was well. Today Alpine Horns — which vary in length from 14 to 20 feet — have
been replaced by telephone and radio, although their haunting melodies
can still be heard echoing across the Swiss Alps.
One thing's for sure — Hartmann Swiss lager will never go out of
fashion. Enjoy a pint and you'll see why!

Swiss Lager
Fig. 1

"One of the world's largest
musical instruments is the Swiss
Alpenhorn. The first Alpenhorns
were fashioned in the 13th century
at the time of the legendary William
Tell and were used by mountain
herdsmen to signal to each other
that all was well.
"To-day the Alpenhorns - which
vary in length from 14 - 20 feet have been replaced by telephone and
radio, although their haunting
melodies can still be heard echoing
across the Swiss Alps." (Pig. 1)
So says the text of the beermat
advertising Berlimann Swiss Lager(
To quote from the Enceclonaedia
hzamiaji, the Alpenhorn, a long horn
of herdsmen and villagers, sounded
for intercommunication, at daily
ceremonies and seasonal festivals.
It is carved or bored in wood
overwound with birch batk. Some
instruments are straight, reaching

12 feet (4 metres) in length. Since the mid-19th century, especially in Switzerland, the bowl maybe upcurved; others in the eastern Alps are trumpet-shaped;
S -shapes also occur elsewhere. The compass and notes are usually those of a natural
(un-valved) French horn in F (about three octaves upward from written F below the
bottom staff). In the 19th century, playing in trios and quartets was introduced.
The Alpenhorn was mentioned by the Roman historian Tacitus (e. AD 56-e 117);
similar instruments occur in Scandinavia, Lithuania, the Carpathians and the

Pyrenees. (Note: Shepherd Beams, the Faversham brewers, claim that the Alpenhorn
was fashioned in the 13th century, which is probably more correct.
It is by no means an easy instrument to play and years of practice are
required. To keep the art alive, however, the most proficient players compete
against each other at Swiss Alpine festivals, the most famous event being that at
Dnspunnen, near Interlaken, held about once every ten years.
During the Annual Folk-dance Festival held at Folkestone, Kent, there are
usually one or more players, as shown on the two Swiss stamps 80 far issued. The
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first was 40 + 10c. value of the National Fete issue of June 1951 (Z. No. PP 55)
- Fig. 2, designed by H. Fischer, and the second the 20c. value of tho Publicity
set of February 1955 (Z. No. 322) - Fig. 2,,
.
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As always with Swiss events the Post
Office is called in to help with the
publicity and a selection of special cancollations is shown in Figs. 4 - 7.
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To quote from the Guineas Book of Records, 1985, the longest Alpenhorn is
one of 1719 metres (59 feet), built from spruce log by Herr Stocker in Switzerland
in 1976 and was demonstrated for David Frost on 28th June, 1981.
MAY MEETING IN LONGCN,

A WARNING VIA THE USA,

The last meeting of the season east,
Our correspondent in America, Mr. F.R.
as always, an 'Odds & Ends' evening,
Lesser, has written us as follows:
perhaps one of the most popular displays
"I don't know whether you have been
by virtue of the variety of material.
told this before, but there is a real
Ten members showed a range of inter, 'threat to our hobby and Swiss philately in
eating items and queries. Those present particular due to the enormous infiltration
were able to see a selection of cancels
of re-gummed and re-perforated - material.. = - • -both old and present, markings that are
Most of it comes from Germany. This re,.
not always to be found in abundance,
gumming epidemic seems to focus on the rare
such as 'Office Temporaire' and Tele'Sitting Helvetia' perforated stamps in **
graph. Postal stationery was not left
or * condition. Even atteets or certout and members were very well enterificates cannot be relied upon. Re-perfortained with the miscellany shown. An
ation of rare values has also become more
intriguing poser was raised as to the
prevaler .t.
I, personally, disoeweeed trach
starting point of the 8/12 rate - perquestionable material among several Swiss
haps someone knows? Modern covers were
stamp collections which were assembled. ' during
also there and were there to give food
the 70s. The overall effect of these
for thought for Thematic collectors.
discoveries is most counter-productive to
Lastly the Secretary showed his prized
philately, quite apart from the depressed
copy of Postage Due 28 11 K, still
market climate on both sides of the herring
convinced it is the only copy in
pond."
western Europe.
JUBILEE qpicEL
The The evening's show was preceeded
by a dissuasion on the proposed syllabus
for 1986/7 and concluded with ab
auction of surplus items from the
Library.
GBH

3263 BUETIGEN - 600 Jahre Bernisch
with heraldic emblem - will
be in use from 2 June until 31st Dec.

1986.

No. 'K' No.
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2000 YEARS OF ROMAN SWITZERLAND

Part III
By M. Rutherfoord
During his 6 to 7 year campaign to subdue the Celts in Gaul, Julius Caesar
also took a swipe at England in 55 BC to cut off any help from that direction. We
must assume that all was quiet with the defeated Helvetii, but perhaps because of
Caesar's murder in 44:1C, there were apparently signs of unrest so the Romans
erected 2 forts to contain the situation. One was in the Basel region in 43 BC,
according to the gravestone of Nunatius Plancus found in southern Italy, see
Figs. 6, 7 & 8. The other was at Nyon on the Lake of Geneva with a cavalry unit , see Pig. 9.
The former was
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Present-day Switzerland, but what was
happening in the eas t is unknown until the
2 stepsons of the greatest Caesar Augustus (named Tiberius) and Drusus,
conquered the eastern Alpine region to form
the province of Rhaetia, during their
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campaign of 16-15 BC.

Therefore in 1985 was celebrated the 2000 year anniversary of the Romansek
language, see Pig. 10, spoken by about 50,000 people in Canton Graubtuden to-day,
as shown on the map on the official PDC.
i
Fig. 10
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For administrative reasons we have decided to
discontinue subscriptions to "The Swiss
Philatelist". Future issues will be supplied

cv

4(

3
YEARS '4

119SC

iG

free of charge to regular clients and clients

who have made stamp purchases from us during
the preceding 12 month period.

THE

AMATEUR COLLECTOR
LTD

THE HOUSE FOR SWISS STAMPS

Other readers may order "The Swiss Philatelist"
at the price of £2.50 postfree. Future issues
will be advertised in the "Helvetia Newsletter"
and "TELL".

no wonder that

PLEASE NOTE: Subscribers who still have part
of their subscriptions to run will continue to
receive copies until termination.

Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot.
Don't miss

Our Superb Approval

Service

IT IS ME FIhEST AVAILABLE FOR SWISS MVPS A MERE.

Our

74pproda1 &dice has helped many

&Lion to win. awards and mahe their collections
more int arest(ng.

as help gots achieve As
same standards!

PLEASE ASK FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND ENROLMENT FORM.

THE WING CDR R. F. BULSTRODE, OBE
ISSUES * = Certificate.
/Wing purchased all these as part of his entire collection rago

•

ther than singly, we are able to offer the follcwing at exceptionally favourable prices.

1843 ZU2ICH 4, Esslinger ESSAY, slight thinning
E 175 *
1862 ZLRICH 4 FEPRINT (only 120 exist, Cat. £2900).
extra:sly fine for this rare steep.
0850*
1E62 ZURICH 6 REPRINT (only 4(0 exist).. Spectacular
full margined PAIR the onlycne on the market for
decades.
E1850*
1846 GDEVALARGE EAGLE PROCFonwhite paper. Perfect
.except for crease, cutstanding rarity.
£1000*
1846 GEKVA URGE EMI, quite oreptional LUXLRY copy.E 950 *
OARK GREEN MU on delightful small COVER, all
frane lines intact, most attractive. (Cat. E2700)
E1100 *
--- ditto— off cover, close cut but all frame lines
intact, slightly thinned. (Cat. E1400)
E 350
1845 BASEL COVE, attractive fresh copy, strong attossing, slight ccrner thinning. (Cat. 0250).
E1950*
--- ditto— the ESSAY unused, full margins and
faultless. (Cat. E190).
0200*
18E0 NZUCHATEL FROCF (only 10) exist). repaired
.left low corner. (Cat. £140).
E 165
TICINO ("Tessino") BCCUS issue, desisn similar to
Neuchatel. Highly interesting curiosity!
E 50

Inland clients please add 15% VAT

CONTENTS
1924 UPU
SWISS FOLK CUSTOMS ON STAMPS
THE POSTAGE DUES OF SWITZERLAND
89B 40cts Type II
THE PERFORATIONS FOR STANDING HELVETIAS 76F & 93B
JOHANN HEINRICH PESTALOZZI
If you are not a regular Client
and have no current subscription
running you may nevertheless ask
for a copy by sending £2.50 ($4.00)
for post-free despatch.

by Max Hertsch
by G.H.Bishop
by G.W.HubbArd
by E.C.Walton
by E.C.Walton
by G.H.Bishop
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
M. Kofranek
Reprinted, with permission, from "The American Philatelist" 1982
Part IT
6.
Scott No. 1; Zumstein No. 13 1
This Spiro forgery (Fig. 10) was the crudest one examined. The paper
varies from what appears to be a soft newsprint to a paper having a high rag
content. The forger made no attempt to keep the red shield within the
escutcheon - it 'overflows' in ppny places.
................ .................................
By Anton

F.
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Figure 10. A crude Spiro forgery of both Orts-Post and Poste Locale.
The only real difference between these two is that the inscription band
had to be enlarged for Poste Locale to accommodate the lettering. Note
that the cancellations are similar
- to that shown in Figure 4.

11.1"111.1"."111111."1"111

Figure 11. The top portion of a Spiro Rayon
forgery showing the distinct background lines
that always appear on his Federal issues. I call
these the "two rabbits and the snowman."
Significant DeviStions

a. The density of the ground

lines is about twice as
great as normal and the lines
partially obliterate the arabesques and upper loops of the cord.
b.
The red shield is straight across the top instead of foElowing the border
of the escutcheon, it covers the trefoil.
c. Above the centre of the inscription band are three distinct background
lines that are identifiable in all of Spiro's Federal Administration
forgeries, these are illustrated in Fig. I. I call it "two rabbits (right)
and the snowman (left/.
d. The series of rings is 2-2-2-2 instead of 2-3-3-2.
e. The posthorn is not as deeply curved as in the originals.
f. The cross is about 3.7 mm. wide instead of about 4 mm.
g. There are no cutting lines between the stamps.
Notes Spiro printed all of the Federal issues in sheets of twenty-five. They
were precancelled with a rubber stamp of the three types of cancels
shown in Fig. 4.
•

Poste Locale

1.

Scott No. 2; Zumstein No. 14 1

This forgery (Fig. 10)is ideAtiCal to No. I listed under 'Orts-Post' except
for an inscription change to 'Poste Locale'. This forgery has two concentric
rings in the posthorn instead of the three that all 'Poste Locale' issues have.
The series of rings around the pwthorn is 2-3-3-2 instead of the 0-3-3-2 or
0-4-3-2 usual in 'Poste Locale' originals.
2.

Scott No. 2; Zumstein No. 14 1

This forgery (Fig. 10) is identical with No. 6 listed under 'Orts-Post'
except that the inscription was changed ti 'Poste Locale'. The inscription
band was extended to accommodate the additional lettering. Note that the
rabbits and the snowman are still there.
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Rayon Z.
The issue of Rayon I will be discussed as the entire issue, i.e. Scott
Nos. 5, 7, 9 and 10, or Zumstein Nos. 15 I and II, and 17 I and II.

Figure 12. An excellent forgery of Poste
Locale. The paper is hard and white. The cancellation is excellent. Note the similarity to the
Oils -Post in Figure 5, which was made by the
same forger.

Figure 13. An excellent forgery of Scott No.
8 except for the soft, porous paper on which
it was printed.

Figure 14. A very good forgery on hard, white
paper. The red shield at the top covers the trefoil, which never occurs in originals unless the
entire shield shifts upward.

The lithographs of a particular forger were changed only in colour, but
the backgrounds remained as they were. None of the available copies had
framed crosses, but undoubtedly forgeries of these do exist with backgrounds
similar to those with unframed crosses.
1.
Scott No. 10; Zumstein No. 17 II
This is an excellent forgery (Fig. I3)since details are similar to the
The cross is 4 mm. across and the posthorn has a series of rings
2-3-3-2, which is normal. The detsils and shading of all parts are excellent
The cord has flecks of white as does the original. The shield colour is good
and is well contained within the escutcheon. There are not too *any things
wronp with this forgery, therefore it rates a high evaluation.
Significant deviations
a.. The left flag is about 2 mm. across at its broadest point; no original
is greater than about 1.5 mm.
b. The paper is soft and porous.
c. The density of the background is great, light in colour, and the background lines in none of the 40 types of originals.
d. The series of rings around the posthorn resemble tubes rather than straight
lines that should terminate at the edge of the horn. (See Rayon III.
Small 15-Centimes No. 1).
e. The
in 'RAYON' is broad and flat on top, but some original types also
approach this broadness.
f. There is a cutting line but it has not been ascertained whether lines
cross at the corners.
originals.

(To be contonued)
NORTHERN GROUP - SYLLABUS 1986-1987
Will Group Members please note that there will be a change of venue when meetings
recommence in the autumn. They will be held at THE LEEDS INSTITUTION FOR THE BLIND
AND DEAF - Centenary House, North Street, Leeds L82 8AT, at the usual time of 2 p.m.
1986 - Saturday Sep. 20th ... MEMBERS/ DISPLAYS
"
Oct. 4th
CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY
"
Nov. 1st
TPOs - Mr. R. L. Christian
Dec. 6th ... AIR MAILS - the first 60 years - Mr. D. Cairns
Jan. 10th ... MR. I. GILCHRIST WILL ralTIRTAIN - Xeeting at
"
1987
"

Feb. 7th ... ANNUAL COMPETITION

Pool-in-Wharfedale

"

Mar. 7th ... CROSS & FIGURE & STANDING HELVETIA - Mr. R.A. Hoyle

"

Apr. 4th ... ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

MAY 1986
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NEW 'K' CANCELS

6933 MUZZANO
5737 MENZIREN

12 May 1.1029

396e

Im Wynental 31 "

3286 MUNTELIER - Am Murtensee 2 Jun. 1030
3302 MOOSSEEDORF —5 Mai.1798
2 Jun. 1031

Gemeinde am Grauholz

3332 MAWSTETTEN

1032

etc. as above "

3322 SCHUNBUL-URTEIEN
as above
- as above
(BE)
BARISWIL
3325

"

n

1035
1034

"

1035

"

1036

9622 KRINAU - Wandern in
Toggenburg 9

6613 PORTO RONCO - il piccolo
porto

6622 RONCO OPRA ASCONA -

1037
1038
1039
1040
1041

ft

Chiesa S. Martino

3753 OEY - Wakkerpreis 1986 14
Diemtig Tal
3754 DIEMTIGEN - as above
3755 HORBODEN -

to
ft
ft

3756 ZWISCHENFLUE -

3757 SCHWEDEN IM DIEMTIGTAL " "
16 "
4536 ATTISWIL

1042

1043

SPECIAL CANCEL

°REY BRA. '86'
atelic exhibition
Stage III, held in
Altstetten (SG) from
23-25 May, when the
cancellation shown
was used.
•••

phil-

A744 A:1986,

k 23-25.mm E.

/r6'rv ustE'v

e

EDITOR'S NOTE

The page Nos. in the APRIL issue were
inadvertently given one month ahead.
They should be

25-32,

',lease amend.

DID YOU KNOW? - (Cont. from Col. 2)

22-26 April and Interphila on 10-12
April, an incredible amount of fine
material was offered. Where does it all
come from? And the high-priced items
all seem to go for even higher prices.
... that for the 1987 Stage III Regiophil
to be held in Luzern in May, a new idea
is to be tried out, in that exhibits
will be grouped in 3 periods: till 1907,
till 1945 and modern stamps. This is
to give younger collectors a better
chance, as the old stamps can hardly be
collected to-day. This fol lows a German
trend.
... that the answer to Question No. 143
is that 14 Swiss stamps show Roman items.
See article series now running
... that Question No. 144 is: how many
stamps show pre-historic items?
M. RUTHERFOORD

Page
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DID YOU KNOW ?
•.. that the PTT has just announced that
to balance their books in a fairer way
they intend to raise postal rates, but
make telephone calls cheaper: When this
will take place was not mentioned, but
not this year certainly.
... that the PTT Head, Guido Nobel, is
well versed in philatelic affairs (I have
heard him speak on more than one occasion)
but has said in his defence that it
didn't matter that he gave way to guests
at his birthday party SFr.50,000 of PTT
FDCs "as these were worthless". Was he
right? Is the PTT wise to tell that to
their PDC customers?
... that most stamp collectors, or better
'collectors of stamps' here, take out a
PTT subscription for a mint and a usedlin
singles and blocks of 4, and a set of
FDCs with a set and each value on its
cover, single and as blocks of 4. That
makes 16 actual sets per issue. The
blocks of 4 I object to. For resale the
used must be with gum and with a FD
cancellation: Such blocks on modern
FDes are truly worthless.
... that the April issue of the SBZ has
an article in French listing all the
known numbers to be found on the Franco
stamps issued to charities etc from 1911
to 1940. Arranged according to canton the
early numbers are given, then the new
numbers from 1926 of which blocks were
issued to each postal region (1 to XI).
These stamps should be collected on cover
If possible to show the name of the
charity, or better still, to show nothing,
as the sending institution's name was
in the number code.
.. that the well-known firm of Ziegler
has given up selling from the old 1st
floor shop near the Ulrich station after
57 years. Their stock and new-issue
customers have been taken over by the
firm of Mr. & Mrs. Bietenholz who have
run a stamp business from Dietikon, near
Zürich, for 15 years and are well-known
at all bourses and shows. This knowledgeable couple are both confined to wheelchairs.
... that the special
00 MR/0
cancel shown, for
1I
650 years of the
Zurich Guilds, also
shows what an
attractive stamp
-Sedudidsen
could be produced
.7
tY
for the local philatelic counter, if
the PTT were to drop
the present very dry, sober postmark.
And all the other counters as well.
See also the 'NABA-ZORI'special postmark
of 1984.
.. that at both the auctions of Chiani on
(Cont. in Col. 1)
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2000 TEARS OF RONAN SWITZERLAND - Continued from 1436
/-IS

Chur was
certainly an
important place
at this time (some
say it was already
3000 years old,
but only in 1985
has its 2000 years
been recognised
with the issue of
a special stamp see Fig. 11 showing the god
Mercury, from
about that time,
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(To be continued)

Fig. 11
If you are
S.ARMSTRONG -many
facets

a younger collector there are
of Swiss philately which can be
studied and which will give you great interest: STRUBEL issues - SITTING
HELVETIA PERF. - STANDING HELVETIA - TELL & TELL BOY - modern DEFINITIVE
SERIES - AIR MAILS - TETE-BECHE & SE TENANT - POSTAL HISTORY - RAILWAY
STAMPS and Cancels - SOLDIER STAMPS - POSTAL STATIONERY or FISCAL STAMPS a wide choice for anyone.
Whatever you choose let me help you with material, on Approval or against
Wants Lists. Write to me at 485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE, Lance: LA4 6AP.

A:

zumsbein+cie

rj A
111
zumsbein

-;

Inh, Bertsch & Co.
Zeughiusgasse 24, PO Box 2585
CH-3001 Berne/Switzerland

zumebein
schweiz
lechtenstein
1986

Present
the new 1986 ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
1212212
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Postage fees for Europe:

North
Middle
South
East

-

SFr.
SFr.
SFr.
SFr.

SFr, 6,-

25.25.25.50.d.

SFr.
SFr. 6.SFr, 8.60

'

Switzerland Liechtenstein 1986
as usual in colour
NEW: with Conversion Table Catalogue Numbers
Zumstein - Michel - !Vert
SFr. 10.Please apply to your local stamkdeilet or to our Agent in Great Britain
VERA TRINDER LTD., 38, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU.

If not,
Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFKARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?
free
of
charge,
a
specimen
will
send
you,
let us know your address, and we
copy with no obligation whatsoever.
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60th Year

Official Pre-paid Mail

by M. RUTHERFOORD

Recently I was given the cover shown in Fig. 1 by a friend who had found it,
and aim others, in a deceased relative's possessions. Not the rarest, but I
didn't have one, so very welcome. Note date of 25.11.56.
This cover would
be sent out under
257.1/...“
00.
-....
•
, .r - 1,...<17,7
cover to happy taxpayers, and , the pre) v li .ii.vEiriAM
printed 10c -wou1d then
r
have been suitable for
t....
v
the town of Bern, but
,
this case it was
in
'1/4...."--E.-AN 3
sent to Delemont, so
needed 20c. This was
added by the overprinted 10c of that
time. Only the stamp
An die
was cancelled, as
imprints on stationery
are automatically
invalid after first use,

,. . r 01 0 iTh
4 J.,. i . .n.

Eidg. Steuerverwaltung

Type 0-1. 1933. Hasler F22.
. .

BERN

• WAT *

Bundeshaus

(94

so need no cancellation.

,arinveriAa2
® 0030 @

R

%MEI.

:meek

RP'

Note

the cover was 12 years old when
used, and the C6 gave the dimension 162 x 114 mm., which is
still correct to-day.
Turning to the Durst catalogue I thought I would cheek the
date of use of the Official
Bern 3 imprint. As you can see
from Fig. 2, he gives no dates.
However, I found in my collection
3 such imprints on the standard
label for use on bulky parcels
etc, all dated in 1931. See
Fig. 3 dated 21.V1I.31.

1201
1202
12o3
12o4

Wertangabe 0000, ohne Ortstempel
Wertangabe 0000, mit Ortstempel C welt
Wertangabe 000, ohne Ortstempel
Wertangabe 000, mit Ortstempel C welt

lo.lo.4o.-

Type D-2. 1954. Hasler F88.
•

O
)6. I. 62

4\,:ef

12o5
12o6

_HFIVF:TI A

IJ 0000 11
HERN

Wertangabe 0000, ohne Ortstempel
Wertangabe 0000, mit Ortstempel C eng

5.5.-
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Cont.
. _
in my collection

I also found

an example of the more
modern version of this imprint, combined with a date
impression, 28.1.59, on a letter from Bern to Basel.
(Fig. 4.

Does any member have any such examples? I would be
glad to pass some first and last dates, or early and late

dates, onto Mr. Durst.

Fig.

3
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AN UNUSUAL TAX NARK

-

By N. Rutherfoord

Our Secretary, Mr. G. W. Hubbard, sent me a copy of the attached cutting,
asking if I could find out more about it.
He said the 'T 90' is in green, almost blue-green, and the '4' in black.
He had thought that mail from military personnel was free.

Abs. Kpl.Frey
Hans Peter
Fits.Kp . 11/102
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Firstly I must say that only family mail from and to soldiers is free,
business correspondence (say selling Soldier Stamps!), registered and express
services are not. Such parcels from soldiers usually contain washing, to be
washed at home.
However, I referred the question to Dr. J. Etter, the expert on Tax matters.
His reply is that the '4' refers to '4 kg' and would be the weight of the parcel,
and as only 2i kg could then, and now, be sent free, the '90' is the straight tax
on the 4 kg, without doubling. And it was probably never collected.
-------

.
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HOW DID SWISS AIRMAIL GET TO THE NORTH POLE?
By A. S. Newell
Fridtjof Nansen (1861-1930), Rector magnificus of the University of Bergen •
(where he taught oceanography), became the first Norwegian Ambassador to Britain in
1905. He made many friends in Europe where, after the First World War, he
dedicated all his efforts to improving the lot of prisoners of war and displaced
persons. A "Hansen passport" became a document which helped to reconstruct the
In 1922 Nansen was
lives of many thousands deprived of home and livelihood.
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1926 he was responsible for the creation of "Aeroartic", a Society created
to promote "the exploration of the Arctic regions by means of airshir-".
Walter Bruns, a former airship commander and well known amongst the lighterthan-air community, joined the new organisation as its first secretary. Immediate
contact was made with Dr. Hugo Eckener with a view to organising a Zeppelin expedition to the Arctic. But the German government, responsible to a large degree for
Zeppelin's finances, withheld its support and, without help or guarantees from other
quarters, the project fell through.
The intrepid Nansen did not cease his efforts, they were only stopped by his
sudden death in 1930. Now the German government gave Dr. Eckener permission to
accept the pree 4.dency of the Aeroarctic; its blessing, however, did not °aril with
it any substantial financial support. Eckener containued Nansen's effort in
trying to find support elsewhere. He started discussions with Sir Hubert Wilkins,
who had been promised a submarine by the DS Navy.
An idea emerged for the submarine and the Zeppelin to meet in the Arctic. This
combination appealed to the American newspaper magnate W.R. Hearst who, recognising
the news value of such a meeting, offered $150,000 for the full reporting rights.
Sir Hubert got his submarine from the US Navy, only to find the necessary repairs
could not be completed in time for the rendezvous.
A chance meeting at a diplomatic cocktail party produced a complete change of
venue, which now became a meeting between the Zeppelin and the Russian icebreaker
carried on
"Malygin". Such meetin was to be still more poignant as the "Malygin"
g
to
find
traces
board the Italian General Umberto Nobile, who was at the time tryin
of his airship "Italia" which crashed in the Arctic during 1928.
Dr. Eckener in his LZ127 met the Malygin" off Hooker Island and exchanged
400 kge of mail, the franking of which paid a large part of the expedition's expenses.
Both Germany and Russia issued special stamps for the occasion, Germany DM 1,2 &R
inscribed "Polarfahrt 1931" and a special cancellation, and Russia produced 4
stamps 30 and 35 kop. and 1 and 2R inscribed "URSS Pol du Nord 1931" and a special
cancellation.
The Zeppelin flew from Friedrichshafen to Berlin, Leningrad, Archangel, to the
White Island at Franz-Josephs-Land. It landed near Hooker on a mat of inflated
bags. On the way back the proposed landing at Leningrad was cancelled because of
fog and the mail was dropped in passing.
Philatelically interesting is also the fact that Sir Hubert Wilkins in conjuncti
with Ellsworth (who went to the North Pole with Amundsen in 1925) is responsible for
a number of covers with British and American franking overprinted "WilkinsEllsworth Transarctic Submarine Expedition 1931 New York to North Pole". The date
of the Zeppelin cancellations is 25th July 1931, whilst that on Wilkins' covers
is 8th May 1931.
The RAF Museum at Hendon produced a commemorative cover in July 1981 to
celebrate 50 years of the event and the exhibition on it which took place in
Neuisenburg in Germany.
Switzerland participated in the Zeppelin flight as a contract state.
One of the so far unsolved puzzles on the aerophilatelic side of the event is
the fact that 'Malygin' cancellations exist with dates 18.VII.31 and 27.VII.31.
The first one appears in most catalogues, the second on most covers.
The question is how could a letter be cancelled on the 'Malygin' on July 27th
when mail on the REtURN FLIGHT was cancelled in Leningrad on July 25th?

To wish all Members happy holidays ... when summer finally arrives
and good stamp hunting, and look forward to meeting again in the
autumn.
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SWISS MILITARY (Soldier) STAMPS

1914/18

1939/45

WE HAVE RECENTLY BEEN ADDING A GREAT DEAL OF
NEW
MATERIAL, BOTH ON AND OFF COVER, TO OUR ALRE
ADY
EXSTENSIVE STOCKS.
CLIENTS MAY LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
ASK
FOR APPROVALS.

KOCHER STAMPS
Our Great Strength Is
The Ability To Supply
Items Other Dealers Cannot

OUR STOCKS COULD BE BETTER! HOWEVER, WE DO
HAVE A
FEW NICE PIECES, BOTH MINT AND USED. PLEASE
SEND
WANTS-LIST OR ASK FOR APPROVALS.

H.L. KATCHER

The Amateur Collector Ltd.
"The Swiss Specialists"
P.O. Box 242, London, N2 OYZ, England
APS, PTS, RPSC
Phone (01) 348-0296

SERVICE
TO
SWISS PHILATELY

ADDITION TO THE LIBRART
A copy of the newly published book on the 'STRUBEL I issues — the
'Sitting Helvetia Imperf.', has been received as a gift
from one of our members.
Requests to borrow will be taken in strict rotation.
The book, A4 in size and hard—bound, weighs 700 grams before packi
ng
and postage will be approx. 98p each way. See also pages
47/48.
There has been a hitch with Part IV of the article on
Roman Switzerland and
it will follow in the next issue.
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By Anton M. Kofranek
Reprinted, with permission, from "The American Philatelist" 1982

Part

v.

114X2na
2.

Scott No. 10, Zumstein No. 17 U.

A very good forgery (Fig. 14 - May issue) , on hard white paper. The cross is
about the correct size and the series of rings on the posthorn is 2-3-3-2. This
one is attributed to Fournier and is illustrated in Ragatz (1970).

§JaSalargiat—ditiatt2LA

e.

The top right of the inscription band is missing above the 'I'.
The red field covers the trefoil even though the field fits perfectly in all
other places.
There is a 'bent sausage' which resembles a '7' on its side just below the
tails of the right flag.
The shading under the inscription band is solid instead of being made up of
two to four horizontal lines.
The border of the escutcheon is solid rather than being a series of contoured

f.

The cord is solid blue instead of containing some flecks of white.

a.
b.
c.
d.

3. Scott No. 10, Zumstein No. 17 11
At first glance this is a good forgery (Fig. 15), having the proper number of
rings around the posthorn (2-3-3-2), and the proper shield colour and colour of
This one is attributed to
blue, but the cross is 5 asn across instead of being 4.
Fournier and also is illustrated in Ragatz (1970).
Sianificant deviations
a. The strings on the inverted 'V' inside the posthorn are double instead of
single.
b. The left arabesque is deformed compared to the one on the right.
A blotch just above the top right part of the right arabesque causes it to
c.
touch the inner border.
d. The foot of the 'R' touches the 'p° of 'Rp'.
e. The period is slightly below the curve of the 'P', in the originals the
periods are not that low.
f. The cutting frame line forms a complete frame; the lines do not cross each
other at the corners.
4. Scott Nos. 7 and 10t Zumstein Nos. 15 11 laid 17 11
These forgeries are alike in all ways except one is dark blue on a white paper
(Fig. 16) and the other (Fig. 17) is light blue. The cross is normal size; the
shield colour is good and is well-contained. The cutting lines cross at the
corners, as is normal.
Sianif cant deviations
a. The series of rings around the horn is 2-2-2-2.
c.

There is no mouthpiece on the posthorn.
The lowest inner border of the escutcheon is crimped, compared to being very
broad as in the originals.

d.
e.

The paper is soft and porous.
The 'R' and 'A' if 'RAYON' touch at the bottom.

b.

The trefoil is larger than any of the original types.
The shading under the inscription band is solid rather than two to four
horizontal lines.
h. The border of the escutcheon is solid instead of being made up of contoured
lines.
f.
g.
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5. Scott Nos. 7 and 10: Zumetein Nos. 15 11 and 1711
These forgeries (Fig. 18) look good at first glance. The escutcheon border is
a series of contour lines. The cross is a normal size and the shield colour is
good. Close scrutiny, however, reveals many deviations.
SiApificant deviations
a. The series of rings around the horn is 2-2-2-2.
b. The period after 'Rp' thuches the cord.
c.
d.
e.

The top serif of 'P' touches the 'R'; no original does.
The '1' is Arabic instead of a Roman numeral.
The inner offshoots of the cord (points 10b and 10c of Pig. 2 - Feioruary issue)
are missing.

f.

The cutting lihes form a complete frame instead of crossing at the corners.

Figure 15. An excellent-looking forgery, but
it is on soft, porous paper. Note how the cutting lines do not cross at the corners but form
a complete frame.

Figure 17. A similar forgery to Figure 16 except that it is light blue
and is supposed to represent Scott No. 10 (Zumstein No. 17 11). The
paper is also soft and porous. Note the large trefoil and no mouthpiece
on the posthorn.

Figure 16. A forgery of Scott No. 7 (Zumstein
No. 1511), considered mediocre on the basis
of many deviations. The paper is soft and
porous.

Figure 18. A poor forgery of Scott No. 10
printed on soft, porous paper. Note the Arabic
"I" instead of a Roman numeral, and the
absence of inner offshoots on the cord.

6. Scott Nos. 7 and 10: Zumetein Nos. 15 11 and 17 11
This Spiro forgery (Fig. 19) is poor and resembles the forgery described under
No. 6 of 'Orts-Post'. The inscription, numerals, and colours were changed to
produce this forgery.
(To be continued)
Don't forget to use some of your leisure time to making up some booklets
for next season's Packets; our Packet Secretary will soon beraring to go. The
date to start sending in booklets will be announced shortly.
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REVIEW
"STRUBE',"
From the pen of the distinguished
Philatelist and Expert, Hans F. Hunziker,
R.D.P., comes the new handbook on the
"STRUBEL" stamps of 1854-1862 - the
'Sitting Helvetia Imperforate' - published
by Zumstein + Cie of Bern.
It deals with the first definitive
series of Swiss stamps, issued by the
Federal Post Office, and which, apart from
the 'Classics' is probably the most
pupular issue for the specialist and nonspecialist alike.
The book, the product of long
preparation, provides a history of the
problems of producing the stamps and the
subsequent deep interest in them.
Cataloguing has always proved difficult
and has in the past led to much
controversy, but Herr Hunziker's superbly
produced handbook clarifies the many
problems in the light of modern research.
The hard-bound A4 volume of 144
pages with 120 black and white illus=
trations plus 15 pages in colour of
stamps and covers, will be a most
valuable addition to philatelic literature and will delight collectors. The
cost is SPr.65.- or £25. See also
pages 44 and 48.
E.J.R.

I

DID YOU KNOW
that the ninth Swiss to sign the
"Roll of Distinguished Philatelists"
will be Paola Vollmeier for his 3-volume
work on the 'Postal History of
Sardinia', as well as many other activities on forgeries etc.
that another Swiss, Ernst Mailer of
Basel has been honoured by bestower
Membership of the "Collectors Club", New
works on booklets and Rayons
York.
etc. etc., are well known.
.... that SVP members are about to get
their third double-sided sheet of
'K Cancel' updates, since the issue of
the 2nd full Supplement it the beginning
of 1985. Only the pictures, no lists,
are included in their monthly Bulletin,
from time to time, as soon as another 28
new cancels are announced by the PTT.

as

that the title in French "Les
Rappen-Helvetia' of Zumstein's new book
is rather confusing to German and other
non-French speaking collectors, as the
German "Strubel Ausgaben" is clearer.
But this excellent book is in both
languages. amd a glance at such a
Strubel (disarrayed hair) stamp, shows
where both titles come from.
.... that the Pistalozzi Fund for childcelebrates this its 20th Balloon
flight from Marren over the Alps. As
the price per flown cover is about £3 to
REVENUE PROJECT
£4 its popularity is limited, but the
csmeis worthwhile supporting.
Our American Member, Mr. Gene Kelly,
is still busily pursuing his researches
.... that a curiosity of Swiss postal
into Revenue stamps, with the ultimate
history is revealed in the latest issue
intention of completing a partially
of the BBZ. Two letters are illustrated,
recorded catalogue started by the late
from Ulrich to Kefikon, of 1847 and 18481
Mr. G.M. Abrams, former President of the
each with a Ulrich 6 stamp, but without
American Revenue Association.
postage due mark, even though the address
is clearly given as Kefikon, Ct. Thurgau
and
municipal
By visiting many
outside the limits of the Zürich
is
acquired
already
has
cantonal archives, he
stamps. The key is that they
cantonal
details of some 1500 additional items.
both addressed to the Schloss
are
He would still like to hear from any Kefikon, through which the cantonal
U.K. members interested in this project
border ran: Today the problem is solved
and in the proposed catalogue; earlier
Zarich giving up some land so that the
by
information is very ancient and any help
Schloss is now completely in Thurgau.
with dates of use etc. would be most wel.... that the current exhibition in the
come. You can contact him at Steinerstr
PTT Museum in Bern till 3 Aug. 1986
15, CH-8253 Diessenhofen.
covers Europe, firstly by the collection
DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2)
of Ch. Aeberhard of Lausanne, covering
the History of Europe from WWI till aftex
.... that the answer to Question No. 144
WWII as shown on stamps and cancels,
is only 6 if man-made objects are consid
secondly by the collection of all Europa
ed, or it can be raised by 16 if the
stamps, for their 30th birthday.
fossils and minerals of the PP stamps of
1958 to 61 are taken into account.
.... that this year's Europe stamps are
popular with the PO counter staff,
not
.... that Question No. 145 is: For
how artistic, the value can
matter
no
which of the 30 Years of Europe stamps
identified, and the colours
be
hardly
did Switzerland not issue any such
usual, in fact the reverse
the
not
are
stamps?
of reddish for local and bluish for
M. RUTHERPOORD
foreign.
(Cont. in Col. 1)
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1. 2000 Years of Roman Chur
From 20-22 June 1986 the city of Chur
The quiet time of summer is
is celebrating this jubilee by the use of
a special Mobile P.O. cancellation depict- the best opportunity to take stock of
ing the statue of Mercury - the Roman god
your collection, to assess what is
of merchants - as also shown on the recent
commemorative stamp. The inscription
3till required to complete or improve
reads: "2000 ANNI CURIA RAETORUM 20-26.6.
it, and to plan what new paths you
1986.
(Fig. 1)
propose to follow in the near future
There are many branches of
Swiss philately, both the purely
philatelic confined to issued stamps,
as well as side-lines and thematics.
Fig. 1
2.

Fig. 2
Whatever interests you, let

The Battle of Semoach 1386

For the commemoration in Stans of
this event a special cancellation depicting the Swiss hero Winkelried will be
used on 9th July. It shows the wellknown group from the monument in Stems and
the - inscription reads: "6000 Jahre
Winkelried 9 Juli 1986".

me know and I will help you with
material- to study .- at your- leisure.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lanes LA4 6AP.

zumsbein-r de
Propr. Bertsch
Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, P.O. Box 2585
CH-3001 BERNE / SWITZERLAND
present
the new handbook STRUBEL
Helvetia assise non dentelee 1854 - 1862
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate
by HANS F. HUNZIKER R.D.P.
Price: Sfr. 65.-- plus postage SFr. 8.90
144 pages, hard-bouhd, over 120 black and white
illustrations, 15 pages in colour.
Contents: Production and papers - The various issues - Postal zones and
frankings - Mixed frankings - Italian provisionals - Bisects Cancellations - Varieties - Major rarities - Forgeries and
repairs - Paper production - Chronological table.
To order please apply to:
Vera Trinder Ltd., 18, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU, G.B.
or directly to

rthein

ZU n

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?
If not, let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge a
specimen copy, with no obligation whatsoever.
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40TH
A ulioler Philatelic Investigation
JULY 198

YEAR

By F. R. Lesser

- Originally published in the "American
Philatelist" March 1983
Part I
When in 1843, three years after Great Britain introduced her first postage
stamp, Zurich and Geneva adopted the same idea, the world could not have foreseen
that Switzerland would one day play a prominent role in the world of stamp collecting.
What helped Switzerland gain this position was a combination of econo/historic circumstances and a national bent for philately.
Among the Swiss philatelic gems is a strange category of postage stamps that owe
their existence to a stamp booklet stapling expediency. The problem was how to
increase the margin space of a sheet of 100 stamps without having to effect any
changes in existent printing and perforation procedures. The answer to the problem
became a pairing of stamps of equal and of different face values, the positioning of
stamps upside down to each other, and the inserting of blank spaces. The latter was
achieved by simply leaving the seventh vertidal row in the sheet unprinted.
Thus was born a philatelic novel* which became known as the "interspersed pairs."
The first sheet of stamps that incorporated the interspace concept appeared in 1909.
The sheets of stamps specially printed for the manufacture of stamp booklets also
were sold to stamp collectors at a few select post offices. The Swiss postal
authorities obviously hated the idea of seeing any printing of stamps going to waste,
and the sheets bought whole or broken up might have been just overruns or surplus.
The stamp collectors loved them, and to this day, the Swiss Postal Administration
continues selling to the public at large the sheets of stamps printed specifically for
stamp booklets.
The Swiss postal authorities always kept a wary eye on would-be counterfeiters of
stamps. In order to prevent any possible misuse of the perforated blanks, the
authorities resorted to voiding them by punching a hole into them. Until September
1927, the size of the whole measured 11 mm (7/16ths of an inch). Then they started
using a punch with a 9 mm (5/16ths of an inch) diameter so that for a while two hole
diameters were in simultaneous usage.
Why a second and smaller punch was deployed will be explained later, but what
proved so important to collectors of these interspaced pairs of stamps was the fact
that the smaller punch came into use after the large punch and that it eventually
replaced it. The result was that the availability of certain interspaced sheets of
the same stamp or combination of two stamps became very uneven with regard to the
size of the hole, i.e. an interspace sheet with a large hole versus the same sheet
with a small hole and the other way round.
Not only did the Swiss Postal Administration never publish issuance figures on
any of these interspace shP P 's, but there are no records as to the proportion of large
hole punched sheets verses small hole sheets and vice versa.

" c) be continped)
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The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists

P.O. BOX 242 LONDON, N2 OYZ ENGLAND

Telephone: 01-348-0296
' AMERIPEV IN CHICAGO

Many of you will have seen in the Philatelic Press accounts of the
highly succesful exhibition held in Chicago. From greetings and brief
messages received from some of our US members everyone seems to have
thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Our President, Mrs. Lee and Mr. Lee were
among those who attended, as also Mr. H. L. Katcher, and we hope to have a
first hand account of the highlights when they have settled down again.
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By Anton M. Kofranek
Reprinted, with permission, from "The American Philatelist" 1982

Figure 19. Another Spiro forgery showing the
misprinting of the red shield onto the upper
escutcheon.

Part VI

Figure 20. At left, an excellent forgery of Scott No. 8 (Zuit:stein No.
16 11), showing striking background line similarities between it and
the original Type 30 fright). Note that the cord of the forgery is very
black and the original has flecks of white. The cutting lines of the
forgery are not complete, with voids in the middle portion.

RAYON II

1. gggtdjjsa,._g.L...jagaatsti,A_Az.,16_jj„
One of the best forgeries of the Federal
issues is illustrated in Fig. 20, along with an original of Type 30 that it closely
mimics. Compare the background lines for remarkable similarities! Compare the
flags, the lettering, and the posthorn in addition to the background lines. The
cross of the forgery is smaller than the original, but sometimes the cross of an
original is the size of that shown on the forgery.

Fig.

18 (see June issue)

Significant deviations
a. The paper on the forgery is thin and hard, but is brownish-yellow throughout.
There are brownish-yellow stamps of the originals, but the paper is white on
the back.
b. The outer line of the escutcheon at the very bottom forma a sharp 'V'. None of
the forty types has such a sharp angle.
c. There is solid shading under the inscription band rather than two or four
lines of horizontal shading.
d. There is a horizontal line that connects the tails of tye right flag to form
a small 'A'.
e. The cord is solid black and the originals have faintly alternating white
flecks in the blackish cord.
f. The cutting lines are visible only at the corners of the forgery, but without
wide margins'those lines would be difficult tonascertain.
2. Scott No. 8. Zumstelm No. 16 11
At first glance this is a good forgery (Pig. 21) since the density of the
ground lines is about normal and the stamp is yellow on white paper; but the
black ink is rather heavy (based on two copies), and the cross is about 5 mm in
boty directions rather than about 4 to 4.4 mm.

Significant deviations
a. The period after 'Rp' touches the cord, no original does although the period
is close in a few types.
b. The left loop of the right arabesque touches the top inner margin as no
original does except for Type 9.
c. Both tails of the right flag touuh the right loop. This happens only in Types
8 and 40, but the right loops are closed on those originals and the loop of the
forgery is broken to the left.
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Figure 22. A poor forgery, even if one did not see the word "Facsimile" printed on the back. Note the horn ring is flattened and the
escutcheon at the bottom is very blunt.
Figure 21. A forgery of Scott No. 8 (Zumstein
No. 1611) that amM be deceiving on the basis
of a reasonable portrayal of basic features, but
close scrutiny reveals many deviations from the
original. The paper is hard and white.

•

e.
f.
g.
h.

d.

The lower portion of the escutcheon is very

close to the cord - less than 0.3 mm at the
closest point. The originals have
distances of about 0.5 mm at their closest
point.
The shading below the inscription band is solid, and theoriginals have two to
four horizontal lines.
The horizontal foot of the I R' in 1 Rp' is long; only Type 25 has a similar
tendency.
The posthorn looks normal, but it so heavily inked that it is difficult to
detect details.
The cutting lines do not cross at the corners but completely frame the forgery.

Liaiw On the two available copies of this forgery, the background lines are
quite different froi each other, which is very unusual. All other forgeries I have
seen of the Federal issues have the same background lines for similar values.
3.

Scott No. 8. Zumstein No. 16 11

This forgery (Fig. 22) would be relatively easy to detect without close
scrutiny for a person who works with this issue. The paper is white and the
crosses are about normal size.
Significant deviations
a. The horn ring is flattened and is an oval.
b. There is no escutcheon protusion into the red field on the left side as there
is in the originals.
c. The escutcheon is very blunt and not sharp at the base.
d. The trefoil is reduced to a small circle.
e. The nail inside the horn ring is hollow instead of solid black; however,
Types 3 and 11 also have this feature.
f. The bottom serifs of the 'A' and 'Y' connect; this never occurs in the
originals.
g. The curl on the right foot of the 'II' in 'RAYON' is too curved.
h. Fig. 22 shows no cutting lines between stamps.
i. The word 'Pac-Simile' diagonally printed in blue across the back is repeated
many times.
4.

Scott No. 8. Zumstein No. 18.

This Spiro forgery is similar in all ways to No. 6 under "Orts-Post" except
for the change in colour, inscription lettering and values. Two single copies were
available for study: one with a beige and the other a yellow background.
Fig. 4
illustrates a full sheet of 25, the pane size Spiro used for printing the Federal
issues. The same predancels almost always appeared on these sheets.
(To be continued)
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2000 !EARS OF ROMAN SWITZERLAND

Part IV

By N. Rutherfoord

Two further old cancellations indicate 2000 years. The first is the very
first local publicity slogan of April 1940, in which an allowable advertisement
licence is found (Fig. 12), though who can
prove that the 'baths' were not in use be... ,
1L
-. .
1Z
)... 4
for the Romans came. This slogan is found
4,13
I
ich
134
'V
05 en bei
ICC
'''
both to the left and to the right of the
4:V4i4.14-:..:
town date die, the latter being the rarest.
Hei iba d seif 20 00 ja Ken

FEOENOIRT

The second is shown in Fig. 13, i.e.
on the official FDC printed in French

2 0 :II .EIVIET1A '-'14

Fig. 12
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"2000 years uctodurus-nartigny, 'or -me
issue in 1983 of thm specisl stamp showing
the badly worn capital of a column found
there. This, too, was jumpint the gun by
a year or so (I think because the very
modern museum was opened at the time, being
built over, and thereby protecting a small
Roman temple whose foundations are now to be
seen in the museum.
The much more important find made
of a miaht

wAytiorm is the bronze head

Millénaire d'Octodurus • Martigny
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EIUN DES FEIER - FETE NATIONALE
FESTA NAZIONALE • FIASTA NAZIUNALA
1 974

Figs. 13 &

14

3-horned bull, shown on the 30c stamp pf
1974, but the middle horn and left ear have
been lost. This shows that the Roman
accepted the old Celtic rites and Gods into
their temples, forming a mixture to ma tch
the mixed population. Fig. 14 shows t le FD
cancel of this stamp, and Fig. 15 the ] aost
attractive cancel used by Martigny 2. The
above FDC, Fig. 13, used the local pub Licity
slogan of Martigny 1, which also shows the
bull's head.
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the Birth of Christ, under Emperor Augustus (27 BC to 14 AD)
fairly completely integrated into the Roman system of law and
a period of 250 years duration which was probably the most peacebe experienced in Switzerland.

RT-j,
22. E3-8

Fig. 15

rig. lb
The head of Augustus is shown in the new stamp issued for Zdrich, which was
a customs post at that time (Fig. 16).
During most of the period of Roman occupation present-day Switzerland was in
fact administered from 4 different Roman provinces: the south from northern
Italy - Milan; the east from Rhaetia - Ulm; the south-west from Narbonne; and
North, the most important, Germania Superior - from Mainz.
(To be continued)
A WARNINE VIA THE U.S.A.
In the May issue of the "News Letter" we published a warning on the
re-gumming of stamps which was received from Sr. F. R. Lesser. Mr. H. L. Katcher
would like to elaborate on this subject:
"Having just come back from Chicago I naturally met a few people, among them
old friends like Messrs. Rellstab and Liniger. Mr. Valk, also was particularly helpful in leaving with me a documented and illustrated brocture on some of the
re-perfing which was recently discovered in Switzerland. In connection with most
of the cases recorded the name Mettler repeatedly appears. I was given to understand
that this gentleman will no longer be involved in this type of 'effort'. I would
add here that with a little bit of care a re-perfed stamp can be spotted by
comparing it with a similar untampered-with copy.
"However, the question of re-gumming has been brought up many times before
and as the "experts" get better and better at their work more nails are hammered
into the unmounted mint coffin. I have always been ver y outspoken on this theme
and am not going to mince my words. Anyone foolish enough to expect and - insist on
unmounted mint condition will deserve whatever is sold them by unscrupulous, or in
many cases unsuspecting, dealers, it is the collector who can put a stop to all this
nonsense by omitting the word "unmounted" or "never hinged" from his orders."
REVIEW
LES TIMBRES FISCAUX CANT ONAUX
DE GEUEVE
By Denis gainon
Published by the Study Circle for
-Fiscals of the Swiss Postal Stationery
Collectors' Society.
This is the first fully up-to-date
catalogue of all fiscal stamps of the
Canton of Geneva. Previously the only
published information covered 111 stamps
by Forbin in 1915, 322 stamps by
Schaufelberger in 1948/50 and later more
than 400 by Abrams in an unpublished
catalogue.
Now many missing issues covering
'emol.uments administratif s - , postere etc./

are included and a number of additions
have been made, such as School Insurance and Airport Tax, together with
further details of the issues of
1877 and 1887.
The booklet, written in French,
of 48 pages, size 15 x 21 cm., is
well listed and illustrated, and gives
the various papers, perforations and
varieties.
It is available from Herr R.
Herlimann, Gfunweg 2, 2502 Biel/Bienne,
Switzerland, at SFr. 10.- and will be
of much interest to the Revenue
Collector.
E.J.R.
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DID YOU KNOW . 2

Released to coincide with 'AMERIP 1 '
the American Helvetia Philatelic Liter- ....that a new post office was opened on
ature Group of the American Helvetia
20th May in Zug, at the station, for rapid
Philatelic Society (Ann) has completed I handling on and off the trains. As can be
an ambitious project and has published a Iseen in Fig. 1 the PTT made a mistake, in
op TELL & FORERUNNERS
CUMULATIVE

'pp

1938 - 1985

i.e. a Catalogue of literature published
in Journals for Swiss collectors,
It commencesm with a history of the
Society since 1938, then goes on to list
Swiss philatelic literature arranged by
author and by subject. Included are
published articles from the "Helvetia
Bulletin" of 1938-57, "Helvetia" and
"Helvetia Alphorn" of the HPS of
America 1969-74; "Helvetia Herald" of
the Swiss-American Stamp Society 1970-74
and "Tell" of the current Society 1975 to
date, and also the "News Letter" of the
Postal History Study Group1975-81.
Thie work has been compiled with
the help of many members over the last
eecade for the Literature Research
Group under Mr. Dale R. Eggen and
edited by Mr. Karl E. Hanson, a professional librarian to produce a 135 page
A4, double column volume, soft bound.

\
-Z.-7.

86-9)
0

6)

___xliiN\X Q'

X

-2:7. 86--9

7b

<4

6)_41-iNtX_F;

Fig. 2
Fig. 1
that they forgot the '7' indicating the
postal region, based on Luzern. Only there
i.e. the capital of the region, can the
number of the region be left out. The
cancellers 'a' to 'n' had to be replaced,
as shown in Fig. 2.

.... that in the Transport Museum in Luzern
there is at present, in the Hans Erni building, an extensive exhibition of the drafts
and sketches he did before the final design
was completed of this year's 'Europa'
stamps. Well worth seeing. Also in the
show are the stages of the printing
process, including a complete cylinder.

A copy of this publication has been .... that in the main PTT part are various
items of philatelic interest such as a
most kindly donated to the Reference
thematic collection devoted to transport,
Section of our Library by Mr. Eggen and
and a working model of a printing press for
we thank him for this courtesy.
stamp production.
Copies of the Catalogue Are obtainable ' from Mr. D. R. Einem, P.O. 3ox 430, .... that another exhibition to see is that
New Hartford, N.Y. 13413 - 0430, U.S.A. of the United Nations in Geneva; this
postal museum is situated in the main DE
at $ 7.95 + about 6.00 for post by
building and has all UN issues, but I
airmail. Seamail could take approx.

3 months with danger of arriving in
poor condition. A bulk order would be
better but would depend on demand.
E.J.R.
ANOTHER S.O.S.
Further articles - long preferably but also short, are most urgently required. The article bank is virtually
exhausted and there will be a full stop
if replenishment is not forthcoming. Ed.
DID YOU KNOW? -

Cont. from Col. 2

to be made, in that they, as several
previous ones, do not fulfil the PTT
rules for such cards; there is insuffient corelation between the threw
elements: picture, stamp and cancel.
„,. the answer to Q_estion No. 145

iv that only in 1958 did Switzerland not

believe not in any great depth.
.... that for collectors of Liechtenstein
there is also the Postal Museum in Vaduz
which has a great deal of material on
display.
.... that Liechtenstein has announced that
next year, as part of its celebrations for
75 years of their own stamps, they intend
to introduce local publicity cancellations
for all 11 post offices, showing some local
view or building. There has been a movement afoot, for years, to introduce this
Owiss-style publicity. The numbering of
these cancels, we assume, will be an
'integral part of the Swiss 'K' numbers.
The machine slogans they use exclusively
have also 'Swiss' numbers, as do, of course.
the Swiss slogans they use for general
publicity.

.... that twice a Swiss only slogan has beer
used in error: for instance one for
'Swiss Health Spas' and one showing a Swiss
.... that Question No. 146 is: how many
cross
for saving energy. These are much
Swiss artists, i.e. well-known in Switzersought
after and have a correspondingly
land, have had their work reproduced on
high price.
Swiss stamps?
.... that the latest Swiss 'Europa' MaxiM. RUTHERFOORD
cards have caused some justified complaints
(Cont. in Col.. 1)
issue a 'Europa' stamp.
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THE EXCHANGE PACKET
Members are advised that the first
Packets for the coming season will be
sent out early in August and the LAST IN
EARLY JANUARY 1987.

In general the values of Swiss
stamps show no sign of being lowered but more likely to rise when

Please notify me if you are likely
to be away from home when the circuits
begin. We don't want to lose any more
Packets.

philatelic activities resume in
the autumn.
So take time now to check on

Further booklets will be welcome
during the remainder of this month
(July) and during November/December.
D.M.S.

your collection and obtain any
items you still require.
Strubels

REQUEST FROM A MEMBER

Standing Helvetia

One of our members is in difficulty.
During a removal, when many books were
disposed of, his Zumstein Specialised
Catalogue was unfortunately among thelfly-"
He now requires a replacement, since he
still has his collection. A 1978
edition would be helpful.

Definitive issues
Tete-beche and se-tenant
are just a few areas which are
well worth studying.
Material on Approval or

Has anyone a spare copy which they
could part with? If so let me know
and I will put you in touch with one
another.
E.J.R.

Against Want Lists available.

J.S.ARIP1STRONG.
485, Marine Road,

GOOD STAMP HUNTING DURING

THE HOLIDAY PERIOD

MORECAMBE

LANCS LA4.6AP

,ds

zumsbein-rcie
Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, P.O. Box 2585
CH-3001 BERNE / SWITZERLAND
p r e. s e n t
the new handbook STRUBEL
Helvetia assise non dentelee 1854 - 1862
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate
by HANS F. HUNZIKER R.D.P.
Price:

Sfr. 65.-- plus postage SFr. 8.90
144 pages, hard-bouhd, over 120 black and white
illustrations, 15 pages in colour.
Contents: Production and papers - The various issues - Postal zones and
frankings - Mixed frankings - Italian provisionals - Bisects Cancellations - Varieties - Major rarities - Forgeries and
repairs - Paper production - Chronological table.
To order please apply to:
Vera Trinder Ltd., 18, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU, G.B.
or directly to

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?
If not, let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge a
specimen copy, with no obligation whatsoever.
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New Issue News
DEFINITIVE STAMPS - MAIL TRANSPORT
Replacing the 'Folk Customs' issue when stocks are exhausted, the new definitive
stamp series 'The Post Past and Present' consists of a colourful mixture of
done by
nostalgic and contemporary subjects. The aim is to lay emphasis on the work
women despite mechanization.
In 1904 motor transport was introduced in Zfirich's
The 'Franz' postal van.
5 c.
local postal service but there were initial difficulties. The first petrol
over intensive use made it difficult to
driven vehicles needed very many repairs and
y
provide proper maintenance. However, th situation improved dramatically when
three 'Franz' vehicles came into operation in 1911, making a regular service possible
at last.
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HELVETIA 25;

HELVETIA 35

HELVETIA 80,

HELVETIA 90

Parcel Sorting. The Swiss are sending the world's largest number of postal
parcels per inhabitant. To handle the mail volumes thus generated , sorting
and listribution centres must be mechanized and automated to a considerable extent.
The stamp shows operators keying in destination codes in a modern parcel sorting
facility. After coding the parcels are forwarded over feed and transfer belts to
the computer controlled sorting belt which directs them to thelr destination.
10 c.

The handling of vast numbers of letters and
Letter preparation machine.
tasks at the despatch office. The current
repetitive
many
cards involves
for more efficient letter mail preparation:
provides
ion
system of partial mechanizat
The machine shown faces - i.e.
routines.
monotonous
and frees staff from certain
reading and cancels the machineaddress
and
g
postmarkin
puts the right way up for
of electrometically controlled
means
by
sorted
and
able mail before it is encoded
equipment.
Every mail transport begins with the item being posted
Post office counter.
35 c.
So what could be more appropriate than to devote a stamp to the friendly c
counter staff who initiate the long chain of postal operations. At the same time
the stamp provides a glimpse of the behind the scenes services: a sorter preparing
letters for despatch and her colleague who is seen photographing a registered parcel
just handed in to provide proof of posting.
Originally the main task of the post was to carry
80 c.
Postman of yesteryear.
letters. When parcel post greatly increased, cash-on-delivery service was
25 c.
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restructured (1860) and postal money order service introduced (1862) in Switzerland, delivery in the large and medium sized towns and others had to be reorganised. To provide faster delivery three different postmen - one for letters, one
for parcels and one for money orders - served the same districts and streets.
The stamp shows an urban postman in turn of century uniform on his round.

90 C.

Railway post office van.
The -first Swiss railway post office(RPO) operated between Zürich and Brugg as long ago as 1857 - only 10 years after the
opening of the first railway line. The rapid expansion of the rail network led to
the integration of all RPO services and the first RPO centre was established at Basle on 1 July 1891. To-day about 650 RPOs (normal and narrow gauge) operate
on a network of 4,300 km (2,700 miles) transporting about 2,000 tons of letters amd
parcels every working day. The stamp illustrates the work carried out by railway post office employees.
Values:

5, 10, 25, 35, 80 & 90 c.

Designer:

Klaus Oberli, Bern

Engravers:

5 & 80 c.
Pierre Schopfer, La Chaux (CossonaY)
10, 25, 35 & 90 c.
Max Miller, Bern

Printing:

Rotogravure/offset by PTT Stamp Printing Office, Bern

.§.12W

24 x 29 mm.

6 sheets of 50 stamps. Paper: White, luminous, mat
gummed

A special envelope for the complete set will be available; also folders and
collection sheets.
_____9__
B.

SPECIAL (PUBLICITY) STAMPS IX -

Sept. 1986

35 c.

International Peace Year.
The General Assembly of the United Nations has
unanimously proclaimed 1986 international Peace Year. All countries and
organisations belonging to or connected with the UN and all non-governmental bodies
are called upon to make every effort to help achieve world peace - one of the main
objectives of the UN Charter - to live as good neighbours and to practise tolerance
so that future generations are spared the horrors of war is so imperative that it
cannot be emphasised too often. The international Bureau of the UPU has, therefore,
answered the call and asked all postal admin i strations to issue a special stamp
for 1986.
The dove on the Swiss issue is popularly regarded as a symbol of
peace. The four differently coloured stylized birds seen flying in the same
direction represent the four races of mankind all striving to achieve the same
goal - peace.

50 c.

90th anniversary of the Swiss Winter Relief Fund,
In January 1936, at the
height of the economic depression, when unemployment had reached is peak,
the considerable benefits paid out by local authorities, cantons and the Federal
Government were no longer enough to give effective help to those who needed it.
On 23 October 1936, therefore, a voluntary commitee established the Swiss Winter
Relief Fund with the aim of assisting those in need by means of private donations.
Although the subsequent wartime period practically elimated unemployment, it
brought other difficulties. And even in the postwar period it was - and still isimpossible for the State to solve all its problems. The work of the Swiss Winter
Relief Fund can, therefore, be described am follows: private welfare should fill
gaps in the State social security system in cases where the financiel resources of
State are inadequate or where a sum of money can eliminate mom e atary distress,
enabling the recipient to help himself afterwards. The snow-covered tree on the
stamp symbolizes winter cold and loneliness, while red evening sun stands for hope
and help.
Centenary of Bern Convention for the protection of literary and artistic
On 9 September 1886, 8 countries decided to protect the copycolwrigtt.
right of their works of literature and art as effectively and uniformly as possible.
To-day 76 countries are members of the Bern Convention for this purpos9, which can
be regarded as the forerunner of the 1952 Universal Copyright Agreement. The
Bern Convention has been revised several times and still has its raison d'etre
especially as the protection is more extensive and the period of protection is
longer than in the Universal Copyright Agreement. The term 'works of literature
and art' covers everything produced in the fields of literature, science and art
irrespective of the type and form of expression, such as literary works of every
kind, musical works, works of fine art (paintin gs, sculpture, architecture, applied
art etc.) photographs and adaptations for radio and television. The stamp
features a composition on the themes of music, literature and the fine arts.
(Continued on p.63)
80 c.
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By Anton M. Kofranek
Reprinted, with permission, froo "The American Philatelist", 1982i Part VII
RAYON III. Small 15-Rannen
1. Scott No. 11.

Zumstein No. 18

A good forgery (Fig. 23) that requires good scrutiny. The background lines do
not fit any of the ten Types.
Significant deviations
Both points of the
left flag almost
touch the loop in the
cord; none of the
originals has the left
flat that close.

a.

b. The series of
rings around the
horn is 2-3-2-2
instead of 2-3-3-2.
c. The colour is dull
and the paper is
soft and porous.

Figure 23. A fairly good forgery of Scott No.
11 (Zumstein No. 18). Note that the cutting
lines do not cross at the corners as do the
originals. The paper is soft and porous.

Figure 24. A poor forgery of the small
15-rappen printed on very soft porous paper.
Note the trefoil has four equal parts instead
of three, plus a small circle.

d. The 'R' in 'RAYON'
is vertical at the
left instead of leaning
slightly left as in the
originals.

e. There are seventeen
lines in the
shield, which is normal, but no lines cross the escutcheon borders as in the
originals.

f. The cutting lines form a complete frame instead of crossing at the corners.
2.

Scott No. 11. Zumstein No. 18

Not a good forgery. One is suspicious at once (Fig. 24). The posthorn has
the proper series of rings: 2-3-3-2. The background lines are very strong but
not complete.
Significant deviations
a.
b.
c.
d.

There are no definite arabesques, they blend into the background (Luff 1896).
The cross is small: 3.5 mm instead of 4 mm.
The paper is very stiff and porous.
The lower left loop of the cord is round, as normal, but the right one is
elliptical (unusual).

f.
The cord is a solid colour instead of being flecked with white.
g. There are nineteen vertical lines in the shield.
h.
The left inner frame fades near the top.
RAYON III.
Small 15-Centime
1.

Scott No. 12.

Zumstein No. 19

This forgery (Fig. 25), is one of the finest I have examined amongst the Feder.
issues, and is attributed to Fournier (Ragatz 1970).
I have been deceived twice
on single used copies before learnin g how to reco gnise it.
Significant deciations
a. The posthorn has a series of 2-2-3-2 rings, but, more importantly, they are
not lines that terminate at the edge of the horn as the originals do - these rings
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resemble small tubes that encircle the horn.
b.

There is a minute but a definite space (about
0.2 mm.) between the left middle escutcheon
frame and the lower left one. All parts of
the original escutcheon frame are in contact
_ with each other.

c.

The left flag hangs down rather straight,
rather than having a definite curve in the
middle as do the originals.

NOTE. It is difficult to find many significant deviations in the forgery. The density of
ground lines is about normal, the eighteen lines in
the shield resemble so many of the ten Types; the
cross is about the correct size and is shaded as
the originals are; the cutting lines cross
pmperly; and the details of printing are excellent in most of the seven available copies at my
Figure 25. An excellent forgery of Scott No.
disposal.
13 (Zumstein No. 19) on hard, white paper.
In addition, the grid cancellations appear to C'oup7esnagure gtiltice sUaU In"
erwrcuh ownoe Idujnout" bjeousor
have been done with a proper steel tool rather
in a block from the original sheet of ten.
than with a rubber stamp in most forgeries.
Finally, the paper on which it is printed has a
hard 'feel' when flexed. Undoubtedly, others have probably been deceived as I
was on a single cancelled 'stamp' found in a reputable dealer's stock. If these
are found in a block (Fig. 25), one can see that the background lines of all
of these stamps are the same and thus has some clue that these are indeed bogus
stamps.
2.
Scott No. 11
Zumstein No. 19.

Figure 26. An excellent forgery of the small
15-centime issue, printed on thin, hard, white
paper. Note that the circle touches the "C"
of "Cis," which never occurs in the originals.
This is the same basic forgery as in Figures
5 and 12.

Figure 27. A crude forgery of the small
I5-centime by the same forger as Figure I8's.
Note the similarities of the background lines
of these two forgeries.

This forgery
(Fig. 26) is excellent and basically the
same as the Orts-Post
forgery No. 1 (Fig. 5).
The defects in the
escutcheon, the left
arabesque, and the
left circle touching
the left inner border
are all similar factors.
The paper is also thin
and white. There are
two additional key
deviations from the
originals. The right
circle touches the
'C' of 'Cts' just
above the centre, and
there are twenty vertical lines in the

shield instead of seventeen or eighteen.
3.

Scott No. 13. Zumqtein No. 19

This is rather a crude forgery (Fig. 27). There are fourteen thick vertical
lines in the shield; the bell of the posthorn is solid; and the printing is
crude and heavy. It is similar to forgery No. 5 of Rayon I in other details.
The 'III' in the inscription band is close to the top. None of the originals
is closer than about 0.3 mm.
4.

Scott No. 13.

Zumstein No. 19.

This forgery (Fig. 29) is identiz11 to No. 1 of Rayon III, Small 15 Centime,
except for the substitution of the larger numeral and the 'Rp.' Note how
authentic the grid cancellation appears.
(To be continued)
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2000 YEARS OP ROMAN SWITZERLAND
Part V.
By M. Rutherfoord
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ps are devoted to the peaceful
Returning to our main theme, a number of stam
rising prosperity etc. In the Tessin
period mentioned in the last part, with its
the grave gifts give a good
but
es,
very little has been found, mainly grav
gh not extensive. The 2 stamps which
indication that the standard was high, thou
n
show
. 20 and 21, the PP 15c of 1974 and the
are
Figs
in
are representative of this
cancellations, reproducing imported
st
60c of 1975, togeyther with their 1st Augu
glassware.
figures. Pig. 22 shows the Celtic
The next 2 examples show indigeneous bronze
hus found in
boy's head, found near Lausanne, PP 30c. of 1973, and the half-size Bacc
of
30c
PP
1975 in Fig. 23.
Avenches, but only the head is shown on the

Fig. 22
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Another postmark which indicates the
high standard of living is that of Fig. 24/
the local publicity machine slogan of Orbe,
showing the wonderful floor mosaics there,
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These extensive farms supplied the nearby
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(To be continued)
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New issue news

m
I:rg -56" i
C

DID YOU KNOW ?

International Red Cross Confere*ce!
This consists of the international i .... that the 1986 Europa stamps have
1 2 further new features, as well as being
Committee of the Red Cross(ICRC), The
the first to be printed on the new
League of Red Cross and Red Crescent
machine,
i.e. a finer perforation of 13i
i
Societies and the various national Soc.
and
not
the
previous 11!, also a new
ieties , its supreme body, the inter7
.
synthietic
gum.
This is PVA as used in
national Red Cross Conference, meets every
the
UK,
but
without
the green tinge, so
four years. The 1986 meeting at Geneva
I
that
the
mat
surface
is clear and a lot
from 23 to 31 October, will be the 25th.
The Red Cross daily demonstrates its prin,- of people think there is no gum at all.
ciples of humanity, impartiality,
.... that one of the old houses at the
neutrality, independence, voluntary servic top of the Gotthard Pass has been turned
unity and universality.
into a museum of all
90 c.

"‘ -s w73`\\
qp _=z_
ts,
.T,71
0
!celebrate the openDe mo
erl
CO
'ing on 1st August a
special cancel will t „ oPtiv;;e4,427
4,7
be used, showing
the 5-in-hand coach
' usea 'rum to77-LoQ4..

with the Pass. To
Isubjectsa8"ci"ed

go

HELVETIA

.

••n•,„,„

CONVENTION
DE BERNE POUR
LA PROTECTION
DES CEUVRES
UTTERAIRES
-•• )
ET ARTISTIOUES
v.,
188.5 -1986

I

.

2.
„.„
r i

,

•

!.
••.••
• . • •,.

.1

.... that the rebuilding of the 56 year old Sihlpost,
'Zurich's HPO, has just begun, and will
'take about 10 years before all is modern :ised, with better train access and full
30-desk automatic letter handling equip ,
ment. Zürich must be the largest city in
Europe still sorting letters as in 30s:

Preventive measures like health education, vaccination campaigns and training
of nursing staff supplementits relief work .... that a new railway tunnel has been
approved in the Engadine, called the
in armed conflicts and disasters,(earthr
'Vereina', to run underte ,Fluela Pass,
quakes, floods, famines, epidemics etc).
Klosters to Lavin. In time another
from
Thus its existence nearly a century and a
special
cancellation.
,
quarter after its foundation by Henri
DUNANT of Geneva in 1863, is still fully
1...that Germany has recently issued a
justified.
' special stamp showing the Swiss theologian
'Karl Barth, who died in 1968, but was born
On the stamp issued to mark the
100 years ago in Basel.
conference. the many points on the left
hand sick& the pictureembolize the
.... that in the latest (7/8) issue of the
aggressivenessof our age, contrasted on
BBZ there is the first article by H. Jückl
the rightiorpeace and the work of the Red
of the SASV on the intriguing subject of
Cross and Red Crescent for the welfare of
analysing the periods of use of the stqmps
mankind.
issued from 1843 to 1852 according to thei
geographical distribution, i.e. which
Designers: 25c Michele Berri, Bern
stamps were issued by which postal region.
50c Adolf Flückinger, Rosshlusern
80c Pierre Bauer, Herrenschwanden
.... that the local newspaper of Schaff90c Pierre Bataillard, Lausanne
hausen had an interesting article on Membe
Printing: Rotogravure, Courvoisier S.A.
Gene Kelly and his successful searches for
One cover per value and one for the
new types and data on Swiss fiscals, who
set will be available, also folders etc.
now lives in nearby Diessenhofen. Good
hunting!
DID YOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2
paintings by F. Hodler (see PJ 40c, 1953).
Then come the 1975 3 Europa stamps and
the 1981 70c by A. Anker. Not to be
forgotten are the 8 glass paintings shown
on the PP stamps of 1970 & 71. Of the
many stamps by Erni, I don't know which
are 'originals' and which are from larger
works.
.... that Question No. 148 is: When did
Swiss stamps last make a change of
perforation?
M. RUTHERFOORD

.... that the results of the Chiani
auctions, partly illustrated, are always
automatically sent to recipients of their
main catalogues, a nice gesture. In
their April auction the top item, a Basel
letter of 15 Aug. 1850, went for
,SFr.33,000.- plus 1. Very few lots
were unsold.
that the answer to Question No. 147 i
that about 5 well-known Swiss artists have
had their works reproduced on stamps. The
first are the 1941 Historical Motive,
the 60, 70, 80 & 90c are from monumental
(Cont. in Col. 1)
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The first CATALOGUE of the
Municipal Tax Stamps of Switzerland
Younger collectors may feel
somewhat discouraged by the rising
prices of the early issues of Swiss
stamps.

CATALOGUE of the
FISCAL

STAMPS

Kanton & Gemeinden

There are, however, many
other sections which can still
repay study, such as

of
SWITZERLAND

To be published in

5

SITTING HELVETIA Imperf. for interesting cancellations
STANDING HELVETIA always a favourite

volumes

TELL and TELL BOY becoming very popular

Vol. 1 - October 1986
Pre-publication price SFr. 30.-

MOST of the DEFINITivE ISSUES

plus postage

AIRMAIL ISSUES

To order send cheque or money order to

-

and many more

GENE KELLY,
Steinerstrasse 15,
8253 DIESSENHOFEN,
Switzerland.

If they interest you I can
supply material on Approval or
against Wants Lists.

J.S.ARIVISTRONG

NORTHERN GROUP

Please note that the opening
meeting will be held in Leeds on
Saturday, 20th September and will be
the CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lanes LA4 UP.

zurns-bein-de
Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, P.O. Box 2585
CH-3001 BERNE / SWITZERLAND
present
the new handbook STRUBEL
Helvetia assise non dentelee 1854 - 1862
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate

!"
17,
*?)Ii1PPf

*

by HANS F. HUNZIKER R.D.P.
Prices

Sfr. 65.-- plus postage SFr. 8.90

144 pages, hard-bouhd, over 120 black and white
illustrations, 15 pages in colour.
Contents: Production and papers - The various issues - Postal zones and
frankings - Mixed frankings - Italian provisionals - Bisects Cancellations - Varieties - Major rarities - Forgeries and
repairs - Paper production - Chronological table.
To order please apply to:
Vera Trinder Ltd., 18, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU, G.B.
or directly to
,70rr47.%
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Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?
If not, let us know your address, and we will send you, free of charge a
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Voley Philatelic Investigation -

By F. R. Lesser - Originally published in the "American Philatelist"
Part II
March 1983
To fully appreciate and understand this investigation, the reader must bear in
mind that the perforated blank row voided by a hole had no postal value whatsoever
and as far as the Swiss postal authorities were concerned, the public was free to do
with them what it liked. No law prohibited their being tampered with, mutilated,
or used as adhesives.
There are two basic methods of punching a hole into a sheet or piece of paper.
One is similar to the three hole punch generally found in offices for filing or
binding purposes. The other involves the use of a hand held hollow punch and a
hammer as used frequently in the leather goods trade.
To make a hollow punch is a relatively simple lathe operation and requires less
than half an hour. All that is needed is a piece of round mild steel a few inches
in length. After turning it down on the lathe to the diameter of the desired hole
and boring through it lengthwise to produce a kind of tube with a wall thickness
proportionate to its outside diameter and, finally, facing off its end at a wall
directed, chamfer-like angle, the maker need only case harden it to have it become
an effective tool. It was this type of hollow punch that the Swiss postal
authorities employed.
Unless properly used, a hollow punch can cause unsatisfactory results. In
order to save time and labour, the people engaged to punch holes into those sheets
of stamps no doubt stacked the sheets into small batches. However, unless a hollow
punch is driven or hammered through several layers of paper in a dead vertical
position, the slightest angular deflection will cause off-round holes in the lower
layers. Furthermore, careless withdrawal of the punch will result in ragged edges
around the holes.
Another likely contributing factor in mis-shapen holes is movement between the
layers due to inattentive handling of the stack during the punching. The larger
the diameter of a hollow punch, the more difficult it is to force it through a whick
layer of paper. The smaller the diameter, the greater its power of penetration. A
small diameter hollow punch is also easier to handle. This is why the Swiss postal
authorities may have resorted to a 9 mm (5/16ths of an inch) hole. Eventually the
authorities voided the interspaces by perforating them vertically through the centre
before overprinting them with patterned designs.
If catalogue; prices reflect the rarity of a stamp, the astonishingly high
assessments of a number of these holed interspace pairs of stamps must be indicattve
of their scarcity even while the stamp collectors had the opportunity of acquiring the
them at the post offices.
It does not require a Ph.D. in Science to realise that a small hole can always be
be enlarged with the aid of a larger punch, whereas there is no way of making a hole
shrink to a smaller diameter. Therefore, this investigation shall concern itself
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soleywith two particularly high priced "large hole" interspace pairs of stamps
which also exist in "small hole" versions at considerably lower market value. That
this investigation will attempt to answer the question whether it is possible or
impossible to detect by any degree of absolute certainty any tampering with the diameter
of holes in these two interspace pairs, must be self evident.
The two large hole interspace pairs mentioned above are listed under Zumstein Nos.
8-19 and 8-21, and have a c,rrect market value of $1.300 each in mint condition and

$ 2.150 each used. Their small hole counterpats sell for $235 each mint and $550
each used. The stamps which make up these pairs are the green 10 centime Willian Tell
(Zumstein No. 153; Scott
..
EMMIfiti
t
c--i
No. 168) and the maroon 5
in
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. .!..„
- 1-1 i:
''' rriti
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PRBGBRIMS FOR SEASON 1486 - 1987
LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mr. G.W. Hubbard

ALSAOUP:

Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
8,RhodestiAve, Stafford Rd, Halifax.

1986

Wed. 8 Oct.
" 12 Nov.
" 110 Dec.

THE LETTER 'A' - All Moab,
A.G.M. end AUCTION *
POSTAL HISTORY IN THE

MAKING - All Members

1987

lagn

Wed. 14 Jan.
ft

Sat. 4 Oct. - CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY
1 Nov. - TPOs - Mr. R.L. Christian
"
"
8 Dec. - AIR MAILS - the first
60 Years - Mr. D. Cairns

POSTAL STATIONERY -

Mr. F. Pickard et al
11 Feb. CLASSICS - Mx. A.S. Newell
11 Mar. TPOs - Mr. L. E. Stiles

Sat. 10 Jan. - Mr. I. Gilchrist will entertain at Pool-in-Wharfedale
"
7 Feb. - ANNUAL COMPETITION

"
8 Apr. ANNUAL COMPETITION
" 13 May ODDS & ENDS - All Members

7 Mar. - CROSS & FIGURE & STANDING
HELVETIA - Mr. R.A. Hoyle
""" 4 Apr. - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Meetings held at the Victory Services
Club,Siaymbur Street, Marble Arch, London
6.30-8.30 p.m. assembling from 6 p.m.

Meetings held at the Leeds Institution
for the Blind & Deaf, Centenary House,
North Street, Leeds, at 2.30 p.m.

New members - please sign in at the
desk in the hall - safety regulations.

Members, wherever resident, are welcome
to attend. Mr. Hoyle will he pleased to
provide details.

* The auction will be held time
permitting.

"
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Forgeries of the Federal
Issue of Switzerland, 1850-1854
By Anton M. Kofranek

Reprinted, with permission, froo "The American Philatelist",

. 25. art VIII Conclusion

RAYON III - Small 15 centime (cont.)
Scott No. 13. Zumstein No. 19

4.

These Spiro Yorgeried-(Fig. 28) are identical to No. 6 of the Orts-Post except
for colour, numeral and inscription changes. There is heavy shading around the

Figure 28. Spiro forgeries showing the crudeness in the shield area.

cross except at the top. The printing is crude
and there are no cutting lines between stamps.
The upper frame line of the inscription band is
weak or absent. The lines in the shield are so
poorly printed that it is difficult to count them.

Figure 29. An excellent forgery of the large
15-rappen with what appears to be a cancellation made with a steel tool.

RAYON III. Large 15 Rauuen
1.

Scott No. 12. Zumstein No. 20

This forgery (Fig. 29) is identical to No. 1 of Rayon III, Small 15 centime,
except for the substitution of the large numeral and the 'Rp'. Note how authentic
the grid cancellation appears.

Figure 30. A forgery of the large 15-rappen made by the forger of Figure 8; only the lettering and coloring were changed. Note the excess
lines in the shield.

2.

Scott No. 12. Zumstein No,_ag

Figure 31. A forgery that is too ornate. The

This forgery (Zig. 30) is identical to No. 3
background lines are too dense, the cross too
small, and there are too many lines in the
of Rayon II, except that the Roman amaeral was
changed to 'III' and the Arabic numeral was changed shield.
to '15'. The shield was given too many vertical -lines (twenty-five!), however. amd the colour also was changed to a rose pink. The
white portion of the cross is about normal size, 4 mm.

3.

Scott No. 12. Zumstein No. 20

It looks extremely complicated because of
This forgery (Fig. 31) is not good.
the great density of the background lines, and the cross appears small - about
315 mm. across.
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Significant deviations:
a.

The single outer border of the escutcheon touches the lower cord. This never
occurs on the originals.

b. There is no period after 'Hp' because the 'Rp': was placed too close to the
lower right circle.
c. The series of rings around the horn is 2-2-2-2- ins teas of 2-3-3-2. There
are also vertical shading lines between these rings (unusual).
d.

There are too many vertical lines in the shield - about twenty-six instead of
seventeen!

e. There are no outside offshoots on the lower circles (points 10a and 10d
of Fig. 2).
f. The strings on the inverted 'V' inside the horn ring are double instead of single.
g. The paper is thick compared to the originals.
h.

There do not appear to be any cutting lines present.
4. Scott No, 12,
Zumstein No. 20

This Spiro forgery is identical to No. 6 of the Orts-Post except for colour and
numeral and inscription changes The available copy was more orange than red, and
the top inscription frame line was missing.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The author is indebtef to Mr. Fred Bettin of Los Angeles and Mr. Hans Adler of
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California, for photographing all the forgeries illustrated in this article.
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THE 'NEWS LETTER'
Since my last plea for contributions to feed the 'News Letter' only
two short articles have been received
With the publication of the final instalments of our current serials,
more are urgently required, so please come to the rescue.
E. J. RAWRSLEY, Hon. Editor

--
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2000 YEARS OF ROMAN SWITZERLAND
Part VI

By M. Rutherfoord

Following the disastrous invasion by the Alemanii in 259/260 the Roman army
defeated them in the end, but the previous northern defense line, The Limes, in
southern Germany had to be given up for ever, so that Switzerland became a frontline area again. Forts were built, or strengthened, inside the country. Along
the southern bank of the Rhine, from Basel to Stein-am-Rhein, a chain of watch
towers was erected, the remains of many have been preserved and can be seen to-day.
Life went on, but on a less lavish, more uncertain scale. During this period
many hoards of gold and silver objects, jewellery and coins were hidden 'temporarily', but were not to be recovered until modern times, giving a wonderful insight
to the quality of Roman and 'Swiss' art. One of the most interesting finds was
made by school children in Kaiseraugst when one of the most imtortaht. hoards iri
Rutope of silver plate, goblets, cutlery etc was found. To-day this forms a
major exhibition of its own in the museum of Augustus Raurica.
Amphitheatres and/or theatres have been found at Martigny, Avenches, Augst,
Lenzburg and Windisch. Figure 26 shows the only remaining column of the temple
building at Avenches, under which the bust shown on Fig. 25 was found. Illustrations of these were shown in last month's issue. The newer local publicity
cancel of Avenches is shown in Fig. 27 with a view of the restored amphitheatre, and.
a still newer version is on Fig. 28.
The large anphitheatre at Windisch
also comes in two local publicity
<(‘
4)q)
ia-5.02-8
cancels, without and with postcodes,
15. 9.66 - 8 t-r'
_
see Figs. 29 and 30.

// .1SnE/i k\\ (47:(....7,
RUNS ROMatNES
1 :-1
—

DI

<
0.0:31'

.. r-n ;11: 0 :

SIIES
moSIO

_ .--

n. 8.56-8

Fig. 27

Fig. 28

The last stamp with a Roman connect-

_

ion is the 110c of 1981 (Z.No. 659) showing

the recently discovered mosaic floor of an
Fig. 30
early Christian church below the present
Fig. 29
St. Pierre in Geneva, symbolising the change of religion to Christianity at the end
See Fig. 31 - apologies for this and other poor illus.
of the Roman period.
Another new cancellation has unexpectedly appeared, that for
'
I
2000 years of Windisch i.e. Vindonissa, see Fig. 32. And for
1987 a special stamp will be issued for 2000 years of Baden, but
we have seen that in Fig. 12 they mentioned 2000 years in 1940!
ml .'% - ...if
(See part IV of July 1986).
I have come across a map which shows the
g. 31
1/eINi‘ principal roads through Switzerland at the
time, as far as can be determined from the evidence found so
fi') WI e-.11
Included is a useful list of places with their Roman
L 4ipç '\
N.
4,./4
(Shown overleaf.)
am
and present day names.
6
-)
CO
r
As in
C)
In 401 it all ended, the Dark Ages had begun.
k\,..„..,
.
iii
. :.
capital
the
defend
to
Legions
the
back
called
al
;
Rome
Britain,
(-_ ,6110
Strangely the country was
(unsuccessfully) against the Goths.
*1)
not immediately occupied by the Alemanii, it seems they had in
the meantime become peaceful and only slowly infiltrated and
Fig. 32
settled in north-eastern Switzerland. At the same time the
Burgundians came into eastern Switzerland. Where they met is still the dividing
line between German and French-speaking Swiss, after 1500 years, but we know little
about this period.
There is - a great deal we don't know about Roman Switzerland, but it is amazing
what a wealth of information can be gleaned from fragments of stone and metal. The
spelling of ancient tribal names is nowhere consistent; we can find Allamans,
Note that 'Gauls' and 'Celts' or 'Kelts' are virtually
Allemanni, Alemanni, etc.
identical, though Gaul as a country is more or less the present France.

1

104^

a' -

j

41

-

iNv

/16

Stamps and postmarks have had a very positive influence in awakening interest
in archaeology and the preservation of what remains of this great period of Swiss
history.
-_ - o0o - -
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DID YOU KNOW P.

8404 WINTERTHUR 4 - Technorama
,
der Schweiz
14 July K.1047 ... . that due to the ever increasing
number of post-office robberies, the PTT
5306 TEGERFELDEN- Aarg. Kant.
Weinbau Museum
1048 will now financially assist postmasters
1 Aug.
3771 BLANKENBURG
13 "
1049 to keep a large dog in the smaller POs
n
2535 FRUBVUKKIER
1050 ,during working hours. Do they have
1315 LA SARRAZ-Ville tour28tIque "
1051 yellow collars?
3900 BRIG - am Simplon 30 Aug.
101b,.... that the exhibition at present runninf
n
5426 LENGNAU (AG)
1052 in the PTT Museum (till 1 Nov.) is on
5607 HAGGLINGEN - am MaiengrUn
'Prephilately , that is on postal history
5 Zept f1053 before stamps were used, and is not the
1804 CORSIER-sur-VEVEY
6 "
1054 ! same for all Cantons. Mr. M. Gutzwiller
6197 SCHANGNAU - Emmental "
1055 of Basel is showing his medal-winning
n
6533 KUMINO
1056 inflection, which started off as a 'Heimat'
8500 GERLIKON
22 "
1057 !collection of Luzern. The arrangement is
6549 VERDABBIO - SS Pietra
that of the Wi
er book, which in 1968
n
& Lorenzo
1058 only,
made
such
studies
acceptable to
!
2807 PLEIGNE - Nature,
;Swiss
philatelists.
i
histoire et Liberte 1 Oct.
1059
1060i.... that from 27 Sept. till 19 Oct. there
6033 BUCHRAIN
6"
1061 is a major show of the works of Karl Bickel
n
8583 SULGEN
1062 in St.Gallen, of which stamp engraving
6934 PURA
10 "
forms only a part. The centenary of his
!birth in 1886 is also celebrated by a
i machine slogan for the above exhibition,
(as shown);
He
i
____..-i...____ MARIBIN1
died
at
the
of
age
ULJU
The Provisional Program
i
i
1
96 in 1982.
i t;1111(
7 1 i1(111 W
of New Issues for l987 has
'" 6
.... that the
6EDOMRUSSTELLUN6 27 . IX-19-X
editor
of the BBZ
PEGIERUNGSGEBPUDE ST.6ALLEN
just been issued and will be
Gaudenz MUller - ha(
his views on the
published in our next issue.
new definitives published in the Zürich
idaily NZZ in which he criticised the PTT
I fir putting out a set of stamps which could
have been issued by any country as there
Also one or two other
is nothing , peculiarly Swiss about them.
As these will be used during the period of
news items held over for
the 700 years of the Swiss Confederation
!celebrations in 1991 a great opportunity
lack of space this time.
has been wasted.
!.... that a small exhibition of the Junior
Seotion of the Oerlikon PS, 12-25 Sept.,
'commemorates 30 years of Junior courses in
iphilately. Most PS in Switzerland run
such courses at least once a year, and
!receive considerable financial help from
ithe Fund for Furthering Philately. Courses
:are also run on a national basis for
ileaders and instructors for
junior
:groups.
.... that 2 auctions willtake place in Sept
:which cater for mainly smaller items and
,Swiss postmarks etc.. The former from 4-6
DID YOU KNOW?
(Cont. from Col. 2)
.Sept. in Basel by Marken Muller, the latter
from 11-13 Sept. in Luzern by Rölli. Both
.... that the answer to Question No.148
have
an excellent name for out of the Nay
is that Swiss perforations have remained
interesting items one does not find et the
remarkably constant at 1] ever since
bigger houses which cater for the classics.
the very first 'Sitting Helvetia' of
1862.
Courvoisier use lli also. The
.... that Austria has just brought out a
last change of note I can find was in
.stamp with a Swiss connection, that of the
1929 when Enschede of Holland
monastery of St. Gerold in the Vorarlberg,
produced the 4 P.J. stamps with 11/112.
because it was to this shelter that the
Rinks of Einsiedeln fled when the French
.... that Question No. 149 is: which
41;cupied Switzerland in 1798.
Swiss stamps show postmen at work,
excluding coach drivers?
(Cont. in Col.,
1
M. RUTHERFOORD
I

I I 11 II
4
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RECENT OR FORTHCOMING SPECIAL
0ANCELS

SEPTEMBER 1986

The inclusion of a few selected

1. A special pictorial cancel showing
a mail coach was used on 1 August
mark the opening of the National St.
Gotthard Museum.

covers will add considerably to the
interest in most sections of Swiss

2. A Federal Festival - Schwing und
Alperfest - was :held at Sion on
23 - 24 August.

philately.

3. To mark 600 years of the City and
Canton of Lucerne, a jubilee
festival was held in that city on
14 Sept.

with stamps of different issues, i.e.

Among earlier issues are covers

Strubels with Sitting Helvetia

pee.

or with Cross & Figure or Standing
4.

Regiophil XVIII will be held from
10-13, October in the city of
Aarau.

Helvetia.

The 91st Meeting of the International Olympic Committee will
be held from 12-17 October in Lausanne
to discuss matters relating to the
holding of the Summer and Winter
Olympics in 1992.

Or airmail covers with their

5.

many stamps and cancellations are
Why not add some

always worth study.
to your collection?

For all of these special cancels
have been or will be used.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

---•••000

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lancs LA4 GAP.

zumsbein--cie
.
Propr. Hertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, P.O. Box 2585
OH-3001 BERNE / SWITZERLAND
present
the new handbook STRUBEL

-

7

Helvetia assise non dentelee 1854 - 1862
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate

r.,

f

;

_

by HANS F. HUNZIKER R.D.P.
Price: Sfr. 65.-- plus postage SFr. 8.90
144 pages, hard-bouhd, over 120 black and white

illustrations, 15 pages in colour.
Contents: Production and papers - The various issues - Postal zones and
g
frankings - Mixed frankin s - Italian provisionals - Bisects Cancellations - Varieties - Major rarities - Forgeries and
repairs - Paper production - Chronological table.
To order please apply to:
Vera Trinder Ltd., 18, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9E17, G.B.
or directly to
4111er
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The four year series on rThe,Child and

The teddy bear is Probably the best known and loved of
all soft toy animals. For many a child the teddy bear
is a faithful companion and playmate for years. The child can lavish love and
affection on it and can also confide her cares and worries to it, while hugging it
in bed at night banishes fear of the dark.
TEDDY BEAR.

35 + 15 c.

50 + 20 c. TOP. The top is an ancielat toy found all over the world. This gaily
painted metal one can be made to spin faster and faster by means
of a pumping action and it then gives off a humming sound. Other kinds of top are
activated with the fingers, with both hands or by means of a little whip.
80 + 40 c. STEAMROLLER. Excavators, cranes and steamrollers are all large
machines that can be seen transforming towns and cities.
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90 + 40 c. DOLL. What child does not have a doll that it cares for with tender
love? Dolls are an essential part of children's imitatory
play which is of great importance for thep development of feelings. In playing
with dolls the child acts out its own ex erience and tries out its relationships
with other people.
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"Holey Philatelic Investigation
By F. R. Lesser

(ConcluSion)

However, to draw any specific conclusion from not perfectly round holes
will not lead anywhere. In fact, sharp and completely circular holes can always
be observed in the sheets from on top of a stack. A
potential "enlarger" of a 9 mm (5/16") hole is not like- i
lY to have access to multiples of such interspace pairs
of stamps, and to stimulate off-round hole patterns will
present certain problems as theyy are likely to occur
only when the punch is forced through a stack of sheets.
Even by applying a hollow punch on a soft surface,
slightly eliptical hole configurations may be the only
result.
The interesting fact remains that the majority
of off-round 11 mm (7/16ths") appear to be three-fourths
totally circular with only the remainder of their circumferences distorted. Fig. 3 shows this quite clearly.
But here again no evidence can be produced that any of the
interspace pairs of stamps with large holes were nal
purchased from post offices in the first place, to appreciate the challenge which confronts the most experienced
philatelist. The problem is how to detect a mechanical
interference with an already interfered with piece of
Figures.
paper, i.e. its hole. Were it not for the very substantial market value differences between the large hole and the small hole versions
of the same interspace pairs of stamps, nobody would ever have given this matter
a second thought. Also, we live in a world in which some temptations remain
irresistible, and to ignore them would deny the human trait of inquisitiveness
or curiosity.
With acknowledgments to:
The Swiss Postal, Telephone & Telegraph Administration, Bern, Switzerland.
Zumstein & Cie, Publishers of the Zumstein Spezialkatalog (1982), Bern.
Peter Rapp (Stamp Auctioneer), Wil, Switzerland.
Corinphila (Stamp Auctioneers), ZUrich, Switzerland.
PROPOSED NEW ISSUE PROGRAM FUR 1987
10 March

26 May

4 Sept.

24 Nov.

Special Stamps - Publicity Series I

(5)
50 Years of Mobile P.O. (35c)8 450 Years of Lausanne
University (50c): 150 Years of Swiss Assoc. of Engineers
& Architects (80c): , SBB Link Geneve-Airport (90c):
2000 Years of Thermal Spa, Baden::(110c,)
New Definitives - Postal Transport (5)
Mule post (20c): Post coach (30c): Lake post (45c):
Modern postman (50c): Inland air post (60c)

(2)
Europa - Cept
Modern Art & Architecture

-

50 & 90 c.

. ••

4)
Bundesfeier - National Fete Treasures from Swiss Musevms -Country furniture
•4 a11
(35+15c)8 Chest (50+20c): Cradle (80+40c)8
• ••
•••
Cupboard (90+40c) 8
Special Stamps - Publicity Series II (3)
100 Years of Assoc " of Master Butchers (35c): 50 Years
of 'Day of the Stamp' (50c): 100 Years of Milk
• • •
Marketing Board (90c)
Special Series (4)
• • •
200 Years of Swiss Tourism - (50, 60, 90 & 140C)
• • •
Miniature Sheet
Pro Juventute- Christmas motifs for development of the child
(5) - 25+10c 835+15c: 50+20a: 80+40c: 90+40c.

Totals

3.65

2.05
1.40

3.10

1.75
3.50
3.60
4.05
23.80
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For the first meeting of the

pleasure in calling upon Mr. R.A.G. Lee, F.D.P., F.R.P.S.L., to say a few
words in his capacity as a Member of the Council of the B.P.F.
Mr. Lee stated that one of the many tasks of the B.P.F. was to recognise the
work done by philatelists the world over and awarding them either the honour of
R.D.P. or, as in this case, it was his task on behalf of the Federation to recognise
the general work of one of the Society's members. Only 8 - 10 such awards are
The award takes the form of a framed
given each year and are jealously guatdpAa
citation in recognition of having done so very much for the Society over many long
years and was to be presented to the Editor, Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley.
Mrs. Rawnsley has been a member of 'Helvetia' since 1948, shortly after its
formation. In October 1951 she became assistant to the Founder, Mr. E. H. Spiro,
who was Secretary and Editor. During November of 1953 she took on the post of
Secretarr until mid-1981. For a short period frem:February 1958 6o November 1959
the Editor's job went to Mr. P. Stratton, and since that date it has been done
by Mrs. Rawnsley.
Apart from being a founder member of 'Helvetia', she was also a member of the
Ilford P.S. for 25 years, most of them as Secretary, and is currently a member of
Chichester P.S. Not only has she built up a very fine collection over the years,
which she has exhibited nationally and won many awards, but has also written many
articles for the 'News Letter'.
In her reply Mrs. Rawnsley commented on her impending resignation as Editor
due to eyesight problems. This was with great regret , as the job had proved both
interesting and rewarding, often rather like a monthly jigsaw puzzle requiring to
be solved. There were diffiavlties at times and it would help her successor
if more members would contribute articles or items of interest, so that a 'bank' of
material would always be available. Offers of translation would also be much
appreciated.
Finally she thanked everyone for their help and loyalty over the years and
hoped that this would be extended to her successor.
great

REPORT ON THE REMAINDER OF THE MEETING
Apologies for absence were received from Mr. R. F. Bulstrode, - recovering
from a period of illness. Also from Mr. H. L. Katcher - suffering from a very bad
attack of 'flu; however a warm welcome was given to Miss Tecla Dominici, as his
representative.
The subject for the meeting was 'The Letter A', which brought many surprises
and some displays shown with tongue in cheek for their audacity!
Mr. F. Pickard set the ball rolling by presenting some sheets of 'Airmails'
on behalf of Mr. Bulstrode and followed with his own on 'Advertising Postcards some. reproduced as posters, others P.O. ads, Postal Coaches, Meter Frankings etc.
Mr. G.W. Hubbard: a selection of 'Annu16' and 'Annulato' cancels on and off
'Ambulant' cancellations.
cover. then Mr. L. E. Stiles:
Mrs. E. J. Rawnslev:* 'Amalgamation
Mrs. A. Lee: items on 'Alpine resorts'.
'Aviators
Mrs. C. M. Scholev:
of the outlying areas into the Wrich city mail'.
Mrs. M. Bidmead: Postal History - Angleterre to Switzerland,
and Artists'.
Aarau straight-line cancels etc.
Finally Mr. D—Mistely provided great amusement with a selection of 'Airships
and Aeroplanes' and even managed to show 'Pro Patria' cards as 'A for August':
a call to arms - ' A for Arm/ , 'A for Assembly', 'A for Athletes' etc.
Generally speaking a very fine display of material was seen by all who
attended the 'Letter A' meeting forAssortment, Accumulation and Amusement.

G.W.H.

AWARD WINNERS
The Stockholm International Exhibition saw two of our members gaining top
honours:
'
Our President, Mrs. Alma Lee, Won a Large Gold for a splendid entry on
"Switzerland 1843 - 1862"., and Mr. A. S. Newell won a Gold for "British External
Air Mail".
mkt B.P.E. two more of our members gained awards:
Mrs. B. J. Rawnsley won a3i1ver for_"Postal HistOrY to 1860", and
Mr. L. E. Stiles won a Bronze-Uilver for his "Tell & Tell Boy Issues".
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What Urice Is Air Neel
faultless & FIST [AEU?
with genuine overprint, naturally!
OUR 1987 CATALOGUE SAYS £ 950.00
ZUMSTEIN 1987 SAYS

£1145.00 (Fr. 2700.-)

AND OUR STOCK?
1920 AIR MAIL OVERPRINT:

1920 AIR MAIL:

E 225.00

u,s

. .Ad
._44,7f4,
4

ftg4 ..
.,1_ St.....-.;.... .

...t. ',IN..

E 700.00

WV°

The rare No.1 superbly
cancelled. The postmark
is genuine but applied
after validity of the
stamp ended. Opportunity
to fill a very expensive
album space (Cat. 050.00)
at very reasonable cost.

'000.6,
4?1,Z,.
b%

1

111..o. .

f •

The rare No. I fine
used, correct date
fully visible.
Signed by Liniger.

With Liniger Certificate.

1920 AIR MAILS.

1920 AIR MAILS.

E 960.00
Nos.1 & 2
superbly cancelled with
matching
Airmail strikes
1.111.23 (last
day of use!)
Quite outstanding
condition!
Signed by Liniger.

E 1300.00
Nos. 1 & 2
LUXURY copies
with matching
cancellations.
CENTRALLY STRUCK.
The Air Mail
cancellations are
last day of use,
1.111.23. Quite
outstanding condition.
Signed by Liniger.

With Liniger Certificate.
With Liniger certificate.

Do you know any other dealer who can offer
choice of 4 copies of such a Rarity ?

4

H. L. KATCHER

Our Great Strength
The Ahility To Supply
, Items Other Dealers Cannot

The Amateur Collector Ltd
The Swiss Specialists
PO Box 242. London N2 OYZ. England

AMATEUR COLLECTOR
LTD

Telephone: 01-348 0296
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NORTHERN GROUP SUCCESSES IT THE
YORKSHIRE PHILATELIC ASSOCIATION

DID YOU KNOW ?

•

The Annual Convention of the Yorkshire Philltelic 2,.:,isociation, held at
Otley on June 7th, brought three successes for the Northern Group.
Mr. D. Wilson of Leeds became the
6th member of the Group to sin the
Register of Distinguished Yorkshire
Philatelists. He has been an active
member of the Group for over 20 years,
representing the Society on the Y.P.A.
Committee for a number of years, He has
also twice been awarded the 'Sidebottom
Trophy' (with Swiss entries.), which is
the premier trophy of the Y.P.L.
Readers will know that Mr. Wilson has
contributed many articles over the years
to the 'News Letter' and I am sure all
members will join your reporter in
extending their congratulationSto him
on this well deserved honour.
Mr. D. Cairns won, for the second
time, the Aerophilatelic Trophy, with an
entry on Mittelholzer's African Flights
1926 to 1934. This was a beautifully
presented display with some superb
covers.

that after nearly 20 years a MPO
is going to the Tessin again. No. 6
will be at the Bi-annual Delegates'
Conference of the Society of Swiss
Philatelic Clubs and the cachet shown
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will be used. MPO Nos. 4 & 5 never wed
over the hill, as they axe, they say,
too big.
.... that 1987 will be the 50 yeasaanniversary of MPOs in Switzerland, as they
started in 1937, one year after GB.
.... that the above Societ y (VSPhV) is
having a new President. Personal animosities having led to a break up of the
Central Committee. Unfortunately not a
rare event amongst philatelists.

that new FRAMA DIY label machines are
replacing the older type at key places,
railway stations, HPOs etc. They have a
block of 12 buttons, 0 - 9, plus one for
re p eatedly producing the selected value,
one to say how much cash is left. This
makes it very easy to get dozens of the
non-stsndard values, such as 25 or 35 c
for postmark collectors; Labels for
I know all members of 'Helvetia' will airmail letters etc. No change of label
p
extend their congratulations to young
desi gn as the PTT refer something lousy
Haydh, with the hope that this will
which will not reduce sales of their
tittaQmoftst him to continue with the hobby
pretty stamps!
and achieve even greater success in the
.... that the new coding installation by
future.
AEG-Telefunken has started up in Bern 1,
R.A.H.
Schanzenpost. The official date was
lot Sent, but live mail was coded from
DID YOU KNOW? - Cont. from Col. 2
about 26th June onwards. The first OCR
Fdte postcards. The new method of class- machine is thereby undergoing trials.
ifying the 16 different types of paper
.... that in 1988 Germany and Switzerland
used so far to print Swiss stamps, has not
will follow the fashion and issue a
been extended to cover the PP section.
mapeltal joint Europa 'Common designed
I wonder why?
stamp to celebrate their long-standing
.... that the
.Twthaco-operation.
second postmark
.... that following the retirement of
dllustrated is by
A. Gervasi, P. Hosmann took over the
Hans Erni, and
PTT Philatelic Section on 1st August 1986.
couldn't be
We wish him the best of luck.
resisted.
.... that during his recent visit to the
.... that the answer
1 PTT Printing Works in Bern Dale E ggen hear
to question No. 149
i that, following Sweden and Switzerland,
is that Swiss postmen
I the US Post Office also purchased a new
are shown at work on the 1949 PP Sc,
1 Goebel multi-colour machine.
and on the 4 postal history stamps of 1 960
.... that the new 1986/87 small Zumstein
the 5, 10 & 20c are cleae, but does the
1 catalogue appeared on time. The main
150 actually depict postal transport?
1 new part is the listing of the National
.... that Question No. 150 is to include
I
(Cont. in Col. 1)
the coaches excluded next time.M. RUTHERFOORD

Members will be delighted to hear
that 'Helvetia' enjoyed its first
success in the Junior Competition when
11 year old Haydn Vaughan, son of Mr. P.
Vaughan, won the under 12 trophy with a
12 sheet entry describin g the History,
Geo graphy and Way of Life of Switzerland.
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PRO JUVENTUTE . 1986 - Cont. from page k
Printing:
Rotogravure by Courvoisier
S.A., La ChaUx-de-Fonds
28x 33.4 mm.
Paner:
White, with luminous

J.S.ARMSTRONG
The changing weather and

substance
Form cylinder:

2 sheets of 50 stamps

darker evenings remind us that

Folders and collection sheets will
be available as usual.
A first day cover to take the set
of stamps will be issued. The vignette
of the top is repeated in the special
First Day cancellation.
A stamp booklet with gold-coloured
cover and showing the top, haa been
prepared at the request of the Pro Juventute Foundation. It contains twelve
50 + 20 c. stamps. They will be available from the Foundation, Philatelic
Offices of the PTT and through the trade
at a cost of SFr. 9.00 including 60c.
production cost.
NORTHERN GROUP - in Leeds
Sat. 1 Nov. - T.P.O.s Mr. R. L. Christian
6 Dec. - AIRMAILS - the First
"
60 Years - Mr. D. Cairns
LONDON GROUP
Wed. 12 Nov. A.G.M. & Auction
10 Dec. POSTAL HISTORY IN THE
"
MAKING - Al]. Members

autumn is here and it is time
to return to our hobbies.
If you have decided on your
next project I can help you with
STAMPS

of all issues and

a wide selection of COVERS
which give so much added interest
to displays.
I will be pleased to send
material on Approval or against
your Wants Lists. Send to
485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lanes
LA4 60.

Zumsbein-kcie
Propr. Bertsch + Cie
Zeughausgasse 24, P.O. Box 2585
CH-3001 BERNE / SWITZERLAND
present
the new handbook STRDMEL
Helvetia assise non dentelee 1854 - 1862
Sitting Helvetia Imperforate
by HANS P. HIGNZIKER R.D.P.

Price: Sfr. 65.-- plus postage SFr. 8.90
144 pages, hard-bouhd, over 120 black and white
illustrations, 15 pages in colour.
Contents: Production and papers - The various issues
- Postal
and
frankings - Mixed frankings - Italian provisionals - zones
Bisects Cancellations - Varieties - Major rarities - Forgeries and
repairs - Paper production - Chronological table.
To order please apply to:
Vera Trinder Ltd., 18, Bedford Street, Strand, London WC2E 9EU,
G.B.
or directly to

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BR T
UMARKEN-ZEITUNG" ?
If not, let us know your address, and
we will send you, free of charge a
specimen copy, with no obligation whatsoever.

HELVETIA
PHILATELIC rj1 SOCIETY
N EWS
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President: MRS. A. LEE, P.R.P.S.L.
Pkt. Secretary:

Ron. Secretary:

Ron. Treasurer:

MA. D.A. SLATE
149, Ware Road,
Hertford,
Berta. SG13 7EG.

MR. G.W. IUBBARD
43, Webheath,
Netbervood Street,
London NW6 2.

MR. L.Z. STILES
135, St.John's Road,
Walthasstow,
London E17 471.

Tel. 0992 - 587784.
Ion. Editor:

Regis, W.Susaez P021 2EL
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POST OFFICE EXPEYSES 1035
n and
The cover illustrated looked quite ordinary when purchased at Auctio
by
signed
it was only when checking its date that I noticed it was
"Le President de la Regie des Postes et Diligences"
claims submitted
Help was sought with the translation. Does this show that extra
by Postmasters were suspect, or what? The letter reads:
bills
"The difference. which I observe already in the small number of
me,
to
ted
submit
been
have
which
e
Servic
y
for the Stagecoach Supplementar
the
with
notes
their
any
accomp
to
ster
cause me to invite each Postma
they have
appropriate vouchers. These vouchers are the dockets which
payment.
extra
the
ted
reques
who
driver
received in each case from the
the account
with
er
togeth
rs
vouche
those
Could you therefore please send me
on
them
on
te
indica
and
ar
circul
which I requested from you in my last
"
place.
taken
has
p
which relay stage and the vicinity thetri
bis
1835 and is to the Postmaster at
The letter is dated 'Sion le 31 X
Brigue.

des Postes'
Straightline 'Sion' and no charge made as it is endorsed 'Regie
D. RIPLEY
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THE PAST FEW MONTHS HAVE SEEN A DECLINE IN
VALUE OF
ON A
SCALE WHICH HAS THROWN INTERNATIONAL PRIC
ES INTO DISARRAY.
BOTH
HAVE SUFFERED MORE OR LESS
EVENLY SO THAT THE STATUS
QUO BETWEEN THEM HAS BEEN ROUGHLY MAINTAIN
ED. HOWEVER, -JUST
TRY TO BUY SWISS STAMPS FROM THE CONTINEN
T AND YOU WILL SHOUT
"OUCH" AT THE TOP OF YOUR VOICE!

E&$

E&$

THE EDITORS OF SCOTTS 1987 CATALOGUE MUST
.FEEL.VERY EMBARRASSED:
THEIR PRICES WERE CALCULATED SO LONG IN
ADVANCE THAT THEY ARE
NOW VERY MUCH OUT OF TOUCH. WE MOR
E THAN SYMPATHISE WITH THEM,
HAVING SUFFERED A SIMILAR FATE WITH OUR
EDITION, FOR
MATERIAL IN SHORT SUPPLY, OUR CALCULATIONS
WERE MADE ON A BASIS
OF
.
= SFR
APPROXI(I.E. $1100 =
APPROX.). FOR THE LAST COUPLE OF MONTHS THE
TRUE RATE HAS BEEN

1987

£1,00

2.80 / 3,-

SFR 21 -/ 210

£1.00= SFR 2.25 / 2.35 (I.E, $1 = SFR L60/ 1.67 APPROX.).
THIS REPRESENTS A DIFFERENCE OF 20%!
FOR MORE PLENTIFUL MATERIAL WE LEFT OUR PRICES UNCHANGED FROM THE
1986 EDITION WHICH HAD
CALCULATIONS MADE AT £1.00 = SFR 3.60
SO THAT ALL THESE ITEMS
ARE NOW PRICED AT A DISCOUNT OF SOMETHIN
G LIKE 35%! (EVEN
MORE ADVANTAGEOUS FOR THE PURCHASER ARE SOME
2,500 PRICES
WE HAVE NOT CHANGED SINCE THE 1984 EDIT
ION).
•rias WE BOUGHT AND PRICED BEFORE THE CURRENCIES CHANGED REMAIN
AT THEIR ORIGINAL FIGURE, IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN OUR POLICY TO LET
OUR CLIENTS BENEFIT.
•We have just issued an i.11ustrated booklet
with
mouth watering offers all at "pre-devalua
tion"
prices. If you like bargains write for your
copy.

BY THE WAY: HAVE YOU ORDERED OUR

1987

CATALOGUE ?

PRICES I N IT MAY NOW BE TOO LOW BUT WE WILL HONOUR THEM
AS LONG
AS WE POSSIBLY CAN!

Price (incl. 85p post and packing):
£6.50 (U.S. $10.00) Sea Mail
£8.65 (U.S. 013.00) Air Mail

Urnateux

coileAur 4td

P . 0 . Box 242,
LONDON N2 OYZ,
ENGLAND
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Apologies for absence were received from Mr. R. F. Bulstrode and Mr. P. Hobbs.
MINUTES OF TEE A;zuAL GENERAL MEETING held on 13 November 1985. These were
read and agreed. Adoption of the Minutes was proposed by Mr. R.A.G. Lee and
seconded by Mrs. M. Elliott.

1.

2.

MATTERS ARISING FROM TEE MINUTES.

Nil.

Because kr. Slate had to attend another meeting
HON PACKET SECRETARY'S REPORT.
Mr.
Slate
stated that 419 booklets were submitted
his report was read first.
Insurance
with a total value of £19,265.36, and 44 Packets were circulated.
cover was £463.37. There was a lot of interesting materials, but modern PDCs do
not sell. Some letters arrive without cheques and others are still occasionally
addressed to the Society, and this practice must stop. Two Packets were lost and one
booklet had a corner folded causing some £65 worth of damage. This season so far
307 booklets have been received and 19 Packets are in circulation. One has already
been lost. More booklets are required for the remainder of the season and should
be sent in before Christmas. For good sales stamps should be in fine condition.
Members' special interests should be advised to him and he will do his best to
A new style mailing list will be introduced in the next batch if possible.
supply.
Finally will all m embeiWurte a change in Mr. Slate's telephone number - it is now
587784 - the first '8' has been added.
3.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS. As Mr. Bulstrode was unable to attend this meeting due to
health grounds, Mr. Mistely wished to have it placed on record his own tribute
to Mr. Bulstrode for having served as Chairman for 10 years, and for his help and
knowledge always so freely given.
4.

Mr. Mistely commented on the good run of subjects given during the season,
two of which were of enormous help. Both were given by Mr. R.A.G. Lee, one an
impromptu talk on exhibiting, the other a 'Forgeries' display which included
material borrowed from the Royal P.S.
Mr. G. Hubbard stated that once again membership
HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT.
had declined with the total now at 324 - a drop of 8, against which 10 new
members have been added. London attendances Also down, averaging just 20
regulars, of whom only 9 actually live in London although there are 32 n the books.
Finally he invited anyone to come forward with suggestions that would help to
increase membership - even by means of a stand at 'Stamper' or B.P.E!
5.

The report from the Northern Group was very similar to that of London as far
as attendances is concerned. Their new 'home' is nearer the centre of Leeds but
has both advantages and some disadvantages, but is practical for their needs. Best
wishes were sent from the North. The report on the Sussex Group was very much as
expected, not sufficient members turning up, but some very good material on display.
Mrs. S. Rawnsley said that she had managed to get
HON. EDITOR'S REPORT.
through the season, but only just. More articles are wanted all the time in
! order to keep Up any sort of standard. She went On to give her thanks to the
Hmany loyal members who have assisted her in the past. In summing up Mrs. Rawnsley
said that at the end of the year she would be bequeathing a21 the problems to the
, new Editor to be elected, and wished him every success.
6.

Due to ill health Mr. Bulstrode
ELECTION OP OFFICERS & COMMITTEE FOR 198617.
had tendered his resignation. Mr. Mistely explained that for a variety of
reasons he was unable to take on the position although willing to remain as ViceChairman. However, he wished to propose a worthy nominee known to all Mr. F. Pickard. This nomination was seconded by the President, Mrs. A. Lee and an
applauding audience saw Mr. Pickard take the Chair.
7.

A further nomination for the office of Editor was made and Mr. Hubbard happily
proposed Mr. Peter Hobbs of Bath. Mr. Hubbard explained why he thought Mr. Hobbs
would be a good choice. He has worked in journalism for many years and has edited
many publications. He has worked in Switzerland, is fluent in French and also has
a working knowledge of German. In response to a question Mr. Hubbard said it was
possible that he could attend the AGM if it was considered necessary. Since
Mr. Hobbs appeared to have all the right qualifications, the President, Mrs. A. Lee,
. gladly seconded the proposal. Mr. Hobbs will take over from 1st January 1987.
The full list of Officers and Committee, therefore, is as follows:
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President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Treasurer:
Hon. Pkt. Secretary:

NEWS

Mrs. A. Lee
Mr. F. Pickard
Mr. C. P. Mistely
Mr. G. W. Hubbard
Kr. L. E. Stiles
Mx. D. M. Slate
Committee:

LETTER
•

NOVEkBER 19867.L.:z.

Hon. Editor:

ft

ft

Hon Librarian:

Mr. J. A. Eastwood )
Mr. R. A. Hoyle
Mrs. H. Elliott

to 31st Dec. 1986
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley
from 1st Jan. 1987.
Mr. P. Jobbs
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley
(provisional)
Northern Group
London Group

Adoption of the election for new Officers and tbose-willing to stand fot
re-election was proposed by Mrs. E. Rawnsley and seconded by Mr. A. Balmforth and
carried.
9.

MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS.
A general suggestion was made that an Auction might
be held, perhaps on a Saturday afternoon, from 12 noon to 5.00 p.m., with
viewing to 2.00 p.m. and sales starting at 2.30 p.m. The debate ran along the
lines of finding suitable material - in quantity - also soll:eone to prepare the
Auction list for circulation in advance. Perhaps a few dealers might support such
a venture. It was left to the Committee to consider the idea and to advise the
membership when a decision has been reached. It was also suggested that where
there was a run of old 'News Letters i the Society could easily make money by selling
them.
10.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS.
1.

It was proposed by Mr. C. Mistely that the Society should offer to
Mr. R. F. Bulstrode the only accolade that is available in recognition of
all his sterling work over the years, namely that of HON. LIFE hEMBERSHIP. All
V the members present were
total agaaamout with this idea and when the Chairman
asked for someone to second the motion, your reporte found great difficulty in
deciding the hand that went up first, but suspects it was that of Mr. R.A.G. Lee.
The Secretary was also asked to investigate the matter of changing the
2.
venue of the Society to the new premises in Charterhouse Street, to which the
BPF and the NPS will soon be moving.
3. The final topic for discussion was on the subject of subsidies for the !
Northern and Sussex Groups. hr. Hewson said that in order to keep everyone happy the rents for both Groups be paid in full. This was approved and it
was left to the Treasurer to make contact and report back to the Cbmmittee.
•

There being no further business the Chairman, Mr. Pickard, expressed
his thanks to all concerned in placing him in the 'hot seat' and added that he
hoped to be able to continue in the way of past holders of the Office.
The meeting closed at 7.45 p.m. and was followed by an Auction with just
over £107 exchanging hands.
G.W.H.

To avoid being late we send our
2.-YGREETINGS
for a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a
HAPPY NEW YEAR
to all our Members at Home
or Overseas

4

LONDON SWISS PHILATELIC SOCIETY
It is with great regret we
learn that the London Swiss Philatelic
Society is to be wound up after some
45 years, due to having, most
unfortunately, lost all their senior
members and unable to find sufficient
new ones to carry on.
May we suggest that those
remaining, who Wish to maintain their
interest in Swiss philately should join
'Helvetia'. Why not come along to one
of our meetings and meet our members?
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IDENTIFYING THE NEW STAMP PRIiaING MACHINE
By M. RUtherfoord
Firstly we must examine the differences between the 2 older machines before
considering the newest machine which has tjust been installed in the PTT Printing
Works (see also p.23 of the 'News Letter').
Pig. 1 shows the same value printed by the 2 older machines, the upper one by
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the single colour ifag 1 Or J.R II) which has since been pensioned off,
and the
lower one by the 4-colour -vi ifag 11 (or SSR III).Note the position
of the date
relative to the sheet number, and that the month for both i6
in Homan numerals.
The widths also vary, 175 and 168 mm. respectively. Four form numbers
, 1 to 4,
were used for printing cylinder rotation.
Fig. 2 is a reduced view of a full sheet
of the 1986 'Europa' 50c value, the
first to be printed on the new 7-colour, computer-controlled Goebel machine.
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The stamp size
of 28 x 33 mm. is
not new, but a number of other features are new The
form number is now
given by a row of
tiny square dots
.
(computer readable?)
instead of plain
numbers as before,
s ee fig. 3 for
the others.
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The date is
now printed very
small indeed, in all
arabic figures, see
Fig. 4, '1.11.85'.
The "traffic light"
sheet shown can be
either with 1 or 4
dote maybe tnere
The sheet width is
198.3 mm.
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are others too. The sheet

_

from the left at the op
fig, 5 snows the 6th stamp
Fig 5
of 4 dots sheet only, and the outtina,. mark,
to divide the sheets, at the bottom of
row 5, which is on all sheets.
Look carefully at these stam p s, tney are printed in 4 offset colours, you can
see the screening, except on the dark blue used for all texts, butwith only one
recess for all the lines in black, as a start.
It is perha p s of interest to UK collectors that here few collect such details, an
and the y a lot of background knowledge of stamp production is lost.
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DID YOU KNOW ?

.

The first meeting of the autumn season
was held on Sept. 20th at their new 'home'
near the Leeds centre, when Er. ii. ir( Q1*
presented his 'CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY'.

.... that the special cancellation shown,
to be used in Dabendorf, commemorates one
of the major military
processions of the
rA V°86\10n_
This consisted of a wide selection of ! region. Following 3
or2v22.11.86 .7a,
. At
of service, cul- f
mainly modern issues including booklets,' ;weeks
----i•-....,,
p
-.cosy.1
linating
in
a
one
week
•
•
covers, maximum cards and various types of ' •
Allailh
cancellations. Of particular interest was :large scale manoeuvres
a series of old postcards depicting Swiss 'together with the
ni.,..
"y
Civil Defence organcostumes.
_______
the march
iisations ,•
.-......&
ROY CHRISTIAN VISITS LEEDS
ios.st takes place on
Following his display of Swiss Station Ithe Dübendorf military
Cancellations 12 months ago, Group members iairfield. 12,000 men, 500 tracked and
were delighted to welcome his again on
12000 other vehicles take part, with planes
November 1st, this time to show his
of the Swiss Air Force above.
fabulous display of Swiss TP0s.
I .... that 50 years ago it was quite
Kr. Christian said it was a collectdil'ferent.
On 1 October 1936 three
ion built up over many years to tell the
stamps publicising the Federal Defence Loan
story not only of the Swiss Travelling
were issued, when the Swiss Government
Post Office, but also of Swiss Railways.
realised that they did not have the money
He began with a short account of the early to re-equip their Army. With the enormous
years of railways in Switzerland, showing
success of this Loan, modern aircraft and
the special stamps and postcards issued
guns could be bought (from Germany) and
for the 1947 Centenary. He described the
the home production increased. The obvious
introduction of he first TPOs in 1857 on
wish to defend themselves was not misinterthe line from Zurich to Brugg with a card
preted to the north and south of the
depicting the first type of Bahnpostwagen; country.
then told how he had defined the various
.... that in November the number of major
types of cancellations and how these had
and minor auctions reaches its peak,
developed over the years.
together with numerous club internal
In arranging his collection he said
auctions, millions change hands, and give
that he took his earliest dated postmark
an indication how philately stands for
for a particular route and followed with a the coming season.
history of the line and its cancels. He
.... that the PTT and the Union of Swiss
also pointed out that the TPO did not
Philatelic
clubs is undertaking a major
always take the full direct route indicated
campaign
to
increase the interest in Swiss
by the cancel, so that it was essential to
stamps.
The
recent boost to 'K' and
have both a timetable and details of the
special
cancellation
standing orders was
routes operated for that particular six
bigger
than
the
PTT
had
hoped for, but is
monthly period before the exact route could
that
collecting,
just
to
get something
be established.
throughthe post? If a good proportion of
Mr. Christian then displayed a large
these new collectors start going backwards,
number of sheets which showed the develop- then the campaign has been a success.
ment of the various lines and their
.... that the Oerlikon PS has just had a
cancellations, both for the 'Bundesbahnen'
show
of Youth collections, in celebration
and for the many private railways. The
of
15
years of their Youth section, with
whole display was beautifully written up a
'regular
courses for teenagers. This does
illustrated with maps, postcards and
more
for
philately in the long term than
photographs.
thousands of Francs of publicity material.
FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
See boverleaf
Many clubs carry out such programmes.
.... that the answer to Question No. 150
.
is 9. In 1937 the famous 10c yellow and
bleak stamp No. 210, which came out again
in 1946, No. 276. In 1949 there were 2, 20:
30c Nos. 292/293, but also in 1949 the
35c definitive, No. 304 showing, I have
heard, 2 PTT coaches; in 1953 came 2 new
versions, 10 & 20c Nos 314/315. In 1956
the 50 No. 324, and in 1959 another 50
No. 343 and in 1980 the 40c. No. 646. The
coach on No. 400 of 1963 is almost
certainly a French coach.

BETHLEHEM CANCEL
The annual cancellation from
Bethlehem - Bern, will be issued on. 20th
December until 24th December. It shows
the star and one of the Kings.

DID YOU KNOW? -

Cont. from Col. 2

above-mentioned three stamps of the
Defence Loan. Where is the landscape
shown in the background?
K. RUTHERFOORD

... that Question No. 151 is about the

1

(Cont. in col. 1)

rage 68
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
NORTHERN GR6UB6

Saturday, 6th Dec. AIR KAILS - the
first 60 Years Kr. D. Cairns
10 Jan.
KR. I. GILCHRIST
will entertain at
Pool-in-Wharfedale
Please note that the December meeting will be held in the Board Room at
Centenary House in Leeds, No. 22. You
are advised to use the lower entrance,
the Board Room being at the end of the
corridor or. the right on the entrance.

Now is the time to consider
ideas for Christmas gifts, and a
few dropped hints might secure
for you some items you have been
wanting.
ihy not branch out into

a

new field? AMong subjects now
becoming popular are
Postal Stationery
Revenue stamps

LONDON GROUP

Railway stamps & cancels

Wednesday, 10 Dec. POSTAL HISTORY IN THE
MAKING - All Members
14 Jan. POSTAL STATIONERY Mr. F. Pickard

Postage dues
These and the more usual
stamps, covers etc., are available.

THE DAY OF THE STAMP
4?-y,EUZQN,cs

This event will be hdld
in Kreuzlingen from 4 7 December, in conjunction with a Phila telic Exhibition I
KREPHILA 86.

NEW

t

Sent for Approvals, or material
against Wants Lists to

J.S.ARMSTRONG

0 tri00N .
ar)

485, Marine Road, MORECAMBE,
Lance LA4 6AP.

43''.9/EFmgi

THE :IDEAL..

FOR

THE PHILATELIST

NEW

Georg Valko
SCHWEIZ - UBER DIE FRANKATUREN
1882 - 1907
For the Philatelist who wishes to become a specialist the collecting of
letters and documents is a "must" nowadays.
Nevertheless many difficulties arise with regard to Tariffs and Taxes.
This deficiency can be resolved with the aid of this new publication by
Georg Valko.
Contents:
Postal tariffs for letters,, postcards, registration, legal documents, express
delivery, newspapers, printed matter, samples, monetary matters (Nachnahme,
Mandates). receipts.
Regulations concerning franking, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of
mail, free-post. Cancellationconditions : special types of postage, philatelic
mail etc.
The book has 88 pages, with 70 pages of illustrations, including 40 in
colour on linen paper. Size: 17.6 x 25 cm.*
Price: SFr. 35.-- plus postage SFr. 4.90; airmail SFr. 7.45.
To order please apply directly to
ZUKSTEIN + CIE, Propr. Hertsch + Cie,
Zeughausgasse 24, P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Bern, Switzerland

-Zà nstE irt
Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEFKARREN ZEITUNG"? If not
let ua know your address and we will send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.

A

HELVETIA
SOCIETY
PHILATELIC
LET-TER
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40th YEAR

INDUSTRIELLE FRIEGSWIRTSCEAFT
By Maurice Tripet - from an early issue of American Helvetia Society
These stamps were demonetised on May 15th, 1919, and the Dept of Finance
ordered them to be returned by all sections and sub-sections of the War Board of
Trade. The numbers returned were:
5,610
8,244
25 c.
4,611
15 c.
9,664
74 c.
300.
5,766
20 c.
4,588 10 c.
2,947
4,595
* Includes the complete issue of 4,000 stamps - 2nd printing.
These figures include both printings and both types of the 74 c, value.

3 c.
5 c.

On June 28th, 1919, these returned stamps were put on sale to collectors at
20;i; over face abd by July 8th were sold out.
The 10 c. value of the 'thick' (2nd) printing saw very little usage and the
15 . c. value pf the 2nd P ri)nting was never used officially. Therefore, any cancellation on the 2nd printing of the 15d. value is a 'favour'cancel and would be dated
after 15th May, 1919, if a genuine cancel. This is also true of stamps with
inverted overprints, even on official letters, some pf which are in collections and
on the market with current dates. According to the Chief of service of the War
Board of Trade, stamps with inverted overprints were never seen and were unknown
at this office.
In 1913, when the stamps with thin:..84 thick overprints were in service, a
suggestion for a new type of overprint was submitted by the Director of the War
Board of Trade. This was a circular oberprint with the Federal Cross in the centre .
and the words 'Industrlle Kriegswirtschaft' around it.
The suggestion was made
because it was feared that the overprints in Use were too easily reproduced as they
were made with 66ffni,shig;i4 14ard type, readily obtainable in every printing shop:
The 'essays' in half sheets of 50 stamps were printed, 100 of each sheet exist with
this round overprint. With the end of the war, the bureau ceased to function and
the round overprints were not needed, the plates were, therefore destroyed.
Many types of the War Board of Trade postal stationery (envelopes) exist.
These,'on many papersbut those with stamps imptinted do not have the overprint.
It is believed that only the 10 c. (Tell type) was used on such envelopes.
In addition 4 printed postal cards were issued, two with the first and two with the
second overprint:

74 c. (Type II) with thin overprint - 5,000 Ti c. (Type II) with thick overpt
10 c. Tell

U

- 1,00010 c. (Tell)

Mixed franking on postal stationery exists with the first & second types of over
NOT: Letters with genuine overprints may be found with cancels after May 15th
1919 and others cmccelmal 'before on inverted overprints. No information
is available on the question of inverts with thin or thick overprints; so
(Continued on p. 96)
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ODDS Ci ENDS
!K ,

CORRIGENDA

CAl'iCELS

Apologies for its omission of
the Treasurer's report in the Minutes
of the A.G.E.
This read:
Ron. Treasurer's Report.
Er. Stiles
did not have a lot to say, mainly
because the Balance Sheet spoke for
him. With the General Fund at just
over iE 2,a10 and the amounts due to
the Society all paid withoone small
exception, there was little to add.
It was envisaged that with the chflageover of Editor some charges would go
up, but it was not anticipated to be
so large that an increase in the subscriptions was envisaged for 1987.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed
by Mr. R. Lee and seconded by
Mr. Houtris.

6232 GEUESEE - Kapelle
S. widolin
20 Oct K.1063
6874 CASTEL S. PIETRO
'Chiesa de Chaves 15 Nov.
1064
6823 S. VIT.0E
32
1065
7522 LA PUNT CHAYVES CH
"
1066
9452 HINTERFORST . - im
schönen Rheintal
1067
9453 EICHBERG - im
schönen Rheintak
1068
6872 SALORINO
9 Dec.
1069
6877 COLDRERIO

2 Jan.
3 tf

5314 KLEINDOTTINGEN

1070
1071

5315 BOTTSTEIN

1072

8855 WANGEN (S4 - am
oberen ZUrichsee 12 "

1073

There was also a slip in the typing
forms which read '1967' instead of
'1987'.
Must have been the thought of all
the Christmas mail to be.written(
E.J.R.

•

,ge

114.

1111;111.1171Ft

AND THE

7/nern,-84-A4

o
,;;TAli

OF

THE
AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

of

SSND

GREETINGS
FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON

c
c&d

TO ALL MEMBERS

,L„,5
4zail (eceit

AND
BEST WISHES
FOR TEE- --COMII4G YEAR

.

Ad,
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'Batz" in the Belfrey
By L. Moore
Reprinted from an early issue
Admiring the beautiful old 'Coin' set of the 1952 'Pro
Patria issue, it occurred to me that it might not be generally
known that Batzen, the coins represented on the 30c. and the 50c.
- IlatV
values (Uri and Nidwalden( were in common use throughout the
‘s$
n
part of Switzerland u til the latter half of the last century. I am
no Numismatist, but no collector of Swiss stamps can afford to be without knowledge
of the mOnetary tangle which existed right up to unification of currency in 1852.
,
At the time of the introduction of the first stamps Canton Geneva was
the French Franc, although the copper coins differed, being of
to
linked
4, 10 and 25 centimes. In arich the main monetary unit was the
1,
values of
Schillinge, 1 Schilling being 4 Rappen, worth about 5i Geneva
40
of
Florin
Basle Franc was a quarter of the 'ecu neuf' (new Crown), but a
The
centimes.
'Basler Intelligenz Blatt' announcing-the issue of the first stamp*
the
in
notice
the 2i Rappen 1Bas1e Dove' of 1845 reads '.... letters can now be sent prepaid, so
that the recipient will pay no charges for their delivery, provided that one of the
new little tickets (Frankozettelchen) is affixed to each letter
These little
tickets are obtainable at the Post Office at the price of 3 Batzen fcr20'. The
The Ba51 19 Batz was, therefore, the equivalent of 10 Rappen, or 14.3 centimes in Genev
money. The Swiss Franc, of 16 Batzen or 100 Rappen, was used in Cantons Aargau,
Bern, Fribourg, Solothurn, Vaud and Valais, in addition to the central Cantons, and
was equivalent to 1.43 Geneya Francs.
The dommonest coin being the Batz, worth about one penny, people were ti
accustomed to using it as the unit representing small values, and ale custom:: -,., I habe found, apart from the 'Basle Dove' notice, is on 'Nachnahmen' (C. 0.D.)
instructional marks. These are nArmally in manuscript, although I have One piece
. q
of 1851, bearing a 'Poste Locale' together with a tayon I( on whitex-which is
a printed reminder for the subscription to the 'Bernerzeitung'. .-In the upper -4
right corner is the printed inscription Nachnahme Batzen( ....' with the figu
23i inserted in manuscript. In other words 23i Batzen or 2 Francs 15 Centimes
to be collected. Very pften these 'Nachnahme' markings state the actual postal
rate and I have one case where this confirms the authenticity of a bisect. It is
a piece bearing one 10 Rappen 'Strubel' along with a half of a 10 Rappen and
marked 'Nachnahme 15 btz (Batzen) Porto 15 Rp' thus confirming the postage of 15 Rp.
It will be noted that the collectable amount is in Batzen, although the postage
is quoted in Rappen - and this in 1856.
vurrency is on a fiscal stamp (see ii
Another interesting OOP Of the noN Obil010
the diameter of a penny.
about
circle
single
a
illustration) of Canton Vaud,
in th: --rns ;-re, and
Patrie)
et
Liberte
(
with the Cantonal Arms and motto i
it.
around
Batz
1
the wording 'Timbre Ordinaire
So look around for mention of Batz, Batzen or even "ate or 'Nachname:or
It adds just a little more interest to collecting.
other covers.
,Ig!"- :,,e, i* 'tv.

1

Since this article was originally published some years ago it
would also be interesting to know if other collectors have
come across examples and would let us have details.

Editor's Note:

F ORTHCOMING

MEETINGS

NUaTHERN GROUP
Saturday, Jan. 10 1987 Mr. Gilchrist will entertain at Pool-in-Whargedale
“
The Annual Competition
Feb. 7
aUDON GROUP
Wednesday, Jan. 14
SUSSEX

Postal Stationery - Mr. F. Pickard et al

GROUP

Saturday, Feb. 21

The Posts of Luzern & District - Mr. A. Payne
o0o

- -
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IDENTIFYING THE NE. 32ALI PRINTI1,G LACHINE
By L. Rutherfoord
Continued from November
Tbe new Definitives (September 1986) are printed 6 sheets per celinder
rotation, marked with dots as before.
The illustration shos 5 and 6 dots. Note that the sheets are different
I don't know why, this is sheet 6 only. Also that the perforations
don't go to the
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This printing
had another new
feature, the
sheet number is
prefixed 'A' for
sheets with even
numbers of holes,
and with 'B' for
odd dots.

REVENUE

Compiled by G. Kelly
pf the American
Helvetia Society
Continuing my researches into the Revenue stamps, I have come across
some examples from SEEBACH, a suburb of adrich, now known as 8052 arich. The
series from 10 cts to 1 Fr. were issued between 1904 and 1910. The two larger
stamps with coat-of-arms were issued in 1929 and were in use for only 4 years.
The dates are shown on the upper left corner of the sheets.
PHILATELIST

...

I also have a sheet of the 1967 issue with date of 29.XI.66 in the upper
left corner. These dates have been around longer than I had thought.
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F. R. Lesser
GUT ALUUD
9
DECEMBER186
- F—R.nefigessET
nkerous and maybe t at
Maybe I am showing my age, maybe I am becoming canta
an endangered species?
ing
becom
by
tened
I got it all wrong - but is philately threa
uncle did and so do I.
My grandfather collected tamps, my father and my
denoted
bits of paper which
p
Philately stood for pcetage stamps, those little
basis. The
aid
pre
or air on a
receipts for postal serfices rendered by mail, sea
mind.
one's
ed
nudes never enter
idea of collecting stamps showing polar bears or
on
llati
cance
in
ges reflected
Neither was one concerned with propagandistic messa
of ev
way
by
ns
heir dates and origi
strikes nor their topicality, what mattered meret
status.
evidence of a stamp's genuine use and philatelic
ago and, while not printed in
The first postage stamps appeared over 140 years
ances, it is amazing that so
the hundreds of millions then and of organic subst
s survived thanks to a breed
many specimens survived the trials of time.r Stamp
self-annointed custodians of a byof collectors, the self-appointed and per? i s
nications system. 'What seems
product of government inspiree and controlled commu
per se is, probably, the
to separate the philatelist from the stamp collector
s's origin, history and life
former' d curator-like preoccupation with a stamp
involvement. There may be somecycle versus the letter's purely acquisititional
t andnot a stamp collector but
thing snobbish about calling oneself a pejletelis
i.e. the collection.
the final proof of one's status is the end product,
g
p
collectin will continue
There cannot be any doubt that philately or stam
cal attrition due to 'acts of
to remain afflicted with an on-going process of physi
So as
ity or plain accidents.
God', wars, man-made disasters, clandestine mobil
r
shrink. On the othe hand,
time goes on, the amount of philatelic material must
economic changes cause certain
monetary crisis, periods of extended inflation and
means of new generations of
material to escalate in its value well beyond the
an excuse to 'sell'
However, should these circumstances alone serve as
collectors.
what philately is all about? Has
new generations on a perverted interpretation of
on its face, by a postal adminithe collecting of stamps by subject as portrayed
ple combination into a gummer
stration's propaganda cancel policy, by a multi
g
to do with the study of postage stamps
sticker-like souvenir block or sheet anythin
yet, it should not prevent
in a peilatelic sense? Of course, it hasn't and
people from collecting whatever they may fancy.
that is known about a
There is the cybic who will tell you that everything
upon or written upon - lated
specu
stamp has already been documented, commented upon,
continue to publish
ines
magaz
so what's new? Yet, philatelic journals and stamp
art history
Has
ngs.
findi
new discoveries, new interpretations and revisional
est wonders.
great
e's
of natur
stood still? Man's generative inquisiteness is one
pt is doomed, while postal
Bo doubt, the postage stamp as a postal prepaid recei
upon millions of perforated, beat
administrations may continue churning out millions
of paper eaxh year and thus
beautifully printed little gummed rectangular bits
age will write (finis' to the
perpetuate their sizeable incomes, the electronic
picture postcard probably the
written message in not too distant future with the
vast majority in posi
But until then, will the billions of stamps, the
last to go.
value? And if so, in the hands
office fresh condition, ever attain any philatelic
of how mant generations from ours?
age the philatelic press
Is it, therefore, not extrordinary how little cover
Where are the editorials,
gives to stamp exhibits? Not exhibitions, exhlbits!
t exhibits themselves? Where are
the pictures and commentaries on those magnificen
exhibitors' labour of love?
the exhibition programs or brochures frpictingp the
a catalogue or
4- ou1d one find a gallery of paintings or scul tures without
solely on auction
rely
to
brochure illustrating what is on show? Is philately
_
catalogues?
.
multi-colour printing technology
- Philatelists arise! 4e live inT an aee of
se no editorialising and picturee of award
the world has never seen before. We
p
ity reasons, exhibitors' names
winning exhibits in the . hilatelic ress? For secur
4e can't all trsvel_to Paris, Milan,
may be anitted but let's see the jeeels:
national etamp exhibitions are
London, San Transisco, or gwhere-ever these inter
collectors, an
Give the nee generations of philatelists, or stamp
being held.
Let the
us.
envio
tly
sligh
opportunity to participate and perhaps even feel
or bank
boxes
it
depos
y
safet
world see that Philately is not born and buried in
vaults.
------o0o - THI1,;KI'e G

.
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FROM HARLAN T. STONE of the A,IERICAN HELVE2IA PHIL4i2ELIC sOCIETY
HELVETIA WILL REPRILT THE AWARD-4IATLING ILDEX
TO U.S. PHILATELIC SOCIETY JOURNALON
S SWITZERLAND.
The American Helvetia Philatelic Society
Affiliate No. 52) has
sold out the first printing of the golf-medal index to the journal 'TELL'
and
earlier U.S. Society journals for collectors of Switzerland.
(CAPS

Dale R. Eggen, Chairman of Helvetia's Phpatelic Literature Research
Group, reports that since the introduction of the Index at 'AMERIPEX' in
May,
all 100 copies have gone to collectors and libraries. He has announced a
second printing if there is enough interest.
The index received a gold-medal with felicitations of the jury at
'SESCAL' in October. The judges cited the index in their written evaluation as
"A leader in the concept of computer-produced indexes" and "a good guide
for
other indexes to follow."
The 135 page, double column volume is thr most extensive ever
published in English on Swiss philatelic information. It includes a thesaurus
of key words, an author index, a subject index, a roster of editors for
the five
journals covered, and a history of the U.S. Societies that published them
beginning in 1938. Karl E. Henson, a professional librarian and Helvetia member,
eas the index's editor.
Collectors who want this index 'should send a check for 1.:;.30 payable to .
AS, to Mr. Eggen at P.O. Box 430, New Hartford, NY 13413.
AN INTERESTING COVER
The illustration shown below, and details, have been sent by us for
publidation by Mr. M. Rutherfoord.
The cover, froL .e ikon, is dated 16 September
1850. In ALTISHOFEN
, probably at the beginning of October, it was designated as a Registe
red Nachnahme-Letter (15 Kr.) and franked with Rayon stamps, Rayon II (Type
35/A1,'
Tobacco-brown shade, with oily frame to the cross, and a RayOn I, Type
9/A1, very
dark blue printing. .Both stamps show the characteristics of the first
Rayon
stampsof early October 1850. They are cancell
ed with the very rare framed
"Zu spilt" - too late.
The looped MS mark on the right hand side is an early fotm of
indicating registration.
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Farewell Editor
_

The time has come ... as we are
frequently told ... to terminate my post
as Editor of the "Helvetia News Letter",
mainly because of eye problems, until sue
time as something can be done about them.
This I do with the greatest regret
as I have thoroughly enjoyed my part in
this role, but looking back over the 29
years in which I have been involved, I
find it most rewarding to note the
tremendous amount of information, in many
cases first time information at least in
English, very often based on researches by
our own members, which has been recorded
for posterity and passed on to collectors
to help them increase their knowledge and
to make their collecting of far greater
interest than merely sticking stamps into
albums.
I hope, therefore, that these efforts
will be maintained and that a steady flow
of articles will be sent to my successor,
Mr. Peter Hobbs of Bath, to make his task
easier and more enjoyable.

Doubtless there will be changes and
we look forward to seeing these in due
course. Meanwhile an important one is
that in response to requests from some
members and because the use of foolscap
paper is being phased out, as from January
1987 the format will be changed to A4.
I hope to continue to be of assist-

,ance to Members, although the Library will
soon be re-housed, but I have a suffiently
good one of my own, to be happy to try to be of assistance to help with problems,
especially with regard to Postal History,
my favourite subject, as well as others.
I take this opportunity of wishing
everyone a Very Happy Christmas and
Good Luck in the New Year.
E. J. RAJISLEY
DID YOU NO4? -

Cont. from Col. 2

"seals" are pressed into tl , e paper, less
messy than the old red wax.
.... that just to the east of Schaffhausen
there is a German enclose, totally surrounded - Bilsingen. It has a German 7701
and a Swiss 6238 postcode. Now the Swiss
inland postal rates ap p ly to letters to
and from Switzerland, but those from have
to use German stamps; but a letter costs
less, as Swiss rates are lower than German.
.... that the answer to question No. 151
the Lake of Luzern. But as the figure
by Hodler is of a Freiburger cowheard, I
can't understand the connection with
Luzern, nor can I find it in a large book
of Hodler's paintings. A mystery.
is

M. HUTHERFOORD

DID YOU KNOW
,,,, that another reccrd has been broken
at a Swiss auction, i.e. in ZUrich by
Hans schwarzenbach. Fi g . 1 shows part of
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Fig. 1. the com p lete cover sated

4.11II.24) which went for
SFr.6,500.- + 15;o. The slogan No. 4.1.23
one of the rarest as it was in use for
only 6 days at beginning of July 1924
holiday period. Then someone decided
the date of the Garden Show must be
included, and this because the cheap one
as the
4.1.23 1. 7.24 - 7. 7.24
text is
not often
seen clearly, the
6AR1ENBAU 6E W ERIK
figures
2&
WINTERTH UR 19Zif
Fig. 2
show
--and the
final text,
to help you
flintUWWWW001 look thru
GAME MAU GEWER8E
your slogWINTERTHU R
i and for
11H29 SEPT. 1924
J '
1924. Goodd
_
hunting!

4.1.24 14. 7.24 - 27. 9.24

Fig. 3

.... that this year's sales of PJ stamps
will be looked at very critically. The
high numbers sold is almost entirely due
to school children who collect orders
door to door and deliver later, but this
effort has been steadily dropping,
reflected in the total numbers sold. This
year there is a partial and misjudged
refusal by teachers to organise the campaign at their schools, because of the
way the PJ Committee handled gipsy
children years ago.
.... that the Philatelic Bureau in Vaduz g,
adopted the Swiss system of delivering the
new issues without COD, but payment by a 3.
invoice or automatic charging to one's Gir,
aCc3unt, in Switzerland and FL only. The
new
scheme starts next year.
2
.... that the present exhibition in the
PTT Museum is devoted to the 'Sitting
Helvetia perf.' stamps, and in particular
to the various postal rates and services
which applied during the years 1862 to
1883. All stamps shown are correctly used
on cover, which is the way it should be,
and this is becoming fashionable now.
.... that the PTT has developed a special
paper, dark blue in colour, as a substitute
for the old sealing wax used at the back cf
insured "V" letters. .A strip is stuck acrc
,the envelope flat at the back, then heated
(Cont. in co].. 1
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J.S.ARMSTRONG

It is with the decpest
regret that we have learned of
the sudden death of
MR. K. A. JACKSON

_e_A-z..ce6

of S. Croydon, which is padtico
ularly sad as he had retired only
a few months ago.

biLÁlizaA

He had been a member since
1982 and had recently joined the
Sussex Group.

tfze.

A letter of synpathy has be
sent to Mrs. Jackson and family.

cJeasel

cyA,w1
0"-}44i4f ‘cve&-t
w-Ixe
fria eté sttvo_13
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INDUSTRIELLE KRIEGSWIRTSCHAFT

Continued from front page
far as the writer has seen this (
on rgw rgub rtow,
It is as well to remember that the
official cancellations are from July 23r4
1918 to May 15th 1919 for he first
or thin overprint, and from 3rd Sept
1918 to May 15th 1919 for the second
ot thicker overprint.

485, Marine Road, M0RECAM3E,
Lance LA4 W.

/

NE W --THE

IDEAL. GIFT FOR TEE PHILATELIST -- N E W
GeOrg Valko SCHWEIZ - UBER DIE FRA1';EATUREN

11382 - 1907
For the Philatelist who wishes to become a-specialist the collecting of
letters and documents is a "must" nowadays. .
Nevertheless many difficulties arise with regard to Tariffs and Taxes.
This deficiency can be resolved with the aid of this new publication by
Georg Valko.
Contents:

Postal tariffs for letters, postcards, registration, legal documents, express
delivery, newspapers, printed matter, samples, monetary matters (Lachnahme,
Mandates). receipts.
Regulations concerning franktng, insufficient postage, forwarding and return of
mail, free-post. Cancellationconditions: special types of postage, philatelic
mail etc.
The book has 88 pages, with 70 pages of illustrations, including 40 in
colour on linen paper. Size: 17.6 x 25 ca.
Price: SFr. 35.-- plus postage SFr. 4.90; airmail SFr. 7.45.
To order please apply directly to
ZUkSTEIL + CIS, Propr. Hertsch + Cid,
Zeughausgasss 24, P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 Bern, Switzerland

.Z,. r6-KEI

_

e

Do you know our monthly newspaper the "BERNER BRIEA.4.1/1;EN
ZEITUNG"? . If not
let ua know your address and we
send you, free of charge, a specimen
copy with no obligation whatsoever.

will

